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The unifying theme of the thesis., one that emerged during the writing of the thesis,
is that of a community 1eaming to author iu own story and develop iu own authoriwive
voice. The thesis tnces a gndual shift in authority from the singular domirwlt voice oflocal
clergy, to the growing empowerment of the people of Lawn who began their journey as a
collection of commined individuals. evolved into authoriud groups that spok.e for the
community. and eventually inlo vocal groups the authority ofwhich was lodged in provincial
legislation. The energy that SUstained the struggle was a passionate sense of identity and
place that is inherent in the Lawn community culture.
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ABSTRACT
"The school in the small outport conununity of uwn, on lhc Burin PeninJWI; in the
ProvinceofNcwfound1&nd and labradoc. has been an intean.J pan oflhccommun.ity, and the
community of the school since iu earliest inception. hoWC"w'CI". several effons at school
consolidation by .. series of school authorities have created .. fundamentaJ battle ground for
co~ residents. Since 1956, at which time the high schooIltUdent:s from uwn were
bussed thincen kilometers to St. Lawrc:nce.. there has been an ongoing community struiiJe
to preserve the Lawn K· 12 school system. This thesis tells the multi-layered Slory of. smaJJ
community's struggle to save its school with a particular focus on the reasons for the passion
which motivated it
After the inlroduaion. and. preliminary overview ofttlc academic literature ofsman
schools in Chapter Two. the chapters ofthis thesis are arranged chronologically to narrate the
Lawn school Slory over itS entire rustory with a focus on the critical periods and the major
conflietual e'!o·ents. Chapters Three. Four. md Five are each di\;ded intO six sections which
depict.. sequentially. the multiple layers ofme Slory' the historica11andscape ofeduc.ation in
the Province ofNewfoundland and Labrador, the Loc.aI situation in Lawn, the public venion
of the school authority story. the Lawn residents' story, the author's penonal school story,
and finally the narntive researcher's reflections and ruminations ofthe multiple layen ofuch
chapter. This pattern of development continues until Chapter Six vo'hen the Lawn residents'
story begins to merge with the school board story and are told in unison. and consequently,
only 6ve sections are developed in this chaptet". Chapter Seven tells the author'sjOLlmey of
becoming a narrative researcher and learning .. rwntive methodology.
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THE £Nt) IS THE BEGINNING
Judy FDOte, Educarion MinistCl'" and MHA (or the DiSlria: ofGand Bank. announced
today plans for the consuuction ofa new K·12 school in Lawn. ..... we estabUshed
a template for the constNction of aU new schools that they be designed 10 enab'e
leachers and studenu to access new technoloi)' and utilize modem 1e8clUns and
learning techniques that have not been possible in older facilities." said Minister
Foote... "The new swe-of-the-art school in Lawn will be: such a facility:' (N~s
release, April!l, 2001, Department of Education)
This long-awaited announcement from Newfoundland and Labrador's Minister of
Education on April II. 2001. brought clear and final resolution to the prolonged impassioned
conflia which had gripped the residents oftne small rural community of Lawn on the Burin
Peninsulaforfony·fiveyean. From 1956t02001. these residents had struggled with various
educational authorities to maintain lo school in their small community.
The end of this political story maries the beginning of lhe ....-riting of this thesis.•
narntive inquiry intO lhe story itself It is a story embedded in my life and central to my
personal, professional. and acadmtic gro",'th. Because I have lived intensely this multi·
layered experience. my thesis became the vehicle through which I endeavored to &l:hieve
resolution of the tensions contained within it. In the meaning·making I discovered that
stories are nestled within stories: my personal story within the community story, the
community S10ry within the local go....ernance story, the governance story within the larger
provincial S10ry. Each layer ofS10ry is inextricably entangled with the stories that encircle it.
This thesis will rwTIote chronologically five historical periods ofthe unfolding ofthese Slories.
TU COlitut oloe SI..,.
~oricaIty in Newfoundland and LabJa4or, rural schools wen atIblished 10 meet
the needs of people Ii\ing in rural areas. These IChools provided an academic environment
where values of rurality, culture, and place wefe protected and cherished, and where
community needs were identified. respected. and met. This iJ certainly uue for the school-
community relationship in Lawn.. a community on the Burin PenilUUla and ia school. Holy
Name ofMary Academy, a school founded in the Rol1W\ Catholic tradition. the predomilWlt
rdigion of the community. The la""n school system has been an integral part of the
community, and the community oCthe schooL since iu earliest inception and continues to be
so to the present day. This is much evident in the bilateral suppon that exists between school
and community. and the three way intimate. inter-personal relationship that exists among
parents. educators. and stUdents.
Despite the close knit relationship among school and community stakeholders. and
despite the well documented academic successes of the system. the residents of the
community of lawn have been challenged by • COl\$W'lt struggle with • series of various
church leaden and school bo&rds of the times to preserve community schooling_ For
economic reasons. educational authorities have attempted on II least four occasions since
195510 relocate the students ofLawn to the school in SI. Lawrence some truneen Icilometers
distant. However. any relocation pl&ns have repeatedly f~ a strong and detenruned
resiSWlce from both parents and community members who believed that the best intercst5
of their children were identified and met in their own community school. What makes the
Lawn c.ue unique is thai the struggle to retain the community school endured for fony-five
long, difficuh yean. Provincial governments chan&ed. IChooI boards chanaed. cla"gy
CRanged. but the strong belief in community schoolinB was invnutable in the minds of the
residents of the community of Lawn. Many yean of conflict., hard work. and determined
politicaJ action finally pro....ed suc:ces.sful for the residents of Lawn when. on April 11, 200 I,
the Hononble Judy Foote, Minister ofEducatior'l, &tLnClUI'ICed the consuua.ion of. new K-12
school for Lawn. For resident$, the banJe had been won and the war was 6naIIy over.
This thesis tells the Sloryofthis rural people. this runI commu.nity and their struggle
to maintain commurUty schooling amid the turmoil of repeated education refonn efforts. In
its unfolding, I hope that the story pro'ofides some insight and understanding about how.
school and a commurUty supponed uch other and how rural people became empowered to
fight both school boards and pro'ofincial go....emmenu in persistent anempts to control their
own destiny. By exploring this particular story, a funher undemanding is gained of rurality,
culture. and place as each pertains to a rural commurUty school and a rural people. The story
ofthe people ofLawn does not stand alone: it is intertwined with the stories ofvarious school
board authorities. church authority. and pr01linciaJ go....emment authority; 50 the thesis tdls
the story ofthe Lawn school \,\,;thin a larger political and social context.
Hislorit:lIl O'vervi_
A school was established in the CommurUty ofLawn as early as 1862 and continued
rela.ti....dy urUntemJpted in various buildings until 1956. at which time the local Roman
Catholic priest made: a decision to bus the: tush school JNdenu from Lawn to anotha'"
Catholic school in St. Lawre:nce: some thineen kilome:tcn disunc. High school students
continued to be schooled in St. Lawre::nce: until 1960 when they returned to Lawn and were
housed in. newly consuucted X-12 school. On a second occasion in 1971, promoted by the
kx:aI clergy and the: loc.aJ school board. an attempt was made to consolidate the Lawn and St.
Lawrence schools in St. La\l>'fence but. attempted consolidation was rejected OUtright by the
community The students did not move at this time but attempts at consolidation continued
into the 1980's and the 1990's. One of the strongest and most determined attempts by the
school board to consolidate the schools occurred in 1980, .....hen high school students from
Lawn were bussed to St. Lawrence for one year. The 1990's witnessed sweeping changes in
educational policies and StNctures for the entire provinc:e: of Newfoundland and l.ab~or
with several recommendations from locaJ school boards., both Catholic and pub{ic. u well as
provincial authorities to dose the Lav.'Il school. Politic.al action from the community was
persistent and persua.si,,·e, eventually con"incing Government to retain community schooling
in uwn. Minister Foote's announcement signaled the end of Govt:11llnCJ1t effons 10 dose
Holy Same ofMar)" Academy
P_IUllColiliecriolU
This is a story thai has fascinated me all of my life because I have lived this story. It
is a Story that has consistently fomented on the surface of my home community even when
there was no conflict surrounding the issue. What has fascinated me and is my research
motivation, is that at the centet" of the story is • small group of NnI people who it would
seem.. would have had little or no voice against the authority of the mJCh larger and more
infIuentiaJ religious denomination syucms and IChooI board.s. Yet, over time. these people
became empowered to lAke control. oftbeir ovm destiny in manen of community schooling.
I chose this story as • researc:.h topic because I am convW:ed thai it is an imponant one to
document and tell arising as it did from conflicting interpretations of the centrality of the
school t:> the community.
::>ewey conceived of the community as an organic entity with characteristics
of its own. These characteriStics are no mere sum of its part5. JuSt as the
hean serves the circulatory functions of an organism. so, too. the school
serves the educational functions of a community. (Clandinin and Connelly
1991: 27)
My experience is that the school in uvm is perceived by community residents as being the
heart and soul of the community. Community life is very tnI.M:hint~ with school life.
Having lived the conflict~een community residents and school boards for most ofmy life.
I wallted to develop an undemanding of the multiple layers of its nature and context.
As • narrative researcher completing this thesis, I had thead~e of viewing this
story from nuny angles At first. I was a student in the uvm school system. As such..
school was a comforuble place to be and I experienced a great sense of pride and ownership
in the school. I vaguely remember hearing about school consolidation in the 1970'5 and recall
that as students we did not take the issue too seriously because the specter of school closure
felt remote. As. parent in the 1980's, however, I felt. mix ofemotions ranging from fear
to anger as attempted consolidation once again became an issue in our lives. I was offended
~ ill Lawn. Consequently my research began to taIce on .. new fOOJ$.
A!. approximatdy the same time, I anended .. symposium on the SlISIDlflObility of
SMaJJ Schoo/s Aaou 1M Norrh AtlDnnc Rim (1999). It was an enlightening experience to
sit ill .. room full ofeducators, politicians. union leaden., and business people and to hear all
of lhem Fomate small schools and run.! education. It was at that point that t realized that
my thesis research was driven more by a personal drive to save .. small run.! school from
closing than an academic need to write a thesis. It was at the symposium that t mel Or, J~
Brown. who shared preliminary findings ofa research project which compared rural education
in Iceland and Newfoundland In her concluding statement she suggested the following'
My study during the past year has convinced me that small, run.! schools wiJl
be pan ofthe educational system in many countries for many years to come.
It is out-of--dale thinking to consider them as second best and inferiOL Staffed
by qualified teachers. these schools are in a unique position to offer different
but equ.ally valuable educatiorW experiences. With strong ties to the
comrnutUty. they can serve as community centers as wdl as educational
centers. ~ studenu require broader programs in hiih school grades. distance
education offers opponunities for advanced StUdy and wider choices. The
I6son t have learned from my visit to Iceland is that communities must take
resporwbility for their own schools_ It is community involvement and
support. with strong educationalleadersh.ip 1.1 the 1oca11eve1 that is needed.
(p. IS)
Shortly after the Symposium I met with Dr. Brown and she agreed to supervise my work.
The methodology that I had planned to use for my thesis was .. traditional qualitative
design. During myfim meeting with Dr. Brown, I retold the Lawn school story with as much
detaiJ and accuracy as possible and at the end ofthe meeting she pt;Ued a book from her slidf
and suggested that this story could be told using a research methodology calJed IWTI.tive
inquiry. She went on to CXJ)lain that .. coUeague &1 Memorial University had just returned
from the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE). havina compIec:ed a doctonl
thesis with narrative expert Dr, Michael ConneDy using narrative inquiry methodology.
Within an hour I was introduced 10 Dr. Maureen DuMe and thus my lWTaove journey began.
The intent of my thesis is 10 document and g;ve form to the dl'oru of .. rural people
as they seck 10 find voice and to become empowered in their struggle against Roman Catholic
church dominance and $Chool boud bureauc:racy. Beause ofthis intent. and beause of my
personal involvement in the evolution of events during the: past three decades. first as a
student. (hen as a parent. and finally as an employee of the education system. the
methodology used is the approach of narrative inquiry, the retelling and the reconstruction
of the events as they unfolded over a time frame that spanned some forty-five years. A
passage from Dunne (1998) captures the underlying premises oflWTative ~hodolo8Yas it
relales to the: purposes of lhis document. She Slates:
Researching this thesis requires twO dimensions ofthinJcing: a past orientation
towards examination of experiences and undentandings or centnl concepts
to a.sceruin how personal theory was formulated; and .. future orientation.
which in identifying the dialectics still active within the stories. moves me to
understand them more fully so I em develop the insight to recognize and hold
the pandOlf:o The research itself is in the present. Min the momenl and in the
act'" (CoMeJly and Clandinin. 1985). an unfoldinglWTl.tive. (p. 42)
Narrative inquiry may be used nOI only to investigate subject maner but to unco..·er meaning.
We use story and its underlying meaning to explain the relationship between past and present
that others extemaJ to our community could aaua1Iy make • decision in our 'bese inta'aU·.
to take aDd to destroy wtw was in fact ours; it fclt like an invasion, an cnc:ro.dmcnl on
comnwniIy property. With the consolidmon movcrnttltS that wen afOOt in the 1990's. my
penon&! struggle became even more intc::nx for DOW I was pl&ced in a double bind •
teparating my loyalties to the local school aDd community u a resident parent livins in that
community from my loyalties to my employer as a teacher and vice-principal working for the
local school board in that community school. The principles and values ofthe school boar4$
in making their decisions conflicted sharply with the 'oision of education held by the Lawn
residents. There was a transmutation between the message thal was being sent by the Soard
and the one that was being received by the Lawn people. It was within this tension in the
dialectic that my lhcsis began
Arrivinl At l'oiarrativt laquir'y
My thesis~c:hstarted with the topic lnformation Technology and lu Impact upon
a Small Rural School Although 1 did not have any deep desire to study the field of
information technology. I knew that the Lawn school was under the thre&t ofschool closure
and 1 felt that information technology could positively impact the school (1Irrl(1llum and
school viability. In the process ofrescarching information technology and rural education.
I became fascinated with the work of Paul Nachtigal (1994) and John Townsend (1998) and
their ideas about rural schools as centers oflearning for the entire rural community. I fdt that
such a concept of rural education could indeed function and operate well in the smaJ.I rural
events., between pt'"eseIlt and NNrt eve!'ts, and the present is shaped by OUI" concept of the
NNtC. Indeed. it is experien.ce interwoven in the put. in the present., and in the person',
future plans that give rise to "personal practicallmowledge" (Connelly and Clandinin, 1911),
storied knowledge that guides actions and behaviors.
ConneUy and Clandinin (1988) define the method of narntive inquiry u "'the study
ofbow humans make meaning ofexperience by endlessly telling and reteUing stories about
themselves that both reconfigure the past and create PUJ1)Q5e: in the NNrt" (p. II).
According to Pollcinghome ( 1988) this methodology represents "'the ordering structure ofthe
events in peoples' lives and is contingent upon the components of causality and time.
M~g derived from narrative consists also of the significance these events have for the
narrative in rdation to a panicular theme" (p. 18).
Dunne (1998) says that "narrative research is personal knowledge research with
heuristic and panicipalory consciousness implications and possibilities. In all three
apprl»Ches. the: knower d~lIs in the known; theory and practice an merged, subjectivity
and objectivity are subsumed in the personaf" (p. J 7). She goes on to say that the "nanative
approach gives &e«ss to persona1 maning because the researcher can examine the earth of
her life and the earth ofher story" (p. 40). The deep-rooted truth oCthis statement became
more and more evident u I progressed with the documentation of events in the community
of Lawn u they related to the education situation. I became more and more aware that my
personal experiences were embodied in the tota! community experience and that my story wu
immersed in the total Lawn story. and my narrative interpretalioos ofevenlS would be colored
10
by"''''''.
As. narrative researcher I was consciously aware oftbe muhiple layers ofeach story
and quickly realized that multiple perspectives Win required continually and that 1 needed
to be cautious about how I told the stories ofothcn. endeavorina; to be authentic to the truth
of their stories U they saw them. There is .. real need for reflective monitoring in narrative
research because afMour capacity to tum around on the put and alter the present in its light
or 10 alter the past in light oCthe present~ (Bruner, 1990, p. 109). Stories. DuMC (1998)
suggests, &Ie
like shifting S&nds that defy rigidity of structure; the resean;:hcr needs to
remain responsive to the fluidity within them, In retelling stories. the teller is
not only conscious of her audience but she. hersel( hears her SlOries
differently The prtSCtlt context and new knowledge in which she lives affects
the interpretation In its repetitions and reinterpretations. storying provides
continuity in her lire' 5 e'o'cnlS. (p_ 42)
~llT3ti...e then allows 1M ruder to engage in the Ih'ed moments ofpeoplc's lives Noddings
and Withcull (1991) su~est that
Stories arc powerful rcscan:h lools They provide us wilh it picture of real
people in real situations. suuggling with real problems Tbey banish the
indifference often generated by QJTlplcs. tnUJnenlS. and faceless subjects
They invit~ us 10 Specula.l~ on whl.t might be clwlged and with what ~ffect
And, of course they remind us about our persistent fallibility (p. 280)
Ellis and Bochner (2000) capture the power of narrative as foUows'
In conversation with our readers. we UK S1oryt~Uingas a method for inviting
them to put themselves in our pl_ce. Our dialogue centers on moral choices,
questions having more to do. as M.ichael Jackson (1995) observes, with how
to live than with how 10 know. The usefulness of these stories is their
capacity to inspire conversation from the point of vie-w of the readers. who
enter from the perspective of their own lives. The narrative rises or falls on
II
[u CI.J*ity to provoke readers to broaden their horizons., rc:fJea critically on
their own experience. enter empath:icalJy into worids of experi:cftc:e d.itferent
from their own. and activdy engage in dialogue resardina the social and moral
impIic:ations of the different perspectives and sundpoinu cncounlered.
Invited to take the story in and use it for themsdva, readen bea>mc~
performers. examining themselves through the evocative POVlfa" of the
rwnti~ text. (p. 7<48)
IcllingiWl. draws meaning from it- Narn.ti...e is both about life and pan erit"' (p. 745). It is
in this narrative context that the UINTl story unfolds.
My research is & nalT1uive inquiry, but embodies also some traditional e1emenu of
reSCllTCh design as I pctson.a.lly evolved from one resean;:h pandigm to another in the counc
ofth~ thesis writing. The form or tile thesis indeed leUs iu own $lory.
Ellis and Bochner (2000) describe nartaliveinqultyuevocaove $lories which activaue
subjecti..ity Ind compel emotional response. They further swe that,
The tats produced under-the rubric ofwhat is called narntivc inquiry would
be stories thai create the effect ofreality. sbowingclwaaen embedded in the
complexities of lived moments of stnJggle. resisting the intrusions of chaos,
disconnection.. fragmentation, ITW"ginaliution. and incoherence., trying to
preserve or restore thc continuity and coherence of liCe's unity in the face of
unexpected blows orrate that call onc's meanings and values into question.
(p.744)
Thi~ phenomenon occurs both within the community as a collective story and within myself
as I write this thesis.
As the layers ofeach chapter of my thesis unfolded, I came 10 realize that there were
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multip&e Ilories onaoing JimulWlCOUSly and that I had to tdl the Lawn scbooIllory within
the context of. larger political and social story_The shape of the school story was usually
a response to eaemal pressures from local clergy, school boards M pro..inciaI reform
movements 10 it became neces.sary 10 identify the cornpc:tina stories· the venions of the
Lawn school story told by local school authorities and provincial educ:ation&lauthorities.
Because it was I personal story. I needed also to tell my version. Five layers ofthc story are
placed concurrently in each chapter: the provinci.aJ context. the Lawn context, the local
school authority SIOry, the Lawn resident story. and my personal $tory Each story l.yer
required a different type of reseuch activity
In relating the provincial context. I examined all official documentation rdated to
educational reform and reor@:anization as wen as policy on nu'&! and small schools as
published by the provincial Depanment of Education I'bo rMewed newspaper accounts
of small school issues. rd'orm consultations and e.....ents rdated to the specific situation in
Lawn. is well as rcpom from the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association
regarding their position on educational reform and smalllChc»ls.
In tdling the local governance authority SlOry I examined the minutes of meetings
from the Roman Catholic School Board for the Burin Peninsula dating from July 17, 1970
10 December. 1996 and the minutes of meetings from the new consolidated Burin Pen.irI$Ula
School Board from January. 1997 to March. 200 I I also reviewed consultation documents
related to consolidation issues on t!le Burin Peninsula. both from the provincial perspective
and the local perspective.
IJ
To WM:&tth the Lawn story. I re-.iewed Lawn Town Council records dating from 1970
to 2000. read any relevant material in the local gazette. and viewed videol&peS of Ioc&I
events. I conducted irHicpth int~ewswith twenty-six Lawn residenu. including the Mayoc
ofLawn. the former Chairman ofHoly Name ofMary Academy School Council. the former
Chairman of the Holy Name Society (the local Catholic men's associatian). former St.
Lawrence tranSfer students who are currently parents living in Lawn., and current community
residents. I interviewed the local parish priest who served the community al the dramatic
height of the 5Choo1 conflict in 1980 and he pcBDnaIly recollected his interpretation oftlle
events surrounding the lawn $tory (Note: All collection of individual Stories was in
comptimce with Tri..council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct for Research Involving
Humans (TCPS); all participants were entitled to fundamental rights of privacy and the
freedom to make informed choices about panicipation in the research.)
To tell my personal Story. Ilinened intently to the stories of school from my siblings
and my mother. I reviewed personal journal entries. and I reflected upon my lived experience
of school consolidation issues in Lawn.. anempling to narnte and reflect upon my 5l0ries of
this phenomenon..-'\1 the end of each chapter I incorporated my reflections and ruminat'ons
uno a consideration of the connectedness of the multiple layers of the story attempting to
identify multiple themes Finally. I included in my inttJilrcution I. reflection on the: process
of writing I. thesis as a narrative researcher
Oveniewr of the naplen
After the intrOduction and a preliminary overview ofthe academic literature ofsmaIJ
schools in Chapter Two, the chapters of this thesis are arranged chronologjcally in order to
rwnte the Lawn school Slory over its entire I\iSlory with a focus on the aitical periods and
the major poinu of conflict as the SlOry unfolds. Chapten Three. Four and Five are each
divided inlO six scctions which depia, sequentially, the multiple laycn ofRory: the historical
landscape of education in the Province ofNcwfoundland and Lab~or, the local situation in
Lawn. the public version of the school authority story, [he Lawn residents' ~ory, my
personal school story, and finally the narrative researcher's reflections and ruminations on lhe
multiple layers of each chapter. This panem of development continues until Chapter Six
when the Lawn residentS' story begins to merge with the school board SlOty and are told in
unison, and therefore, only four sections are evident in lhis chaptet.
Chapter Two represenls the staning point of this thesis. 1 began with a Iiten.ture
review of small schoo!s to place my study in the larger COntext. It includes a review of the
carty establishment of rura1 schools. and the impact ofcentralization, bureauaatiz.ation. and
infomwion technology on rura1 schools. "The review is org.aniud around two domilW1t
themes that emerged during the reading of the liten.ture: the centnt.lity of the school 10 the
local community and its residents' sense of place, and secondly, the importance ofthe run.!
school to community development. The more I examined the literature, however, the more
I felt driven to tell the sr.oryofthe Lawn school in a holistic. multi~layeredway. "The literature
tends to fragment the small schools' phenomenon. 1 wanted to explore a whole story,
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examining various aspectS of its complexity. The chapter remains as written. however.
because this work: precedes my shift to rwnti~ inquiry.
Chapter Three stories w period between 1956 and 1962 and provides an overview
of what wu happening from the beginning of the: consolidation movemeru in Lawn to the
opening of. new school in 1962. It documenu the historical I.ancbc.lpe. the SIOries of the
Lawn residerlls regarding their experiences.. and the official school authority SllXY which was
the voice of single priest, during this period. As wdI. l.his chapter serves to introduce my
l&m.ity $lory of schooling in Lawn during this time frame. The chapter concludes with •
reflection piece on the panc:ms or this enI.
Chapter Four $lories the period bml;een 1962 and 1980 and demonstrates that the
dissenting voices ofthe people are becoming louder on the issue of school consolidation. In
the school authority story.• transition emerges in which the power of authority shifts from
the singular dominant voice of the priest to the combined voices of both pries!: and
denominational school board The historical overview manifests the organizational change
in the Province' 5 education system dunng this time My penonal .section in Chapter Four is
written from the perspccti~ora student anending the school in Lawn during the 1970's.
Chapter Five discusses the school situation in Lawn during 1980, one of the most
intense and controversia.l periods in the history of schooling in Lawn.. and as such it required
in its telling the space of an entire chapter In this chapter, dissension maunu between the
dominant voice of the official ~hool authority and the united voices of the people of Lawn.
In the midst of turmoil. both sides reach an impasse and. subsequently, I compromise.
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In Chapter SOt, the fomw ofthe prec.ed.ing d\qnen shifts to one mwhich there is.
blending ofstories between the people ofi.awn and the official. school authority This became
neces.saty bccaI,u.e of. shift in position of the Ioc&I IChooI board who began to suppa" the
parenliresident point ofview. As a resuh. as lanempted towrile this ct\apter I had difficulty
separating the voices aCthe school board from those aCme people. The stories seemed 10 be
• unified stnlegic effort and as such the stories derl'W\ded to be told together. Chaptet Six
as well lWTale5 the conclusion of the old story of school consolidation in Lawn.
Chapter Seven tells my journey of becomina • rwntive ruearchef, of leaming •
fWTlIuve methodology and of facing the ctWlengc of analyzing others' stories while
anempting to be respectful oCthe telling of these stories.
Emerging Themes
Narrative research begins v.ith the story. it begins in the middle so to speak. and a
theoretical framework: may emerge from the telling of the story In the research teUing of
these multiple stories sevcnl panerns begin to emerge and • lhcmc develops. This is a SlOC')'
of a comnwnity learning to author its own story and.. therefOTe., devdoping iu O'WII voice of
authority There is • gradual shift in power and authority which began with the singu.Iar
dominant voice of the local pri$ and the rnponsc ofa silent lay community. Each episode
or era marIr.:s a gradual adjustment ofthe scales ofjusticc. which began heavily weighted with
the authority voices of church and. later. the school board. As the story unfolds, it becomes
&ppaTent that the people of Lawn became empowered first as an unofficial but determined
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opponunity forfi.atute generations. ItualNewfoundland exists; thenfore. both Govmunenu
and 1oc&I people need to recognize the mengths of rurality and the irnponance of. 'sense of
pLar::e' in the lives ofpcoplt. For me penonally. this scary demonstntes the power that can
exiSl when people believe in themselves. stand united, and continu.a1ly struggle to find • voiu
amidst the many powerful and competing voices in society. This is • SlOry of school of
culture. of place. and of heart.
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coUection of individuals., • situation which evolved over time into locally orpniz.ed and
authoriud groups which spoke for community, and eventually into voc.aJ groups the
authority of which was lodged in provincial Icgisl.ation. These groups. e:spccialJy sc:hooI
councils.. existed initially in dissent with local authorities, but c:ametO eventual agreement with
1oc&Iauthorities and l&tlel', the provincial government. The balance shifted, and the voica
ofthe rural residenu emerged with an unprecedented strength and authority. The energy that
susuincd the struggle wu a passionate sense of identity and place that is inherent in the
community culture
I hope my research accomplishes thret purposes: firstly, that it gives voice to the local
peo?lc and to the: spirit of per~enncc that has contributed to maintaining a school and I
way oflife through Cony-five years ofAdvcrsity; secondly, makes a substantial conllibution
10 l~e field of knowledge about the nature of the rural school and iu relationship to
community; and thirdly. that it relates;l story, historically connecting the public official story
to the private. personal story that was unfolding within the community Slory.
I am very closely conne<:ted to this story in l1W'Iy ways. As a Lawn resident who bas
lived this story for most of my life. I believe that the Lawn story captures the strength.
determination. and the potential that exists in the Newfoundland character. As a
Newfoundlander who holds strong beliefs in the cultun! ties that inherently bind us as a
Newfoundland people. 1believe that run! Newfoundland h.u the potential to be an oasis of
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CIlAP'ITR lWO
LOCATING TIll: STORY IN RURAL SCHOOL UTERATURE
This chapter wu wrinen early in the thesis process. It is rwntive in form only in so
far as it narrales the North American development and understanding of the place ofl'W"&1
schooling in the American and Canadian context. This chapter will review the fOOts of rural
schooling and then focus on twO dominant themes that emerge in most literature on rural
schooling. One focus is on the centrality afthe school to community life. It emphasizes the
sense or place. of o\lo-ncrship. and bekmging that characterizes rural schools The other
dominant theme articulates the importance aCthe rural school to community development.
LAwn residents. struggling to maintain their community school. believe in the
impolUnCC oflocaJ community: they believe in developing a sense ofplaec: and that it is in
the best intCTCSU of their children 10 be educated within their community They also
undcmand their school as being an essential ingredient in their plans for community
development. To this end many lave devoted the better put oftheir lives to the preservation
of the IUJ'1l.! community school and the rural ....-ay orlife
The RoolJ Of The Rural School
Rural schools were eStablished to serve what were considered to be the needs ofrural
people. The early rural schools were assigned the tasks ofpreparing children for the demands
ofa changing society Cross and Frankcombe (1994) found the following
In Europe, Asia. and the Arabic w~rld. schools began as an adjunct to the
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greater religiOUJ institutions, to the ncces.sity o£producinS peoplewno could
transmit gospels and learned discourse. In Canada and AustraI.i.a though.
schools grew out of the demands made first by early exploiters of those
countries nannJ wealth. and later by early senJen that their children be
educaled to function in • world inc:reasingtydemandins literacy and nwneracy.
In Canada various religious groups set up schools in the new senlemena.
melding their religious insuuction Vrrith the Ic:amina nec;:.asary for various
voe&tional needs. The society for the PopulariDtion of the Gospel set up
schools in BonVlSta., Newfoundland in 1722; in AMapolis Royal. Nova
Scotia in 1727; and Kent County, New Brunswick: in 1171. (p.24)
The school in Lawn was bom of the same typeS of reasons with economic purposes and
religious aims. 1llese historic connections are discussed in more detail in Chapter Three.
The connection between school and society is deeply rooted in the history of rural
schools Society's conceived needs. whether they be religious, academic, or social. were
often met inside the rural school These schools were rOOled nOt in urban beginnings but in
rural ones School and communi[y were tightl)'linked In 1872 The Free PublIC School Act
of British Columbia staled the purpose of education as
To give every child in the province such knowledge as will fit him to become
• useful and inlelligent citizen in later yean. In this statement we see: the
genesis of social contract dw govC'l'l\S public education in Canada. This
contnet cruures the right of~ children to participate in public schooling
regardleu of where they might live 'A,ithin the jurisdiction ~ a guarantee thai:
upholds the right of some form of equ&lity in education for Nral
SludenlS.(p 62)
Initially. the ru!11l schooi was established to serv:: the needs of rural people and was
the center ofaetivity for the rural community However. somewhere between then and now,
a movement began in which the focus shifted away from the original thinkJng about rural
schools serving the n~s of rural people. and the rural school began to be viewed as
somehow 'inferior' to the 'bigger' and 'better' urban model. Tyack's study (as cited in CroS5
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and Frankcombe., 1994), suggesu that.,
In 1896,( in the United States) the infamous Comminee ofTwdve completed
• year long study oCthe Rural School Problem, concluding that rural schools
wcrc wasteful and inferior. The proposed solution was to centralize and
bureaucratize management of schools through consolidation, and to upgrade
academic .standards through the professionalization of teaching. (p.26)
This article precipiwes a movem~l towards centraliz.ation that became so effective thai
KaMapdand Deyoung (1999) suggest that, "over the puc IOOycan. thiJ solution has been
so effectively implemented that large, centralized school systems controlled by professionals
are the accepted standard for both urban and rural schools" (p. 70). They funher state th.J.t.,
Hand.wringing weul the state of America's schools continues. but education
reformers and poticymaken today are primarily concerned about the urban
schools that a century ISO were the professional models (or educational
excellence. They argue that centralization, bureaucratizar..ion, and
profes.sionalization of schools has resulted in • relatively uniIonn model of
schooling, but this model has failed to deliver on many ofthe promises made
to parents and communities in many rural and urban settings. Not mindful
that a Cftllury of generic reforms unresponsive to local contexts has proven
inadequate. many national and stale school reform leaders today continue to
suggest that schools act05S [he COUnlry arc plagued by generic sons of
problems that. once again. can be filled with generic sons of solutions. (p,12)
Kannapel and Deyoung conclude that the lessons of 100 years go unlearned among educators
themselves. The strong social link between schools and their communities, the heart oC rural
intenction. has been eroded over time
One wonden what the status ofrural schools and rural communities would be today
ifin the pUt 100 years. rural people. eduQton. and governmentS had continued to build on
the original conception of rural schools and had continued to invest in the needs or rural
people. The rural school exists today in an ever changing global community where the
demographic. social. econowic. and technological changes are placinS new demands upon
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schooling. In.~ like the early senlen ofthe past,. nrw course it bein& chaned in I'lln1
cducarion. In meding the present clWlenges.. IUMapeI and Deyoung (1999) suggest that
educational plannen should endeavor to. "be responsive to the unique needs ofrural schools
and communities, and build on the strengths of rural settings" (p.67). As evidenced by w
past.. any problem wl'lich exists in rural schools or uroan schools cannot be solved by generic
solutions. Each is a unique system with its own strengths and challenges and these need to
be tapped in order [0 serve the needs ofboth rural and urb&n people. In rural education. the
deeply rooted relationship between school and community could beviewed as. 'living modd'
for urban schools. Scllools are: about preparing the wdent to live and work within both the
local and the glolW. community and must be responsive to local needs. K.&nnapeI and
Deyoung conclude.
Many rural education researchers and analysts today lament the decline of
small. rural schools that served as centers oCthe community Moreover. they
believe that the current reform agenda (now dominated by an approach known
as "systemic reform") is but iUlother example ofa generic reform imposed on
all schools They call for school improvement e:fforts that ue: responsive: to
the: unique: needs of rul'1lJ schools V1d communities. and th,lI build on the:
strengths ofrul'1lJ settings (p 68)
Instead of focusing on the: generic. some: rc:scarch supports educatiorW change ",fUch
pre:SU\'es the: unique: aspects of run! schools
The Centrality of Scbool To CommuQity
A review ofthe literature ofrul'1lJ schooling reveals an iterative debate on 'whom does
the school serve'· theindi ...idual. the community or the: state? There appeanto be no debate:.
however, that it is central to all three
This centrality tnccs back to ancient Greece. Theobald (1997) offen ancient Greece
as an example of. community~rientedsystem. He assau that.
The Greeks lived their lives in service to the community rather than in KJVice
to their own individual wishes and desires. Their ruionale was that order and
bannony couJd be p'eserved by woricing toward the common good. He lWes
that this orientation was reversed in the eighteenth century. when modem
liberals advanced the notion that community needs were best served though
the punuit of individual desires. (p.9)
The centrality of schools to communities is also proposed by philosopher JOM Dewey, who
believe(" that schools should function as miniature communities in which students dealt with
real :Ife problems; that cooperative living in miniature would provide the setting for the
development of the intellect. This he believed would result in intelligent social action.. thus
leadir.g to I bener society (In KJiebard. 1995)
The struggle between the needs of the indh.iduaL the community. And the nation is
can.~dered by Dunne (198]) who argues that. ""the tension between the desire for local
canuol and the reality of a national culture is ~'er -present in America. It is this tension that
is at the hean ofthe hanle for school refonn • and not just rural school reform~ (p. 71). Some
rural education scholan. however. have decried the use of schools to serve national gO&ls (
DeYoung .1995b. Howley, 1997) Howtey and Howley (1995) lament the fact that -the
current education refonn movement is aimed at making the United States economically
competitive. when economic goals ought not to be the primary one for our schoolsM (p.72).
In their literature rel,iew on rural schooling. Kannapel and DeYoung (1999) ascribe
the reasons for the 'rural problem' as being lodged in the tensions in this debate. They say
that ..the rural school problem today as ponrayed by many scholars in the fiel.d. is that rural
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schools have endured 100 years of assault from outside reformcn in search afthe 'one best
system' and that this usault continues to this day" (p.10). The problem accordina: to thest:
authon is that educational reforms attempt to imegra1c run! schools intO • national
educational system and IS such the question remains concerning whose needs the school
Not only aTe ru.raJ schools £aced W'ith trying to piece together and capitaliu
on the remnants oftheir remainin@;uniqueness but rnu.a do 50 u:lder a barTqe
ofongoing reforms that seek: to integrate run! schools into. national system
of schooling. At issue is the complex question of who the schools shoukl:
serve· the local community, the larger society Of some combination arboln.
(p.70)
As the debate over 'who the schools should serve' continues within educational circles and
within the larger society, some rural schools despite the odds continue to progress and
transfonn while others become lost in the shuffle. As Rosenfield and Sher (1997) point OUI
educators became trapped between Dewey's philosophy and the simultaneous push for
economy. efficiency. and sound business management in the schooL
Mulcahy (1999).• Newfoundland rur.l.l educator. expresses how this conflict plays
itself out in the local &rena. In speaking to the: Burin Peninsula School BO¥d.. he Iiszed three
reasons why small community schools MC closed or consolidated· ~Iimited course offerings.
10""'· achievement. and economies of scale- (p. 2). His conclusion was that Mthcn:: is an
increasing realization among educators that bigger schools may in fact not be better schools
and this push for more and more course offerings has nOt in fact improved the quality of
education for children" (p.6). Monk (as cited in Mulcahy) and his colleagues at Cornell
University, leading researchers in the area.. statc .. the curriculum argument for consolidation
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h&s bc:cn signific:ant1y overswed" (p. 36). AnIons the points sueuc:d by Monk, and others.,
are: a IWTOwty focused acaderrUc cuniculum can produc:e lUsh levels ofachicvcment CYa'I
when enrolmenu are quite small; offering • Luge number ofcounes is only marginally related
to offering. good education; the number ofcourses offered has no relationship to the quality
ofinsuuction; chaUetlging students widely and deeply with fewer wdl.tauglu courses wNch
take intO c::onsideruion the different capabilities and aspirations ofthe students will advance
leaming I good deal more than simply focusing on provision of. multitude of coones.
Rural schooling is caught then in the dialectic between local convictiOI\5 and national
goals, betweenlocaJ ownership and government centraliz.ation. Small schools most frequently,
as in Newfoundland and Labrador. experience a strong sense of local ownership but uc
governed by extemal sources. agenu of the provincial government. Rural schools are
ctwlenged by their need both 10 nurture a sense ofplace. ofindividual and community identity
and also to enhance their coMections to the outside world and its governing wthorities.
enabling its citizenJ to take their place in the larger economic and cultUBi sphere of which
they arc a150 an integral put. The next section ofthis lit~rure review explores in puticular
these two themes ofthe centrality ofrutal schooling: firstly, the sense ofplace that is indigent
to rural schools and, secondly. the imponance ofthe rural school to community and economic
development.
ASellUof~~
Significant scholarship has emerged in thearen.aofplaceand identity(Hummon. 1990;
lutz and Men. 1992; Orr, 1992: Perin. 1977). Orr (1992) argues that all persons. scholars
,.
and lay persons alike need '"to devdop a more active understandinj; of place, includina an
intentional inv~vemcnt with place. Anending to place and the inte:rrdationship bc:twecn all
oritS parts compresses the fundamental won: oflivinJ'JUSWnability'" (p. 130) _ 0IT(1993)
contr'UU. Msood inhabitance.. w;th mere "residency"'. The former requires ..detailed
knowiedge of. place.... and • sense of care and rootedness." where the latter- requires only
"ca.sh and. map" (p. 130). He d~nstrates that "some people achieve a deep coMeCtion
with • place, while othen merely pass through (albeit pot~tia1ly for a duration of many
years). Those who establish a deep connection. in HummoR's (1990) and Perin's (1977)
conceptions. may define their identity through that placc"(p.80).
Mary Bushnell (1999) studied an ..o\mcrican nondenominational independent school
founded by parentS in 1984. Their motivation for founding the school reslcd on three
concerns. all ofthem connected to nunuring a sense of place for their children. First, public
school redistricting required their elementary age children, including those in IrindttgU1en.
to ride the bus 45-60 minutes (one way) to school; the puenu fdt the disance too great COf"
young children. Second, parents preferred their children to a"end a smaller school than the
new elementary school fonned by redistricting. Third. parents wanted to playa greater role
in their children's education than they believed wa.s possible in local public schools. They
descnbed feeling pushed OUt ofthe process ofeducational decision-making because they wer-e
not education experts and they felt that the School Board dismissed their desire to keep a
small scnool because they could not prove that small schools were better Bushnell states
that,
You sense that (their school is) different and unique. The tim time you set
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foot on the grounds you're looking 11 thc:sc 10i buildings OW have been
assembled.. T'he whole atmosphere is • countrY Id\ool. Acconiing to
residcnu. OakkafCounty School provicks a runJ sense of place through iu
..ctwacter". Other"ruraI activities" It the school include day hikes and
overnight badqJ&clring trips in the nearby mountains. Students keep • small
vegetable garden on the school grounds. Once. year. ICUdents. teachers and
parents spend a day fishing. painting, and c:raft.s bd'o~ camping out 11 ,local
4H camp. The school hosts a May Day celebration in which students dance
uound. may pole festooned with 60wen and garlands. (p.I4)
These and other events link students to the local place through an emphasis on the outdoor
enworunent and, at times., the daily life of the community. Bushnell notes that, "replaced
urbanites name many reasons why they moved to Oalc1eafregion., including privacy, safety,
a slower lifestyle. the physical setting. a 'positive place' in which to raise children, and in
general a desire to live in the country"{p. 85)
Theobald and Nachtigal (I99S) emphasize the role that rural schoolin@canplayin
fostering community suSlainabiliry by building upon a KnSe of place.
In this ~eavor. schools must acknowledge that people's lives arc situated
in particulv sites. encompusing unique social. cultural, and economic
relations. even as they &Ie integrated into more global processes. Education
must both shape and be guided by a r~nccpn.Wizal.ion and ~eation of
community life. Schools can be central to the reconsuuct.ion of ruraJ life by
integrating learners into daily community life and providing OppoctwUbes for
"learning to live well in community." ConseqUe:rlUy, healthy communities
require schools that are guided by an ethic of responsibility to the people and
places they ue intended to serve. (p.nS)
A sense of place, then. is integral to community development.
The foUowing Statement from Theobald (1995), while lengthy, captures the essence
of the imponance of place in schooling
To appreciably anend to the 'needs' ofstudena, schools must contribute to
the re-creation of communities. Understanding one's place is aiticalto this
re-creation. It ought to be the chief curricular focus in schools for several
"
reasons. FLm. it promotes the Ume-tesled learning pawa'" of combining the
inteUect with experience. Second, the study of place addra.scs the
shortcomings inheI"ent in our overly specialized. discipline-bued view of
knowiedgc. Third. it ha.s significance for resoci&Ii.zina; people into the an. of
Ii..inj wd1 whcu they are. Finally. !mowledsc of~whcn you are and
where you come from--is intertWined with knowiedge ofKIf. Place hoWU the
promise ofcontributing to the devdopmau ofrneaninsful identity, something
far more subSWltive than the identity that is derived from one's ability 10
ac:.wmulau: material goods.
Focusing on Piau. using the «:Immunity as • cunic:uJar lens, not only
contributes to re-aeatingcommwUty, but it wiJJ abo help realize uue school
renewal-first, by making learning more experiential and therefore more
powerful. and second, by providing youth with III ability to understand who
they are and how they might be in the world. The more students undcmand
their community and its environs- its social structure, its economy, its NSlory.
its music. its ecology-the morc they become invested in that community, Such
investment increases the likelihood that they will find ways 10 eit~ stay in or
retum to the community The significance here is not just that one small place
is saved. but that the chancter of our national culture is transformed in the
process. Indeed. the promise ofrural education renewal is that it can start us
all on the road to a more sustainable future. (p. 2)
The research on the: imponanee ofthe school in cruting and sustaining a sense: of place: leadJ
10 the: conclusion lhat the: needs of rural ~bools differ from the: need5 of schools in f'nOfe
urban areas
Se:veraI scholars have suggested that runJ school improvc:mcnt efforts shou.Id
Cl.pita.lize on one of the major strengths of rural schools· the: strong links among school.
community, and place (Haas and Lamben 1995-. Herzog and Pinman., 1995: Howley, 1997;
Howley and Howley. 1995. Rosenfield. 1983; The:o~d and Nachtigal, 1995). This
imponance of a sense: of place and the difference belween the needs of rural and urban
schools was recognized in the report of the Ministerial Panel on Education Delivery in the
Classrooms ofNe:wfoundland and Labrador (Sparks and WiUiAmS, 2000) wtuch affimu that,
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Then: is. need 10 strengthen the delivay ofeducation in rural Newfoundland
and Ub~or. The education system must provide a ieveI ofscrvice which
rano..u barrien 10 thaI all studenu regJJdleu of the location of their
community. are able to access an essential program. !bere can be DO doubt
that the greatest inequality in the: provision of public services is the equal
treaJ.ment ofunequals. In this regard the Panel believes that the recognition
ofthe spec::W cin:wnswx:es ofrural schools should be re6ected in the teacher
aUoc=ation modd. Tha'e is precedence in other CanadJan jurisdictions where:
rv.unerous examples of special provisions to address the needs of schools in
run! communities can be found. A recent review of demenwy-seconduy
educational financing across Canada found that many jurisdictions use special
.1djustmentS to provide additional resources for Nra.l or remote areas. areas
of decreasing student population. and areas with. poor socio-cconomic
;:onditions. Through these special adjuStments, provinces recognize the
imponance of safeguarding educational equity. The Panel agrees with this
principle. (p 43)
This ;:IrincipJe was foundational to the decision by the provincial government in the year
follC'lA.ing publication oCthis document to establish a permanent school in the community of
La....n
The Rural Scbool .ad Commuaity Devdopmuc
The rural school is often \iewed as the center ofttle Nra.l c:ommunity serving not only
the aademic needs but also serving the: socW. Mld l;UItU~ needs ofrhc: community. There
is I strong sense of community v.ithin the school, and the school often serves IS rhc: cultural
and social center oftheto""fl (Deyoung and Lawtence. 1995: DuMe. 1977,1983: Hcrzogand
Harm\ln. 1995: Stem.. 1994) Extracurril;Ular or non-academic activities are often valued as
much as or more than academics (DeYoung. 1995b: Nachtigal, I98la: Pershlcin, 1918; Stem.
1994), and a higher population of students panicipate in extra curricular activities than in
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wban schools (N1duiga1. 1982a; Shu and Tomplcins. 1977). IUnl schools rdJea the
economic and social stratification of their communities. and are influenced more JtrOn&Iy by
the culrural and economic outlook of the community (Seal and Ibrmon, 1995).
Nachtigal (1995) suggests that, "U ru~ schools arc to become important pl.yen in
community development we need to (1) reconsider how we think about the purposes of
sc.hootinS; (2) shift the focus ofthe curriculum at leua in pan from a generic, national·focused
curriculum to one that focuses on the local community conu~x'l; (3) educate students 50 that
they have the slcills to aute their own jobs rather than being prepared only to find jobs and
(4) usc the investments in facilities and other resources available in the school to suppon
entrepreneurship and community development". Nachtigal further suggests that. "Rutal
conununilies have become disempowered both politically and economically. Unless rural
people begin to make some decisions on their own behalf, the future of rural communities;s
dim indeed"(p. 73)
Mulkey ( 1992) examined the role of schools in rural community development. He
suggests the following: rural schools should expand their mission to include the broader
educational n«'ds of the community: rural schools should teach people (students and
community members) about their community &nd how it works; schools should focus on
preparing Nn1 residents to accept and use modem technology; schools should focus on the
development of leadership sk.ills and entrepreneurial &bilities; schools should provide
leadership in the program designed to increase public awareness of community educational
needs and the importarlce of education to individual and community development. In this
view. it becomes necessary for educators to re-think their ideologically based assumptions
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about rural scbools and their functions in conuTIJfIity.
Theobald and Nachtigal ( 1995) would suppon MuIkey's suggestions. They susacsz
thaI ~re-aeatinl communities through the adoption of a new let of cuhunJ assumptions
grounded in ec:ologiaJIy sustainable practices v.ilJ require the redesign of schoolini. That
design will begin &1 least in pan on the local context, the place where comrrwnity is" (p, 134),
Theobald and Nachtigal further explain that W the worle of the rural school is no longer to
emulate the urban or suburban school bullO mend to iu own people" (p. 135). They polnl
OUt that the classroom environment in even the most isolated rural sch001l can be enI'wM:ed
by wdlitc comnwnication ~d can be nwJe available to the .venge NI"I1 citizen. This theme
is also developed by Hyman. Gamm and Shingler (1995) who enmine what the)- call •
"paradigm gridlock" in which they mte that ~emergin8policies must deal with the fuU range
of community life including health. social. educational. cultural. recreation. infrastructure.
economic. and housing systems" (p. 104). They further believe that modern technology can
make . rural devdopmenf possible while respecting agriculture. open s~ces. the natural
en..ironmern.• &nd above all. people.
According to the Royal Commission Repon on Education in Newfoundland and
Labrador (1992) one oriM challenges ofthle~ systml of education in NN'foundland is
\0 provide for an education sySlml that is dyrwnic. responsive.. flexible. and committed 10
self improvement~ (p 108) If thle systlem 10 hie devdoped is f1niblle. responsive and
dynamic. then educational planners will not find themselves in I position of subsaibing to
the past. They will be able to respond much marie etrKtively to the needs of rural schools
serving runl peoples
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According to Hu.s aDd Lambert (I99S), improvanenc projects that areuuJy run.! (a)
are grounded in • senseofpJace; (b) value outcomes arisins from indiv\dual situations, rather
than predetermined, speQfu: rcsulu; (e) invite contributions from those who are usuaJly
marginalized in community development and reform dram; (d) are systemic. comprehensive,
long·term, multifaceted; and (e) are grounded in and energized by • moral SWlce of rura1
communities and schools strengthening themselves (p. 412).
Over the last few years. a numberofdevdopingcountries have been trying to facilitate
the provision ofa range ofcommunity services on school sites, includinS adult education and
other social and welfare scrvice:s. Several reasons account for this phenomenon. Schools and
educational facilities arcincreasingly sophisticated and expensive. and local communities want
to have benet'" access to them. The provision of integrated services could play. significant
role in helping achieve "lifelong leaming- (Townshend. 1999)
Piper(1999) examined small rural schools in the context of the glob&! community
Central to the suMval of.l rural o:trnmunity is • thriving school, • school dw
provides not only thebuic skills~ed for the worlc.pW:e but educates future
citizens for a lifetime ofchanging work and more importantly, educates them
for the fullness and richness of living. Moreover, I want to argue that ru~
schools are at the heart of not only the rural community, but potentially ofthe
global one_ This is the structure ofmy argument:· people go wMre there are
jobs; most jobs are in cities. but there is some aidence that people are
beginning to return 10 small communities; and Iheir doing so will depend on
a number offaetors. nol the least ofis the availability of schooling. (p.))
Piper funher states that. ~ The school needs Ihe community and without its school lhe
community will eventually die In order to survive and ensure lhat its community thrives the
school wiU have minimally: to provide educational opponunity at least equa.l to that in the
urban centers: to prepare workers for the local and global economy; to serve as centers for
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community Iife--klng leaming" (p. J).
In an arOde "Social Forces Shaping the Future ofRunl Areas". Kenneth P. Wilkinson
(1997) suggestJ the foUowing.
The future ofw NnI community is beini molded in large pan: by. wave of
technological. economic. and politic&l changes that could either- reduce the
social and economic dis.ldvantages associAted with remote kxarion and smaI.I
- scale social organizations or IeavlC NnI communities CVftI further behind in
the futuTC th&n they have been in the past. (p.6S)
He further" elq)lairu thaJ communities need to be able to effectively cope with the chanlles
affecting community life and 10 collectively take action 10 achieve the conununity goals.
It is not enough 10 solve particular problerm: what is needed is to improve the
overall capacity of the community to cope with changes affecting local life.
More than anything else rural communities need 10 be able to "aet"(Luloff,
1990). that is, to organiu and carry out projects on their own bcha.lfby
deciding among alternative scenarios orttlc future and undertaking collective
actions to pursue the goals they select (p 80)
The results ofru~ community development 1.5 a focus ofNnI schools can indeed reach far
beyond the bounds of the local community
Community schools in the twenty-11m century can be learning centers which promote
life-long learning for the entire communit), Tbr literl.t\ITC clcarty suggests the school's
importance in fostering I sense of pl~ and in community development as wclI as the
importance oflocal community within the global community. The rural school can be used
as an education facility for parents. pre·sc:hoolers, K-12 students, and community members
and it can serve integrative purposes for community services such IS health care, daycare and
social services. Because oftec:hnology, the once isolated rural school can now connect on
3•
• daily bui.J to the global community. Tbcre has already been • shift in the boundaries
5UfTl:JUndin& the runl school and the run! community. A run! school can be • very viable
pan ofbolh the Local and global community ifpeople choose to make it viable • above all else
it must be: recognized that schools and communities are about people and that rural people
should play. major role in any decision that could affect their destiny.
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CRAPTI:R TIIRI:£
ONE VOICE ON THE J..Al\I'D$CAPE
1956 - 1962
'This chapter examines several layers of Stories that Wefe unfolding during this
historical period. The early beginnings of runI schooling in Newfoundland are discussed.
foUowc.d by the h.i$l:orie&l context ofthe U'Wn community scbool.. The local school authority
voice is described. and the response of the residentS of Lawn. Finally, I insen my penonaI
st"..)". ). child's perspective. and conclude v.ith rdIectioll5 on the events of this six year
period
The Coaleu: Educalio. ia NewfouDdlaad 1'''' - 1961
Newfoundland's history is laced ""';th tales arjoy and jubilance. honor and gJory,
disaslel' and tragedy. and struggle and strife. It is a province staped by the cultural Jives of
the generations of people who were bound and determined to live along ker rugged coastal
sheres The educational structures which emerged within the Newfoundland environment
were deeply footed in the history oCthc i.sWw1 people. In the period between 1497 and 1962.
the various churches played a strategic role in the esublishmenl and development ofeducation
not only in rural NewfoundlAnd but in more UrNn ones as well. These early beginnings of
education stemmed from Newfoundland's early settlement panerns.
Since pcnnanent settlemcnt W&5 discoul1lgcd (Rowc, 1952), thCTC was littlc or no
attcmpt to establish a provincial education system. Fish, not education, was Newfoundland's
commodity. It was not thc intent of England's ruling class to establish sett.lement, to
J.
~ education. or to invest in the colony ofNewfoundland. Parsons(l964) concluded:
Small wonder then tlw.. in spite of Sir Humphry Gi!ben's proclamarion in
1583 that '"this land belonged to England", Newfoundland was at tIw time
and remained for centuries little more than. 'lIOman's' land....(m which) the
interest of any people who might wish to senle....were subordinated to the
interests of these: western advmnuers. (Pol)
Yet. despite the obiUclcs, settlement did occur in Newfoundland as many ofthe early
scnJers set up permanent residence Ilona the coastline often in places that were hidden from
English authority. Under these circurnstane.es it was next to impossible to estAblish an official
education system. The system that did evolve found iu fOOtS in the doctrine of various
church denominations.
Under the conditions that existed in the early days ofNewfound1&nd's history, it is
apparent that little anention was given 10 education. AJ. Burlt.e (1937) reponed
~linlc_.__ etron wu made to improve the morals and inldligen« of those settlers by the
Government ofEngJand II was left to the prh'atc institution to commence the work~ (p
287) In Newfoundland those efforts came first from the churches. According to McCarthy
(1991). the first recorded agreement concerning the education of children in Newfoundland
was drawn up in the summer of 1686 at Placentia and St. Pierre (a sma1J island off the
southeast coast of Newfoundland that ha5 remained under French authority) "Under this
agreement the two fledgling French colonies promised to suppon a priest who wou.ld make
all the ecclesiastical functions and instnles: the children for It least four months of the year'"
(p_3) Seven! societies were formed in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to taclde
the education problem. Rowe (1964) states that the principal ones were: '"the Society for the
Propagation ofthe Gospel in foreign Parts: the Society for Improving the Conditions ofme
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Poor in St. John's; the Benevolent Irish Society; and the Newfoundland School Society" (p.
26). McC&nhy(I99I) SUles tha1. "In 1744 the Newfound.1and School Society established
• school in St. JOM's and by 1124 had e:stabii5hed schools in all aCme Iarp Newfoundland
outpon communities. and even in some aCthe smaller ones" (p. 4).
As pan ofthe Tenns of Union with Canada ill 1949, Tam 11 confirmed me ri&hl of
the churches to own and operate their own schools. Baclta- (1994) wrote, "Premier J. R.
Smallwood's government reuined the denominatiorW education system in an attempt to
mollify the opposition of Roman Catholics to Confederation.. and established. Department
of Education along historical lineS" (p.IOS). From 1832 then. until the 1996 amendment to
Term. 17 oCme 1949 Temu ofAgreement ofNe'oIofoundland's enlry into Confcderuion with
Canada.. Newfoundland's system ofeducation was. public system ofc:ducalion based on a
denominational framework which evolved in the province over a century u permanenl
settlement evolved. It was in the context of this denominational framework that formalized
sdtooling~ in the community of Lawn
la.... aDd iu t..adlCape (1956-1961)
The community of UWTI is IOGaled in Placentia Bay on the South Coast of
Newfoundland. The economic base of the Town of Lawn has tBditionaUy. and continues
presently. to be based on the inshore fishery Although the to'NTl was first settled sometime
after 1763. the first official census reponed for La'NTl was in 18]6 and the earliest record of
a school in La'W1l was in 1840. The first Board ofEducation for the Electoral Distria crButin
was appointed by the GovemorofNC"'foundland on May 24, 1836{ Marshall. 1984). The
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Journal ofthe LqisI.ative Council ofNewfoundland. 1933-41 reponstJwULawn., ~.lCICber
has hem engaged for twelve months. The school opened on the first orMay, 1840- (Journal
ofLcgis1&tive Council 1941). The Journal ofthe Howe of Assembly repons no schools in
that community throughout the years of 1844 through 1860 although on several occasions
"the chairman was desirous of establishing a school there"( Journal of House of Assembly,
1860) In 1861. Mr. M. Kelly, Inspector for the Rom&l\ Catholic School Bouds reponed
that:
The Lawn school continues to be taught by Miss Sp&lTow and was taught
in the Chapd during the summer. The Chairman Rnr. J. Cullen informed
me that be expected • school house laIeIy bum there would be completed in
the fAil so as to have school here during the ....;nter.
(Journal ofthc House of Assembly, 1862).
From 1862. the school.! Lawn continued 10 exist; thirty-five pupils were enrolled in 1867,
in "1 school hou~ newly shingled and repaired" There were sixty.wee pupils by 1884. but
only thirty-eight in 1891 (Journal of House of Assembly, 1891). The first schools in Lawn
were one room buildings In 1945. a new twO foom faciliTy. 51. Aloysius. was constnJcted
and it housed the srudcnu for the (oUawing eleven years. By 1956, these buildings were
reponed as being in ~ere disrtpair During this rirne the schools in Lawn were operated
under the jurisdiction of the local Roll'Wl Catholic pari.sh
Lawn residents were first introduced to school consolidation in 1956 when. decision
was made by the parish priest to bus the high school students from Lawn over thincen
kilometers of din road to the neighboring community of St. Lawrence where they would
mend a school operated by the Sisters ofMeTC)' High school students from Lawn continued
schooling in St. Lawrence until) 96) at which time the parish priest decided that they should
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tetutn to their own community school- In 1962, two new schoobopcnecl in Lawn: St. Paul's
Primary,. four room school housing K-6 students; and Holy Name ofMary, housing pes
4-11 students. All students from Lawn. as well as approximatdy thirty srudenlS from the
nearby community of Roundabout aucnded school in these new buildings.
Tbe Voice of Eduuti.... Autbority: Sia....r aad Do••at
As was the case in Lawn and throughout the entire province of Newfoundland and
Labrador. the RoI1W'l Catholic Church played. rnajOf" role in $haplng the structure and
content oCme education system. In 1956. the: official school authority for the community of
La"'T1 was the parish priw OrSt. Thomas Aquinas Parish, Father Michael Connolly, who had
arrived to the parish in 1952. St. Thomas Aquinas Parish consiSted ofthe communities ofboth
Lawn and St. Lawrence. There is no official documentation available from either parish or
board records for this period. so the reasons for the priests' decisions are relayed by
community members who were resident at this time. At that time, the clergy were most often
the individuals who made the educational decisions for the communities. One respondent
remarked that ~&l the time the dergy were for a.ll intents and purposes. the sole memben of
the school boards in the NraJ communities. As suct\. they had a major role and were the sole
decision makers" (pal, personal communication. September IS, 200t). This opinion is
genenlly borne out in the literature of the time (Rowe, 1952, p.:':3)
Prior to the move in 1956. Lawn students were housed at St. Aloysius' School, a two
classroom school with Grades 1-6 in one class and Grades '·11 in the other c1&S5. The school
was reponed as being in poor physical condition with no indoor p1umbins or elcctricity. The
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dcc:ision to move the high school studau.s to SGhooI in St. uwraJCC was announced &om the
a1ur by the parish priest a few months before the swdents aauaDy moved.. AccorWna to
cornrwnity residenu the dergy of tht day felt that the school system in St. Lawrence
provided a benet educational facility for the La~ students. The local priest also SU88ested
that thr: SiJl.ers ofMm:y were more qualified 10 teach high sc:hooI. and that the~
classrooms which existed in Lawn .....ould convert 10 lingle graded dasstooms in St.
Lawn residents corroborated this interpretation. "Theprien felt that there were bener
facilities in St. Lawrence and that the Sisters of Mercy were better qualified to teach. Also.
we would be in single grade classrooms instead of mu.lti-grade c1aurooms~ (Marc. personal
communication. September IS. 2001) "There was a new school in St. Lawrence. Our
K:hool \l/ilS I two classroom. Grades 1-6 and 7-11 The priest felt it wu for the better in 51
LJwr=_ Single grade classes" (Tim. personal communication.. Septemberl6. 2001)
Fonner students recall that ""the: school in St_ u....,-ence was like I palace compared to what
we left Dun had. pot bdJy $lOVi! and everyone was aammed into. two room schoor
(Tim. personal communication. Squember 16. 2001) Anolher respondent suggested that -it
was more comfortable especially in winter than the one in U'NTI. It was also roomier; apan
from that there were no speciality rooms such 15 • music room or a gym in either locuion.
There was a science lab of SOrts in St. Lawrence but in my experience it was not used" (pat.
per50naJ communication. September 16,2001)
It appears. according to local opinion.. that consolidating the Lawn high school
studenu into the St. Lawrence system oceurred because the loca.l priest was acting in what
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he fdt to bt in the best inu:rau oCme sr:udents from Lavm. Thtn was no official record of
any consuiwion with parcnu or corrununity manbeninLawn and comn..uUty residents could
not recall any consuJtation process.
The Voices of Law. ResWeau: Publicly SileDl
in 1956, the residenu of Lawn were predominantly Roman Catholic and ernbcdded
within their Catholic faith was a high regard for the hicnn:hy of the Catholic Church. My
eighty year old mothct- recalls the year when the priest held Mass It our hou.se r:very Tuesday
duringl...ent:
The house was blessed but he blessed it again because the new piece was built
on. The priest left the white cloth but he always took the c:halice with him
When covered \Vim the white cloth, the small table became the altar. Two
candles. one on each side. were placed on the table and the priest put out the
chalice when he came, The couch your father built was over on the end
underneath the window We had a bit oCold canvas on the floor. You would
have to scrub that because you couldn't have any dust in the room. AIl the
crowd from Webbers would be there· and all the clUldren· and ten or so from
Roundabout would COrM There wasn't many chairs so the ones could sit
down did and evervbodvelse stood around until it came time to Icned. The
second last time ~~ I was in bed with the bad throat. He came in and
blessed it and I was ever so long before I had another attack after that. Aunt
AM came up that time and did a few thjngs bcfoce he came. (1Ulhleen..
penonal communication. October 6. 200 I)
The responses from the comnwnity residenu intefViewed made it apparent lhat during
this period the parish priest was viewed as a knowledgeable man, • spiritual advisor, and an
authority figure. in interviews. local residcnlS recall vcry tittle opposition to the proposed
l;()nsolidation and suggest ~t most families took the c1crgy's word as6nal. Tworespondenu
referred to the clergy's authority as being absolute. wHim and him alone called the shots. I
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guess they (parents] fdt that he was God and you couk1n'1 speak bid: to him.. (Tun. penonal
COmrnuNC&1iorl. September IS, 2001). ~Tbe pric:sl bc:ina absoll.tte rWer INI:k the decisiom
and he cfid not make any diJcuuion with the parenu and most families took the clergy',
authority as absolute~ (I.illian. personal commw\ication, September IS. 200 I). As such, the
parents ofLawn had no public voice on the issue. Their great respect and regard for the
priest would not permit public disagreemenl wjth his decision. Yet as evidenced by the
survey response from uwn students who attended the St. Lawrence system in 1956,
privately, both studentS and parents had many isJues and c.onctms regarding consolidation.
The~ data does not reveal that these concerns were eva- addressed publicly to the local
school authority. the priest. Nor did such infonnation surface in the interview•.
All agreed that the St. Lawrence educational facilities were superior to those in Lawn.
but other educational concerns were not alleviated by consolidation. In fact.. Other issues
surfaced because of consolidation. These issues included the expense involved in acquirinS
food for 'lunch tins', the length ofthe school day, the loss ofinsuuctionai time during winter
months., tbe inadequate transpoftItion system, as wen as the bussing of children over
treacherous road conditions
The tranSfer ofstudents occurred.. regardless. and the reaction ofstudenu \lo"U mixed.
One swdent recalls that.. ~I did not feel very good about it. Having to let up at six in the
morning and take a lunch box with you wun'l very good. I know my father wun't happy
as he was working in the mincs al the time. 1llere were nine others to try to feed and dolhe
as my mother had died three years earlier" (Tim., penonal commurUcation.. Sqnember 16,
2001). Another fonner student suggested tlw the diffia.1lties included. ""thet~ road
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conditioftS in winter. loss of. lot of time, early boon and later in the evmin&" (Pat. penonal
COIIVI'W:lication, September 16, 2001). One individual swcd that. "penonai]y. 1 think it
[going to St. Lawrence] made me a bit oca better penon. 1 made life kNlg friends and I
Ieamed 'link tolerance for another community" (Marc:. pcnona1c:ommunication. September
16,2001). One penon swnnwizcd the c:xpcrimc:e in the following way
AI. the time I went t hated loins but I think thai was becauJe I bad to board
in St. Lawrence bec.auK Mom and Dad wouldn't let me go on the road the
first winter. I Stayed with • wonderful lady .....ho wu like • mother to me
The next year I got to go on the bus. We had aoad times and bad. We
became very clost with those we traveled on the bus with. Lots of fuMy
stories. I remember one of the boys gal OUt one day we were stuck in the
snow with. spoon from his lunch tin 10 dig the road. We had to eat our lunch
in the kinderganen classroom which was close to the bathrooms. 1didn't like
that. We made some good friends but. few ignorant people looked down on
us because we didn't talk good like they dU!. We werc always told that the
people orSt. La....,.ence wu paying for us 10 80 to lheir school and we shouJd
be grateful. I think the clergy caused. 101 of the bad feelings. I remember
once (got. 'slapping' from. priest for getting 65 in a lest. I really couldn'l
stand him after thai We missed out on an the extra curricular activities. It
was three yean I vowed that my childrtfl would not have to go through.
(Lillian. personal communication. ScptcmbcrI6.2001)
Eventually, new meanings evolved from the St. Lawrence experience and by 1960 it
seemed dear to raidenu ofLawn that the situation was not in the best inteJ"CSU ofthe Lawn
studtflts. While the high school students we« housed in a modem facility in St. Lawrence.
the K·8 students from Lawn continued to attend school in a dilapidated building in Lawn.
High school students were losing instructional time due to road conditions in wintCf. There
were no cafeteria facilities for the Lawn students in St. Lav.-rencc and indications were that
many studtflts felt misplaced in the St. Lawrence system. StiU. there were no strong public
dissent from parcntaJ voices on the issue. However. voica were beginning to gather in an
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undertone tbu wu to become louder" in the yean that followed. At this poinl. theR wu oN)'
one powerful voice that wu heard as the dec:iSon maker- thaI ofthe parish priest. His voice
prevailed W'lriI 1960 wheD • new parish priest arrived. one with an equally powerful voice., but
with a slightly different Icnowledge and understanding ofthe: situation.. It was when the new
priest. Father GregOf)' Hogan. served as pari.s.b priest orSt. Thomas Aquinas Parish. thai the
high school students returned to Lawn to.wait the construction ofrwo new school bWJd.inis
which were opened in 1962.
My Penonat Story: A Cbild', Penpective
Although I was the Ia.st of eleven children and not even bom when the IUgh school
srudenu of Lawn 6nl: moved to St. Lawrence. my life would become entwined within the
story that began in 1956 My siblings attended school in both St. Lawrence and lAwn and
their Slaries about schooling ql.liddy placed me: amidst the context ofeducation during the
lale 195(15 and early 1960's. At that time our family lived about two kilometers distant from
Lawn in the smaJ.l comrnunityofWebbers. My brothers and sisters attended St. Michael's
School in Roundabout which 'N'&S aO~ room Roman Catholic school built in 1929 It housed
approximately lhirty Grades 1-11 students from the communities of Roundabout and
Webbers It closed in 1962 11 which time the students werc bussed to the ncw school in
Lawn
The following reconstruction of a. Story of one room school life in Newfoundland in
the 1950's is bucd on hours of listening to my brothers' and sisten' stories of anendins
school in Roundabout. The (ext that fonows is a composite story ofa typical school day in
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G&zins through the window of CKa small house Mod.could ICC thai today
the 0CC*ft was calm and that: the snow ran would be lip. The howe wu
warm now as Dad had lit the fire before he left the boule 10 10 to work. The
ten dWdren quickly got dteucd as Mother prepared breakfast which consisted
ofoauneaI.. toast, tea., and milk. The smell ofthe tOd cookins on the wood
stove pvc a warmth to the kitchen as the dW4rcn took their places on the
k:ms stool inside the wooden table. The rubber boots Ilood nen to the hand·
me-down COAlS, and the wool caps and mittens UpI ach cIWd WU1Il as they
shuftled out into the morning air. The hornerMde book bags served the dual
role of canying books and lunch which conslslc:d of, in the early yean.
homemade bread and molasses and., in the later yean small tins of Libby's
Beans. Outside, the children waited on the hill 10 meet: their cousins and
friends and together they walked the path over the Ridge to the Main Road
which lead 10 Roundabout School. The walle: took: about twenty minutes and
today the snow was not too deep, which wu • good thing because today it
was my brother's turn to light the fire at the school. He quickly gathered the
spliu and wood from behind the school where the men in the community had
staek.ed it for the winter and soon the little school house was comfonably
warm. The <lay began v.ith momins pBycn followed by the Butler
Catechism. Arithmetic, Reading. and Geography. At lunchtime the teacher
and the Roundabout children left the school to go home for lunch, but my
brother's and sistc:fs could $lAy at school and enjoy the ready supply of Coco
Malt with their bread and molasses. By dismissal time the wind had picked
up and the quiet snowf&.ll had turned intO bliuMd conditions. For the children
this was a happy moment because now Dad arrived at the school with the
horse and sleigh to safely transpon his children home. Tha1 night as they
gathered around the table to do books. the air wu filled with the exci1ement
of the sleigh ride home. Having finished helping my sister with her
Ari~.Dad called the Iinle one over 10 read for him. My older sister
began reading the final chapter ofLmk WOIfIen and with a sigh my brother
began readingPraronJohn. (A composite story. reconstructed from memory.
November. 200 I)
Prior to the closure of St Michael's School those of my brothers and siSten who
anended school in Lawn recall cleaning floors, bringing wood. and feeling both excited and
reserved about anending school there. The Lawn school wu bigger and had more students
and they recall being exci1ed about meeting new people and about moving 10 Lawn. 'The faa
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tlw the school's physigJ S&nu:ture was in poor condition did not ICCm to be an issue., and
coming from a one room school they WCR quite used to a multi-grade classroom_ They recaI.I
that our paccnu' rules were: to go to school and do your books, to not cause: troubke, and
10 net bring home any tales from sc.hooI._ After supper they sat at the kitchen tabk: and did
their hornew"ortc ....;thout the aid of encyclopedias.. dictionaries, and with limited adult help.
After supper we had to sit at the lcitchen table and do our books. You were
not a.llowed to go Qut- not only by your parentS but by the teacher's. If.
teacher saw you OUt after supper then you were in trouble a1 school the: next
day. We spent .,Ieast two hours every night at our homework. Dad could
still help us with the math. (Mary, penonal communication, November 21,
2001)
Despite this limited version of schooling, my siSten do not remember hearing any
negative comments from my PMcnts about the schools in either Lawn or St. t.a",nnce Two
ofmy sisten moved directly from the Roundabout school system 10 the $1. Lawrence system.
T'he:o recall being cxciu~d about ancnding a bigger school. about riding. bus instead of
walking. and about anendin.@ • modem heated facility Their only negar..ive memories were
associated with bad road conditions especialty in wintCl" timt: and about not being abk to
participate in school acU"ities beausc they had to get the: bus home.
Both my parents were strong a.dvocates of'"'lhe importance ofgeningyour education"
and they trusted the Ic:nowledgc ofme parish pricst. My parenu acted in what they werc told
was in lhc best intercsts ofthcir children My mother rec.a.lls that:
Sending their children 10 school in Lawn and St.LalNTence savc lhem a chance
for a better education. They would havc better teachers and a better chance.
Wc really didn't know which school was the best one for our children but we
knew that .....e wanted them to have the best chance to get an education. The
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priest said the biaser ones would go to school in 51. Lawrcac:c so they went.
(Kathleen, personal comrNJnication, September 16, 2001)
Ifl were asked to describe: my parents I would use words such U 'strong', 'determined',
'staunch' _ My father viewed the world in black and white. To consider thal his voice wu
silent on somethinS as important as his children' s education is almost inconceivable to me for
a.Ithough he wu indeed a silent man. he hekI suong views on certain subjeeu and I would
have thought education to be one of those subjeeu. He did not voice his opinion either to
suppon or refine consolidation; these educational d~sions were left to the parish priest. It
would be years before my parents and my brothers and sisten would find not onJy. voice but
a SIron@.. staunch, and determined voice on the subject ofeducation. Next time, the nature
afthe:r conviaion would shift from fealty 10 religious authority to a strong bel.iefin the value
of community schooling
Rcnectioas ud Rumioaciou
A.s the history of schoolin.@ in uwn unfolds. it becomes apparent ttw the dominant
voice ohhe parish pri~ was the absolute authority on educational issues through 19S6 10
1962. The power ofthe church wu absolute. The consolidation decisions made were based
on lhe priest's knowledge and understanding ofeducation and the community that SU1Tou.nded
him. It seernsthat the priest'sdecisions were made in an anempt to provide the best possible
educational opponunity for the high school children oflawn. There was apparent agreement
between priest and people regarding these educational decisions. Thus. these decisions were
made and implemented.
'8
Yec. it is evidc::nl tbal while the priest., voice was dominam. the aareanau becween
priest and people was in many cues a~ qreement for UDdc::rtyiIlc these decUionI
were privuc: voica: with isIues and conccms that were not bcina addreucd. These parental
voices were low and almost non-existent. I....arady uneducated themJelves. the parenu trusted
in their priest'l dec:iJions regarding the education of their children and. thus, they remained
politically silent and left. undiscussed many of their own iSSLles and concerns. The parenti'
own knowledge of their strained financial resources, ofdanges-ous road conditions. and of
unc.eruinty about the mo~ were not put of the coruolidation picture. There appeared 10
be no room in the deci5ion making for these private voices, Why were the parents silent? As
some respondenu indica:e. they were silent because they Cdt that the priest knew best. Many
ofthem had little education and really didn't have the confidence to dWlenge the priest. It
can be concluded from the interview transcripu that they felt that their issues, concerns. and
arguments would have appeared small, unimportant. and insignificant compared to the much
stronger and more knowledgeable authority of the parish priest.
One eatainty that doa exist is that although it is quite evident that the parents of
Lawn held varying opinions on the consolidation movement, and shared these opinions in
private. thcirviews WeR publicly silent within the boundaries ofthcirtraditionaJ CathoUc way
oflife. Their issues wa-e eic.hcr not presented at all to the parish priest as atzwncnts or they
did not influence the decision mak.ing. 'There was no empirical evidence thai the residenu
expressed their view in writing or in publicly recorded debate.
As I look back through this period in the cornnwrUty's history. I find it difticWt: to
believe that the parmlS ofLawn could have been silent on what I feel must have been. very
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impocunt~ in their lives. 11 seems reasonable to asaune thal they must have f&ced quite
• dilemma attempting to adhere to their Ca1hoI.ic tradition while silc:ndy dcbaIing their
children', education. Embedded as they were in their SI:I'lH!8 Catholic roou and traditions.,
it wu not in their nature or being to c:hallenge IN authority of the Church and so they
acquiesced to the decisions ofw local clergy.
However, in 1960, the new parish priest. Father Gregory Hopn anivoi, and when
the priest clw1ged. &$ had been evidenced in the past. the educationa.t policies also changed,
foc priests' voices that were indeed dominant and.. sometimes. benevo'ent., were abo
singularly autonomous
so
CllA.P'Tl:R FOUR.
DISSENTING VOICES GET LOUDER
1962-1910
This chapter traces • tumultuous period in the history of community schooling in
Lawn. during which there were four separate etrom by various educational authorities in
1962, 1971. 1974 and again in 1978. to close the local schoo.I. This chapter gives an
ovuview o(thc hiSlorical evolution of school governance during this time and revlew1 the
particular situation in Lawn. The public voices of educational authorities are des.:ribed and
the angry response ofthc Lawn residetllS' is rwnted. FinalJy. I teU my penon&! story from
a student perspective and then l\unirwe and reflect on the eventful happtnings of this era.
Despite the fact that denominational education was embedded in the Terms arUnion
with Canada.. the period between 1962 and \980 witnessed the beginning of. gradual decline
in the ro~ of the Churches in education in N~oundland- In 1964, the government
appointed. Roya.I Commission on Education and Youth., (the Warren Commission) to
examine the educational system in Newfoundland and to make recommendations for future
development. Balcer (1994) summarized the findings and impact of the Commission's
recommendation:
The commission OPCf'illed under the implicit lWUmptions ora denominational
system. but quicldy found thai there was mountina public criticism of the
system. In January 1%1 iu fe?On anaclced the denominational system, and
proposed. reorganiz.ation of the Depanmenc of Education along functional
"
lines. The convnission advocated an advisory ro&e for the dIurchc:s. -vina
the Deputment to deal with insuuctioa., adminisuarion ud other tcI"IIic:a.
Roman Catbolia of the Commission disqreed and submitted • minority
repon. which was .,pponed by the Pentecostal. Assemblies ofNewfoundJand.
Negotiations cnsucd in an attempt to head off'. rnIjor confront.ation buwccn
Roman Catholic authorities and the govemmenl. A compronUse was reached
which saw the churches mo~ out of the depattment. and the posts of
departme:nw church superintendents were abolished. But the B0vemment
asrco:l to Icgislation setting up two types of advilory committees: a
denominational committee for cadl church. and • joint dcnomLnationaJ
committee to advise government. The churches through their committees
reWned control of their righu regardinS school distria boundaries.. training
and cutification of teachers. and various other matters including religious
education (p.I06).
These rec:ommendations w~e im~emented and • major change 0C0JJTed affectins the
organization of school distrieu throughout the province.
By the mid - 1960$ there were some 300 school boards in seven
denominations. In keeping with the recommendations of the 1964 Royal
Commission on Education and Youth. these were conscMidaled into JS
boards. The approximately 200 Protestant boards wtre reduced 10 21
Mintcgrated" boards. superseding the Anglican., United Church, Presbyterian
and Salvation Army boards. The PentecosuJ Assemblies and Seventh-day
Adventist elected not to integrate. each maintaining one school board. The
100 Roman Catholic boards were consolidated into 12 (p.99).
Along with these recommend&tions. other changes were a150 impKtina upon educational
decision maJcing within the province Board members were appointed, the 1970 Education
Act was amended to provide that at least one-third or board rnc:mben be elected, while the
1984 Act was amended to allow at least two-thirds or members to be dcc:ted.
These changes in government policies. legislating elected representation from the
general population to llSsist in governing the school distrieu concurred with changes that
were taking place in the Roman Catholic Church. Post Vatican IT documents were
concurrently initiating a new rocus on the 'priesthood orthe laity', that is.. the ordinary lay
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person was being encouraged to take • more responsible decision maIcina rde within their
parishes and in the d'wrcl\ in genenl. Pastors wa-c beina cncourased to develop parish
councils to involve laity in parish administration. It is within this political and religious
context that the Lawn story continued to unfold
Lawa ..d iu LaadsuPf; ( lJ61- .910)
In the raJl of 1962, tM: students of Lawn began to anend JGhool in two newly
consuuctcd buildings in their own convnun.~. Community residents attribute the
coflSU'UCtion ofthe new schools 10 the work. ofthe new parish priest. Falha" Gregory Hogan
who had urived in the loa! parish in 1960. One respondent remarked: Mit was Father Hogan
who decided 10 build the school in Lawn. The road conditions were poor and the old K-8
§chool was in bad condition, too. The parish priest was the moving force behind the building
of the new school" (pat. personal communication. September 16, 200 I). Local residents
recall that the money to build the schools came from a combination ofgovtmment grantS and
parish money. One respondent stated that "the elementary ..'Wi high buildings wert separated
from each other by (a distance 01'] one foot. The reasoN; for doing this was to gain access
10 twO separate government grants-one grant for high school constnlcbon and one for
elementary school COClSU'UCtion- {pat. person.&! c:ommunicar.ion. September 16,2001).
Students moved into these new buildings in September or 1962 and school
consolidation. ror Lawn, wu a relatively quiet issue ror approximately ten years. During
this period an educational partJ'lership developed between students. teacher's, and parenu in
the convnunity or La'NII and on the politic:al scene. new school boards wa'e being organized
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and in 1969. the school in Lawn came to be governed by the newly formed Roman Catholic
School board (<<the BW'in Peninsula. By 1971, promoted by kx:aJ clcrzy and the new School
Board. an attempt: was once again made to consolidate the Lawn and St. Lawrence schools
in St. Lawrence. The: Roman Catholic School Bou"d office was located in MarySlown and
rwo afme fifteen members or thirteen percent were representatives from Lawn while another
twO memben represented the community of St. Lawrence. Parish priests reprcsentinB the
various communities around the Peninsula comprised thirty-three percent of thee board
membership while anotMr thirty-three percent ofthe membership were representative ofthe
MaryStown area. The other eight percent membership consisted ofrepresentatives from the
Rushoon area oCme Burin Peninsula. Anempted consolidation was rejected OUtright by the
community of Lawn. The students did not transfer to another school yer: the issue was still
unresolved. By 1974 the Lawn people discovered the board's plan to tnnsfCt" the Lawn
students intO the ncwiy constructed Deparunent of Regional Economic Expansion (OREE)
school in St. Lawrence This school opened in 1976 amid much specuW:ton surrounding the
planned transfer of Lawn students inlo the DREE school. School Board records and
interview d.J.1I. indiC&le that the DREE school in St. Lawrence was built b&sed on enrolment
projections from both Lawn and 51- Lawrence· bUI without consuitUion with the Lawn
people. The offici&l anempt to consolidate did not occur until 1978 at which time the School
Board once again faced opposition from the Lawn residentS.
S4
Voita of EdIlu,tio.aI Auoority: c..roc" ucI Sell... Board
Based on educational ch&nses that were initialed byboth~~onand
the documents of POst Vatican n. the period between 1962 and 1910 wttnes.sed the
beginnings of. transition in educational authority &om the JinauIar dominant voice of the
priest to the dual authority orooth priest and lay people within the.stnJe::tut'e ofschool board,
consisting orOOm elected and appointed rnembcn.
The Roman Catholic School Board for the Burin Peninsula, the gove:ming authority
for the schools in Lawn and 51. lawrence. was established in 1969 and perhaps one of the
biggeSt challenges to lhis new board came from whal was refereoc:ed as 'the Lawn situation'.
Official school board minutes of meetings began to be published and were a principal source
ofdata collection for this thesis. As well, a significal\l fedcnJ event occurred in that same
year which would ultimately impact upon loc.aI school board decisions n:gardi.ng JoChool
consolidation for Lawn· the Canadian Government created the Department of Resional
Economic Expansion COREE) Under this new feden! ministry, incentives wen to be:
offered for industrial developments by means ofuutial cash annts to entrepreneurs to Ioc:&te,
e:xpand or modcmizc o~lions in designated high unemployment areas; Ygrowth centen"
wer-c designated in various categories of Mspecial area.sMto receive financial &$$istane:c for
infrastructure.
AI • meeting aCme Roman CalhoHc School Board for the Burin Peninsula on July 11,
1970, two important issues pertaining to the Lawn school system were discussed. First, the
Building Comminee postponed the much needed repairs to the Lawn high scbooI; and
second, plans were bcins prepared to apply for DREE fundinS for a new oemnl hish school
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for St. LawTI':nc.e. uwn and 51. Lawrence also had • change ofparish priest., Father Philip
L.ewis. who arrived in 1968
Father l.e\r.u Voished to have approval for plans for the proposed eJCterWon
10 the den'lel'llatV school in 51- UWTl:ncc. The motion was carried and
$40,000 was .p~ed for the project. At the same meeting. there was some
di.scussion ofthe Lawn extension and the necessity ofrectifYins the haz.ardous
lute of the overhead furnaces in the Lawn demcnwy and !\igh schools.
Father Lewis SU&Bested that this matter be deferred until. stan is made on the
St. U'M"CI\Ce project when more time can be devoted to • thorough analysis
aCthe Lawn siltation. (Board Minutes., July 17. 1970)
When renovation decisions .....ere made. the high school at LAwn was nOI included in the
proposed plan.
Father L~s proposed that the elementary and high school in Lawn be
separate and Instead of an ilddition to the tugh school. an addition of three
classrooms plus library and leachers' room be made to the elementary He
presented [lentarive plans but did not wid! any decision made at the momenl.
(Board Minute$. Seplember 3. 1970)
Pluts for. new DREE school for St La....nncc were under ......y wit was reported by Father
Wallis. Board Chairman. that Christopher Barlowwould be dra....ing prdiminary plans for this
schoor (BoMd ~nutes. Sept~ :8. 1970)
Ala Board meeting on October 19. 1970. -FatMrLewisrcponcdthatthe~gineer's
survey should be ready in a f~· days. after which Sir CIuiSlopher will be able to begin
preliminaries. He abo Stated that thc people of Lawn ....c beginning to changc their attitudc
about sending their children to SI. uwrencc" (Board Minutes. October 19. 1970). Such is
thc first rcference in the school board minutes to Lawn Sludenu moving to St. Lawrence
lntervicwdaa with La....-n rcsidcntsdid not indicatcsuppon for Fathcr Lewis' view that Lawn
peoplc werc changing their attitudes about sending thcir children 10 St. Lawrence
,.
By JW'lel. 1911. tbeBoard held. Special Meetinato discu.sstbe Lawn school system.
Father Lewis outlined the problem ofICCOmmod&1ions which wsts at Lawn.
There are twelve cl&ssrooms in Lawn at presc:nt. with • nc:c:d for founeen.
There is no money available for an extension and the adyUability ofextension
is questionable anyway. Considering new trends,. high school of 140-150
students would not constitute a viable UNt. (Board Minutes, June l. 1971)
A discussion regarding alternatives to the acconunodation problem continued culrninatins
"";th • decision that the grades nine, ten, and eleven students would be moved to 51.
Lawrence. The remaining pupils at Lawn would be broken down into primary, elementary,
and junior high div;sions.
llUs decision was favored for the overa1l educational improvement oCthe
children of lawn. Father LC1415 moved that the board decide 10 bring the
grades nine. ten, and eleven studenu from Lawn to the St. Lawrence high
school for the year 1971-72. Mr. Mike Haley (Lawn representative) seconded
the motion. Mr. Dober. Boud Superintendent, explained that with this
agreement the number of teachers would be reduced to the extent tlw tOO
many teachCTS have already been hired for next year. There was lOme
discussion as to how to deal with this situation after which Father Lewis'
motion wu voted on and carried. (Boud Minutes., June 3, 1971)
Tucher allocation. cafeteria facilities. and bus ITansponalion were problems which were
discussed in detail. When interviewed for this thesis research., Haley indiwed that he
supponed the move as a temporary measure until funher improvements could be: made to the
Lawn school system, "At the lime in Lawn we needed more clusrccm space. I supponed
the move as a temporary measure only. We nceded improvements in the physical structure
at Lawn" (personallnterv\ew, September 16,2001).
Mr. Picken [Marystown representative) felt that there would be no difficulty
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in maIrina:. dec::i.sion. but he \1fOIldcI"ed about the attitude ofw PCOPMe and the
probLems whid! miglu arise in trying to eonvinc:e them that the actions oftht
Board would be to their advantage. (Board MiJVJtes, June 3,1971)
Mr. Picken's conc:c:m possibly indic:.ar:es the incensity ofw Iinwion by June. 1971. It was
decided thaI the people ofi..a\Vll would be informed ofthe Board's decision through. ciraJ1ar
letter rather than • public meeting.
This consolidation decision was made independent of both the Department of
Education and the Denominational Education Council. the joint denominational govcrninS
comminee for the proVUlU. By June 10, 1971 indications were thai both organizations might
not suppon the School Board decision.
It was feh that our Board may not get the support of the DEC or the
Depanment ofEduca.tion in the transfer aCthe high school pupils from Lawn
to St. Lawrence. Possible politica.l ovenones were discussed. but member's
felt that as our decision was made in the interest ofbetter educational facilities
for the children of Lawn and apan from financial consideratiolU, then the
Board should not be governed by outside influences. (Board Minutes. June
10.1971)
lawn residents still had not yet rcc::aved the noti6cation letter of school closure.
Mr Dober sw:ed a number of reasons why our circular lena" to the parerus
at Lawn was withheld. He also pointed out potential problems with te:acher
contraCtS uteachen refuse to move to St. La:wrcnce Father Lewis reponed
that in convCfY,tion with Mr. Alex Hickman the whole situation was
d.iscw.scd. Father L.e-Ms felt that in considering the benefiu for all dtildren
there is no other choice but to move the high school to St. lawrence. Our
letter is to be SCl'\t to the parents at the end ofthis week. (Board Minutes. June
10,1971)
According to school board officials. there would be no high $Chool in lawn as of
September 1971-72. However. these plans failed to materialize because lawn residenu
protested and refused to allow their dtildren to move into the St. Lawrence system. The
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conflict further developed between board and people in the mid to late Je'o'I:IIria as furtha'"
an.cmptS at consolidarion wen made by the board but rejected by the peal*:. The
consolidatiOll drama that unfolded in Lawn in 1980. between the Lawn residents and the
school board. was rooted in the unrest aCme previous decade.
Voica .r La... Raidaatl: Mou.au.1 DiaauiNI WititWi Ute C.....icy
When the news ofthe' decision to dose the Lawn hiih school in September, 1971,
finally reached parenu, the reaction was swift and defiant. A primary reason for their outright
rejection ortlle proposal was the road conditions. The Lawn miners who worked It A1can
Florspar Mines in St. Lawrence and traveled the treacherous thineen Icilomaer stretch on a
daily basis vowed that their children would not be tnveling on those roads. One man stated,
-It was bad enough thai we had to be: on the hills in the winter time. We were not ioing to
put our youngsters through that~ (Wayne. personal communication. September 16.2(01).
A former miner recalls the winter road conditions between Lawn and St. uwt'etICe.
When we worked in Salt Cove Brook in St. Lawrence, we used to have to
drive. d.istanc:.e of about eight mile[s] over din road. In the winter time it
wasn't va')' good 1 remember one wimer me and me brother- watt on shift
that moming 8 o'clock and we came off4 0 'dock for to try to get home_ The
weather was bad and I advised him that we should say in S&lt Cove Brook
'cause ifwe gets up on the road we could get stude.. And he aid to me,
"Nah, that's alJ right, we can go on~ So that was 4 o'clock in the morning
that we came off. We came up~ we went through. good many beaps of
snow. It was getting worse all the way &long and the last one we ran into we
stuck her in I snowbank. We had to get out and we were there for about an
hour trying to dig her out. By the time we got her dug OUt we were drowned
wet cause you were always wet when you COTl'le$ out from underground. We
lifted her around and pushed her around and by that time it was about 5:30
and we were going to head back to St. La'NTence. Now getting back what we
were after coming over was the problem, So we went through a few beaps
of snow and when the !\ex! one came we got her stuck again. We werle the«:
,.
for about an I'Iour trying to get out of tha1. By this time we were good and
hungry and not very many of w had any cigarettes Left. We headed back 10
Salt Cove Brook for the dry house, We loc in there and we got our clotheI
dried up to • certain exu:ru. The: other" shift came on and we bad to wait for
them to 10 underground so we could get • place to lie clown. When all that
was cleared away. we headed bad: up apin. Oh, 1 don't know; we wen:
probably an hour and halfor twO hours in the dry houst. We tried to head her"
back &pin. Now we had nothing to Ul from about 6:30 lha1 eveNna. We
were on the road you c:oWd say the whole three pans a(tha! day. We headed
up again and we got as far as Three Stick Ridge and we 80t szud:: again. I
don't know what time it wuwhen we got home. It muJl have been 1 o'clock
:lr later. We had 10 go back again that evening for the 8 o'clock shift and it
was the same thing allover again. A.Ithough the road wasn't quite as bad but
it was drifting mad· you couldn't see your hand before you in ,lot ofplaces.
We were about an hour late for shift. We worked all night and we left to go
home for that day. We were coming along pretty good till wegol up to Three
Stick Ridge and we got stucie again. We were there until about seven or eight
n"dock. That was what we had to face every winter, You didn'llcnow when
you were going to get back or how long you were going to be on the: road.
(Howard: Personal Interview, November 19, 2(01)
Within a week. a delegation of parents from Lawn led by Mr Walter Ed......rds,
anended a Board meeting on July 19, 1971. to present counter U¥Umcnts 10 the proposed
consoiidation plan. The people ofLa"'Tl were not convincecl of the validity ofthc Board's
deoSlon They wondered ""hy the Board was -unwilling to cooperate with the people of
Lawn and help wm~ (Board !'-{jnutes. July 19. 1971). In a lengthy discussion Board
members co~dcreddefcrnng the decision. rescinding the motion. and issuing a private ballot
for Lawn residents In the end. Mr Tuff. Lawn representative, ~moved that in view of the
circumstances prevailing and the ina(hisability of implementing the Board's plans for this
year, the Board rescind its decision for this year" (Board Minutes, July 19, 1971), The
motion was carried. By July 17. 1971. plans .....ere undCf"'W1.Y for ~tenders to be called for the
installation of plumbing and necessary renovations in the: school at lawn" (Board Minutes,
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July 19, 1971). Tbae renovations included. Board decision to subdivide the school gym to
provide needed instructional space and 10 keep all Lawn IbJdents. K·11. in the community.
AD shoWd have progressed well a1 this point, but the Board', decision to partition the'
gym to anew fOC" two -.iditional classrooms was not acceptable to community residents. The
gym, which bad been built by "free labor" from cornrraanity residenU, was also UJed as •
parish hall. On August ]1, 1911. parents, students. and community residents. led by the
newly fonned Lawn Citizens Committee, stOpped renovations at the Lawn school by setting
up " picket line outside the sc".ool.
The main point of contention was the decision ofthe Building Comminee to
panition the school auditorium to allow for two additional c1usrooms. The
meeting was reminded that this partitioning had bun agreed to by the parenls
of Lawn at an earlier meeting. It was agreed thai immediate action must be
taken with regard to the present situation at Lawn. A motion was made by
Falher Lewis and seconded by Mr. Pickett ttw the Board lakt immediate
steps to implement its decision regarding rtnovations of the school building
in Lawn. Motion was carried unanimously. The Chait'lTWt of the Lawn
Citizens Committee was informed of the Board', decision by telephone and
was asked for his cooperation. He expressed the opinion that the Committee
would not <:oOpCnle. The meeting resolved that nothing must interfere with
the completion of the renovations. (Board Minutes. August 31. 1971)
The Lawn residents were adamant that alKllher .soIulion., other" than losing lhe school
gym and the parish hall. could be found. They consequenlly continued their objections to the
Board. and continued to pickel the school. and to keep Iheir children home. As the battle
continued to build. the RCMP were called 10 the situalion and Board members unanimously
voted 10 have charges laid against any individual who inlerfered with the rcnovalions
In an attempt 10 implement the Board's decision., the RCMP were requested
10 clear the school grounds on September t. After studying the situation. the
RCMP advised that although the grounds could be cleared ofthosc picketing,
and workers escorted inlo the building if neces.sary. they Cdt that this would
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not be • pennaneIIt solution to the problem. T'he Chairman JWed lhal the
reuon fOl'" this Special Meeting was to considet • possible altem&tive to the
c:Lassr"oom shonqe. (Boan1 Minutes, SeptembulO. 1971)
When the school board made the decision, the priest was seen 10 be centnl in the
conflict. One resident rccalJs memories of the picket tine. "I remember one day thaI the
parents were picketing the school and the priest QmC. He was driving. bi, Chrysler. I don't
remember the exact confrontation but I remember that when he was backing out of the
driveway his car hooked into one ofthe picket signs. He went around the nun with me pideet
sign towing behind him" (patrick.. penonal conununicl.lion. September 26, 200 I). In an
earlier interview. another person remembered the priest's Ulger. KI remember that when he
walked through the crowds he was kicking the picket signs out or his way. He wasn't very
happy with usn (Jerry, personal interview, September 16, 2(01). The conflict continued for
ten days until eventually it wu decided thai two classrooms could be constructed on the stage
area orthe school auditorium instead ofon the main floor. The two members from Lawn did
not attend this meeting.
Disappointment was voiced that Board members representing Lawn were not
present at the meeting. Mr. Haley (Lawn representative) had informed the
Business Office that he would be present and a message had been cidivered
to Mr. Tuff infonning him of the meeting. A decision was made that the
chainnan., after confirming that the members had been notified ofme meeting,
write both expressing the Boud's grave disappointment with their aetton and
requesting an explanation for their absence from the meeting. (Board
Minutes, September 10, 1971)
The twO classrooms were conSlNcted and these were used for the 1911-12 school
year. In the following year the Board agreed that an extension was needed to the Lawn
school.
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The parenti ofLawn wen p1e:ued with the renovations that bad taken place. The
scbool was starting to build • reputation as an effective school. MonJe was good., • CO~
academic cuniculum was offered, team spans were organiz.ed. youth groups were formed and
for community residcnu there was a sense of pride IlI\d accomplishment in the school's
Let me tell you by 1970 our school bad built. reputation whereas in the 1956
move parents sent their children to St. Lawrence to get • good education. By
the 70's they were ceru.in that their children weu gcnins. good education in
Lawn. Also. people of the 70s were better educated. Some of them had
completed Grade II and the ones that didn't wa-c still better educ:&led than
their parenu. Let's fau it., in the 50's a lot of~cou1dn't read or write.
The other thing too was that many ofthe:se parents bad gone to school in 5t
Lawrence and they did not want that for their children. (patric:k: Penonal
Interview. Septe:mber26. 2001)
A5 these ara.lmstances were occuning in Lawn., the St. Lawrence Sunding
Comminee formed for the purpose of obtaining I DREE school for the area., was awaiting
word from Ottawa on a final decision regarding the conStruction of a new school. BO&rd
members were informed that the Honorable Donald Jamieson. the Member ofParliament for
the region.. would like to see Lawn students included in the plaMed OREE school., Y The
meeting was informed th.J.t the Honorable Donald Jamieson favored the indusion of Lawn
in thiJ plan He had expressed the opinion that ifthe high school studentS from Lawn would
have to be bussed to and from St. Lawrence, (it) would be. good argument for the paving
of the road from St. Lawrence to Lawn a1so~ (Board Minutes, February 21, 1972).
I recently relayed that information to a community resident whose response even
today was very direct. "1 can assure you that the people of Lawn did not know that Don
Jamieson SLIggested that their children go to school in St. La'NRnCe. We voted for him for
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years. I can usure you that I wouldn't have voted for I\im if I had known thaI~ (patrick:
Personal Interview. September 26, 200 I).
By 1973. Lawn had another parish priest, Father Edward Frtzgerald. At. School
Board meeting on September 17. 1973, -it was moved by Father Fitzgerald, and JeCOnded
by Father Walsh that plans for the new DREE school for St. Lawrence be appl"ovcd. Motion
carried" (Board minutes. September 17, 1973). However, the school board did not give
official notice to the patents ofLawn StUdents thallheir children were included in the numbers
for the OREE high school in St. Lawrence and it was through. public relations publication
from the local mining company operating out of St. uWTence, that parents made this
discovery. The following discussion from School Board minutes outlines the event:
Before the meeting adjourned. Father Fitzgerald. who was somewhat
disturbed concerning a news rdeasc to the -Alan News" re the new DREE
school for the St. Lawrence system. asked Mr. Dober why the information
wu given 10 this source especially a.1 this time when neither the people nor the
teachers of Lawn had any information prior to this announcement and before
the £ina! plans had been approved. Father Fitzgerald said that he was most
concerned that the anicle staled that the school will handle the children in the
St. Lawrence and lawn areas and that he is now personally faced with having
to deal 'Nith the people from the Lawn area who binerly oppose having their
children attend this schooL He said that he had discussed the situation before
with the Superintendent and said that the situation has to M handled very
carefully In spite ofllus.. the release "''U given without any consutw.ion with
the St. lawrence Comminee. He said that there is a delegation from lawn
now gOln8 to meet representAtives ofDREE. the Department of Education
and the Premier. Mr. Dober responded that the Public Relations man from
Alcan had telephoned him requesting the information concerning the new
DREE school. He wrote Mr. Elliott. giving him the necessary information..
but did not tell him that the children from lawn would be anending this
school. (Board Minutes. March 19. 1974)
Three years later in 1977. the Board Minutes referenced the original application to DREE.
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Father Walsh inquired as 10 whether or not any decision will be made on
movina the: Lawn students to St. LaWTenc:e. Father suUested that some
pres.sutt could come from some areas of the fact tbat we an maintaining
empty classrooms in St. La'tNfence, and at the same time opcratina • high
school in Lawn. Mr. Chairman swed tbat he pcnonalJy wi1l not approach
the people of Lawn. Father Whitty commcl'Iled that the question has already
been discussed. Father Walsh pointed out lhat this wu agreed 10 in the
original nesotiations with DREE forthc new school and DEC [the provincial
Denominational Education Council] is considering the question. (Board
Minutes, June 24, 77)
Although Lawn residents susp«ted that the DREE application included student enroUmmt
from Lawn., to this day, many are not aware that their suspicions wa-e grounded in fact. The
IICW DREE school opened in St. Lawrence in September 1976 but Lawn srudents did not
move intO the school. While thefl~ was much discussion within the community. the issue did
not resurface publicly until 1978.
By this lime the school in Lawn had established a reputation as a 800d school with
lUgh achievement in bodl curricular and co-curricular activities. Staff and parents had
developed a good working relalionship. Illd the school had become an integral pan of the
community. The people of Lawn had a strong voice on the Board in the VOtu of their
representative Mr. Mike Haley, who by 1918 twi been elected Board Ch.airman.
In 1911, financial cutbacks in provincial funding forced the Roman Catholic School
Soard for the Burin Peninsula to develop a plan to eliminate five teaching uniu. In
consultation with principals throughout the district, the professional staff at the Board
prepared two options for proposed lay-offs. one of which required the closure of the tUgh
school in Lawn and the second allowed the school to remain open but with a reduced teaching
staf[ At. Board meeting on March 21,1918, the professional sWfoftht school board
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presented the two options for proposed layoffs. Father Kevin Molloy, newly appointed
priest to the parish. made • commc:nt at this meeting that. initially. seemed to oppose the
La""" closure and supponed Lawn retaining its school system.
Father K. Molloy stated that consideration mUSt be given to the high academic
standard in Lawn as compared [0 St. Lawrence, and thcrd"ore it would be
regressive to move Lawn StUdents to St. LaWTmCe even though the physical
plant in St. LA.....,.ence is far ahead of the U\lm pluu. Father a1so related
examples where students are being returned to smaller schools in their own
communities. (School Board Minutes, March 21, 1978)
Haley, the Soard Chair who wu appuentlyunaware aCthe proposal., requesled that
Mr. Yo. Picken.. First VICe-Chairman. take over the Chair. as Haley had some remarks to
make tiw would not be impartial and he did not want 10 maier them from the chair. His
rematiu arc detailed in thle Board Minutes:
Mr. M. Haley inquired as to when the recammendations came up. as there had
been no consultation with the Ch.a.innan or &ny members aCme Board. Also,
are the proposals tabled to create a. panic situation so that the Board will have
(0 decide on the proposed lay-offs immediately since the deadline for lay..otrs
is on Thursday. March 30. 1978 Mr. Haley stated thai the proposals are nOI
along the lines ofdiscussions that took place with the principals of Lawn and
5t Lawrence. Mr. Haley asked when the plans for the proposal started and
.....u the Chairman not considered tTUStwonhy~gh to be consulted on the
considemKlns being given by the professional staff: He a150 expressed
concern that the Staffing Committcc was not involved in fonnu1&t.ing the
recommendations. He stated thai the possibilities of o.n-bac:ks were~n
to the Board u far back u six months. however, it is SlI'Vlge that the
recommendations did no! come: forth until now (Board Minutes, March 21,
1978).
The Superintendent nated that no one expected the cut·backs to be
implemented. and the official announcement was not made until February 20,
1978. The Superintendent stated that the proposals are made on the basis of
a Dinria review. and if we get into smaller schools the difficulty in retainin8
the number of units required is even greater than in larger schools. nus
creates a problem in trying to maintain a broader programme in. high school
where enrollmcnts are low. As this relates to Lawn. ihe enrollmenl in the
..
IdIooI c:a11J for three taehin& units. (for high K:bool) wbereu they ha_ 6ve.
Therefore, profeuionalty. the consolidation ofLawn ud St. Lawrmce Hiah
tc:hools wouJd relUh in twO Iay-ofl's and the SIUdaIu ofboth Lawn and St.
Lawrmce High schools would be offered. broader P'"OSJ'UIL The high: school
teaChers in Lawn could be offered positions in SL La...-n:not High school. He
also swed thai. the final recommendations WCI"e not~ to anyone until
the Board considered them and made • decision on wIw. ~
recommendation it feels should be implemented. (Board Minutes., MardI 21,
1918)
Haley moved "that the Board accept Option D of the proposal by the profCSlional
Staff. Father 0 Walsh suggested that the proposed recommendations be taken to the people
ofuwn for their views" (Board Minutes, March 21.1978). Option D would see the Lawn
school remain open but with a reduction of teaching units. Option n was accepted and the
Lawn school remained open for another school year, 1979-1980. Ie seemed clear that the
voice ofthe' Chair. who was the representative from Lawn. was a significant influence in that
decision.
The residenu of Lavm were determined that they would not lose their community
school and continued to organize that efforts to ward offany future effons on school closure.
Approlrimately ninety-five percent oCme comn.uUt)' supported the collective voice aCme
newly fonned lAwn Concerned Parents Comminee in their effons to fight both priest and
school board to retain community schooling
The battle became panicularty heated between the parish priest and community
residenu. Antagonism developed among comm~nitymemben. Berween 1979 and 1980. the
priest. Father Molloy. changed his initial position and came to suppon the move to St.
lawrence, suggesting that the grades seven to eleven swdenu would receive a better
education there. At a Holy Name Society meeting in Lawn on January 27, 1980, be swed
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that "'the: responsibility ofeducation faIls primarily with parenti. Our gtQ1t:Sl c.oncem should
be to obtain the best possible education for our dWdren"(Holy Name Society Minutes:
January 27. 1910). The Minutes further suggest that.
It was clearly swed by Father MoUoy that in hiJ opinion the children would
receive a better education by anending school It St. Lawrence. Availability
of subjects taught for smaller schools. more facilities, home economics.,
library, better gym, all being part of Father's argument. WtIliam Lockyer
[Chairman aCme Concerned Parents Committee] reports that. Comminee
ofConcemed Parents has been formed and will be.sedcinga meeting with the
School Board immediately (Holy Name Sociery Minutes: January 27, 1980)
Several families within the community supponed the parish priest's opinion regarding
consolidation. Unfortunately. these families were to become victims ofsome ofthe anger and
hostility toward school closure
A Penonal Voice: A Student'. Pcnpec:tivc
In the early 1970's. I was a student at Holy Name of Mary and when I reflect on
school closure issues. I recall the emotional upset ofcommunity residents and students as they
resisted school consolidation pressures from both priest and school board. Allo~ aspectS
oClire seemed to be on hold while people SU'Ugg.led to reWn their community school. The
voices wen very strong in their opinion of school and the effects thaI iu closure would have
on the community of Lawn. These people did not believe that their children would receive
a better education in St. Lawrenct: IHact, they felt that their children would suffer a loss if
the move ocx:urred
The school was a piau where the community gathers. It was a place ofpride.
Sure. I can remember when we wert: in school we use to wash down the
..
classrooms and we would always stay after~ to decoraze the class Of" 10
make sure that aU the books were tidy on the Ihdf. L:member __ u.x to
have can.1Nlh classes on Saturday and Sunday for anyone who needed help.
And eval now sure when the~ teams win we have a cdcbration. The
who~ hatbof goa to the Christmas concerts and the graduation is • &mily
event. E&ch graduate is allowed to bring eight or ten peopk: from their &mily.
I know in other places the parents are not eval allowed to 80 to the
graduation. The dinner is only for the graduate and their guest. The whole
community gathers for OW' graduation. Sure we would have missed out on
aD ofthat ifthcy had moved the school. (Cary: Pcnonallnterview. November
19,2001)
'They were fighting for not only & school and all that I school entails but they were also
fighting for community identity which had been so very much associated with the school.
This story from my penonaljoumal. July. 1999, reflects on the close relationship thai ained
between the school. the church. and the community
-Oh Mary We Cro"'T1 Thee With Blouoms Today, Queen of the Angels.
Queen of the May- The practices had been ongoing for weeks but now it
was Sunday morning: the day oCThe Crowning ofMary and The Blessing of
the Fleet in the Community ofLaVoTl_ Standing qui~1y in the march line in the
school gym on this beautiful May morning was I difficult task. but the
instructions were clear. and we were not to move until the singing cued the
beginning ofthc march from the school to the church for the Crowning. and
then onwards to the Jersey Room for the Blessing of the Fleet. So sunding
in our best clreuc:s.. we tried not to watch the white shined boys who
mischievously demanded our mention. Another~Shh!Shh!~ fromtheteacher
and the marvelous evem. beg&ll The procession was led by the priest and altar
boys foUowed by four young girls dressed in long flowing pastel colored
gOWTlS and carrying the st,ltue of me Blessed Vtrgin Mary. The senior girl,
wearing a white bridal gown and holding the aown of flowers followed
behind Mary. The voices ofpractically the entire school could be heard by the
community who had gathered in the church and were waiting in anticipation
for the arrival ofw procession. Amidst proud p&TCnts and hymns of praise,
we arrived at the church &lid Mary was carefully placed in front of the altar
and reverently adorned with an unay ofspring flowers. The mood was joyous
as we left. the church and marched toward the OCUlI and the fishermen who
were eagerly waiting in their boats. Young and old gathered on the whanas
both priest and community prayed for a bountiful and safe fishing season. For
us children. the excitement heightened with the invitation to go fora boat ride
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or sometimes • boaIl'Ke in through the Hatbor. Evayone smikd, even the
skippcn. for it wu. special day in our comm.mity. (Personaljoumal. July,
'999)
Prevalent within the: community was • sense of the impol'UtlCe of educarion. It had cxisled
in the late 1950's and had been the chiefreason that people swed for permitting their children
to move to St. La'NT~ • to get • bener education. It was still • prevalent attitude in the late
1970's but this time people felt that the better education would occur within their own
community
As. studenL I do not ever remember feeling that I wu receiving an inferior education
because I was in a small school In fact. the feelings were Quite opposite because as swdcntJ
we felt .. great sense ofpride in the school. We had a good relationship 'olIith our teachen and
principal and we worked after school and on weekends to improve school life My personal
Journal describes how involved students were in the school:
The painting had already begun when my mends and I arrived at the~.
The place was &buzz with students dressed in tom jeaN and tattered shirts.,
and armed with paint bnJshes The drlC&l)' school corridOR would be
lnnrlormed intO 'works oran' Of u least 'w,on oflove' by the end oCthe
weekend_ As the sounds of the Moody Blues and the Rolling Stones. filled
the school hallways. we happily began painting in our assigned &reaS_ Once
in a while we would get • linlc distracted from the task at hand and create
decorative Oowen or symbols of peace underneath the final coat of paint.
Although we were content to be painting the school on a Friday night, we
were after all. just teenagers anxious to leave our marks on the halls of our
school, Before we left to walk home that night. we ail sat around in the gym
munching on chips. drinking Coke. and boasting about our painting skiU,. (A
story recorded in my pet"sonaljoumal. July. 1999)
Swdents installed a pubIi: address system. painted wails. built shelves. and fund nisc:d for
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boob, sportS eqwpment, and school Wliforms Our school participated in all sports,
regionally and provincialJy and offered studenu access to youth groups such as Allied Youth
• Cadets, Student Council, Children ofMuy. and Chea1eaden. We did not nun home after-
school because we were quite coment to stay after Kbool and to help organize, plan, and fund
raise for ICbooI activities.
Perhaps one army fondest memories associa1cd Vlr'im JChoollife cx:o.und on
& beautiful $nO"")' Christmas Eve in 1973. Mr. Sisc:oe., our school principal.
and • group of students had been working on a special project that was to tit
revealed on Christmas Eve. As the community gathered for the traditional
Midnight Mass at the old church just across the road from our school,
parishioncn WC!"e greeted by the vision of. beautifully constructed Nativity
sune complete "";th Christmas hymns filling the night air. In 1973, in the
rural community ofLawn. the image was indeed • spectacular sight! (A story
recorded in my personal journal. August. 1999)
Reflecting on school life in Lawn in the 19705, I now realize that we WeI"C establishing
traditions· we were helping to create. school These spons teams and youth groups had not
been. prevalent pan of school prior 10 1970. Now. these were orpniutions that the
studenu. teachers. and parents WCl"C creating. The Of"g&Nz.ations were succes.sful and they
were a reflection of our combined effortS and Iwd work, and more imponandy they~
OUI'S. There was • sense ofownership· from the paint that was put on the hallways. to the
uniforms that were worn by the school teams· and it was • deeply rooted conununity
o....'nenhip_ These and other events linked the school with the community The school was
an extension of home and the home was an extension ofschool· we felt part ont - there was
a sense of belonging. we had responsibilities. illId we were expected to do our pan to
contribute to its success.
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Rdlectio... ud a..iutiD..
The events ofthis period in Lawn's educational histoty were significant and reveal.
pattern of authoritative clWlenge and associurd community response. As the clWlenges
mounted and became more threatening, the voices aCme residenu of Lawn grew louder,
stronger and more effectively organized. As a result, school board authorities were forced
to reson. to • pattern of decision and rescission. The confliCt became more intense and the
interplay bctw~ competing voices became rna« tumultuous and tense.
JUS! one month after making the decision to close the U'Wlt high school for die 197)-
72 s.:hool year, the 5::0001 Board VOted to rescind the decision. It is difficult to judge
whether the decision to rescind occurred b«.ause the School Board Cdt that the Department
of Education and the Catholic Education Council might not suppan the transfer of Lawn
students to St. Lawrence. because the communily ofLawn protested the decision. or because
of a combination of both circumstances. In any cue. the Lawn school remained open in the
1971·72 school year
Following public protest in August, 1971, the School Board once apin changed its
decision r~ding the addition of two classrooms to the school gym. The local residents
challenged the School Board's virws on the position ofthe twO additional d&wooms. citing
th&J. the gym was not a good location because it not only served l.hc school's physical
education needs, but that it also St'l"Ved the community as 8 parish hall.
The voices of the parents were growing, getting louder, and becoming more
challenging co educational authorities, as well as becoming more formalized through the voice
ofl.hc Lawn represenwive on the Roman Catholic Burin Peninsula School8o&rd and through
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newly orpnized parmi sroupt suth u the Lawn Conc:emed Parents Committee. The
ordirwy Lawn citiu:n appeared to become more confident and more ania.Ilate in school
decisions conc.erning their dUldtt:n. They were asaunina • penona! authority that they did
not display durina the 1956 consolidation move.
The continued 5lNgk with coruolidation. the continued rescission of Board
decisions., and the continued deteriorationofthe school's physical plant all combined to awe
• growing dissatisfaction among1he people regarding School Board decisions for Lawn. The
conflict intensified when parents discovered, not through democratic process, but through
a company newsletter that was Sotnl out to employees. that the new DREE school in St.
La~Tence would "handle the children in the St. Lawrence and Lawn areas". This aftront by
the school board was heightened by the response of the loc:aI church authorities because the
parish priest felt too. tNt the Sl:udenu ofLawn would have the best possible opponunity for
a good education in the St. U""'Tence: system.
La1NTl parents felt that thry w~e pro:ecting their children's best inttf"eslS and their
decisions were made from that penpec:tive. It appears that both the School Board and the
parish priest were operating out of a belief system that appeared to be weI.I-intentioned and
considered the best educational opponunity for children. However, these decisions were
distriet·focused and non..consultative and wert mad~ outsid~ the parameters ofme parents'
beli~f system r~garding th~ education of their children. The &uthoritat.iv~ decisions of the
School Board. including clerical r~presentation. conflicted sharply with the increasingly
strong voice of the peopl~ These parents not only held strong views on school
consolidation.. but they also ga~ voice to their views empowered by their own organizational
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JltUdUrItS. The days ofsilently accepting the decisions ofexterna! authority had disappeared.
The parc:nu IlNsaJed to be heard and together their voices became • moving (orce behind
the Lawn school syuem. Power relationsW~ shifting.
7.
CHAPTER F1VE
IN TIlE MIDST OF CONFUCT
1'"
This chapter rwntes a critical moment in the unfoldins of the Lawn. 5ChooI story
because changi.ns political. and religious conditionsawedopportunities for ordinary citiz.eru;
to express their vifeW1; and widd some influence 'tNithin traditional authority structures. This
chapter will review the provincial political scene early in this decade, examine the situation
in Lawn IS • reflection of this larger picture. describe the determination aCthe school board
to consolidate schools on the Burin Peninsula. and narrate the residents' angry resistanee to
such change. It will also present my personal perspective as. parent and conclude with $Orne
reflections on this moSt significant year in the fight 10 save a small school.
Ru...J Schools iD tbe Nrwfouadlaad Educatioa Systcm ia tile 1910's
As educational policy continued 10 devdop in the Provinu ofNewf'oundland and
Labrador, both educators and politicians began to focus anention on the vast number ofsmall
schools in Nral NC""'foundland, seeking ways to make the educational system more efrce:tive
and efficient. While this chapter focuses on events in Lawn in1980. the political context
about the nature of small schools and their place in previncial schooling at the time was
aniculated a little funher into the decade in repons generated by House (1986) and RJggs
(1987).
In his economic report.. BUi/d;ng On Our Srrrr'gths: R~port of tire Royal
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Commission on Emp/OJI'MnI and Urwmplcymenl. Dr. Doug.la.s House (1986). staled thai:
The: Commission is fUlly committed to the idah of universal education.
Education shoWd prepare peopk no( just for life in an outpoft, but for life in
• city, in oth«pansofCanadaandin4ced the world. New::rthdess.. education
Ih.lJl begin with the child in his or her own tettina. in a enwonmerlC that is
familiar. In Newfoundland outpOC'U, this Kttins istypicaUyonewhere6.shins
is the main indusuy. men build and repair their own houses and boats.. women
work: as hornemaken and as seasonal fish plant or JerVice..1eClOr worken and
people of aU ages spend much time in household production. The sd\ool
programme $bould include more courses ofa practiGal.. applied rwure which
are geared to rural lifestyles and which can contribute directly to improving
young people's self·reliance within their own communities. (p.314)
In April. 1986, The Honorable Loyola Hearn. Minister of Education announced a
Small Schools Study Project. Its stated purpose was to develop proposals to enhance
educational opportunities in small schools. Dr. Frank: Riggs, • member aCthe Faculty of
EduCil.tion. Memorial University ofNcwfoundland. was Project Director and the Report of
the Small SdIools Study Project was completed in January 1987 Riggs (1987) reponed:
Despite the presc:N high COst of education. this Report includes
rec:ommendations th&t additional funding be made available to support
progams in small schools. The present level of funding has not enabled smaJJ
schools to develop and maint.ain an acceptable standard of prognm support
and consequently we feel that additional funding is~. The
recol't"1tl1cnCiations in that area are: b&sed on gradC$ and programs l'&lher tlwI
on pupil enrolmcnt. Our position is wr the school programs must be the
focus since the school must offer these programs for each pe independent
of the grade enrolment. (p. 61)
Riggs funher stated that.
Finally, we have made recommendations re:gaTding school consolidation and
co-operation among religious denominations. It is imponant to understand
that these recommendations are not attempts to discredit small schools. but
rather an attempt to offer what we believe to be an opportunity for pupils 10
study a more varied program than is presently possible in smal.I schools
without diminishing the social and mo~ development which has been
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cbarxteri.stic of Newfoundland education. For schools which must exist
because of isolation we have made as bold and as liberal reconunendations as
we think poSS/.'bIe. HoweYtt, we believe it would be irresponsible to
recommend that sma1I schools in or near communities with larger schools
sboWd also qualifY (or special considerations. An alternative exists. That
alternative may require: students to walk aaoss the road or to be uansponed
• short distance to • larger school. (p. 61)
In an article entitled ~smaU Schools: 1be Overlooked Univerx of Elemen:ary
Schoofu\g in JluraI Newfoundland and labrador'". John Sutherland (1989 ). President ofthe
Notre Dame Branch aCthe Newfoundland Te:achcn' Association discussed the Small Schools
Study Project Repon. Sutherland noted that most recommendations weu not implemented
three years after the study
The seven·member Advisory Panel was charged with the taSk of conducting
an "investigation intO the problems peculiar to small schools with an aim
towards developing proposals to enhance educational opportunities for
students in these Khools" The investigation occupied seven.! months. In the
Advisory Pane!'sopinion. small schools were often we&k schools. The Panel
shared the concerns of small school leac:hcn who believed that their
instructional effectiveness was sharply reduced by being required to teach tOO
many grades. with too many courses.. with insufficient librvy. laboratory.
rc:mediaI and enrichment scn.;ces The Panel concluded: u/" N~owrd1ond.
'small schools·..,jJ1 MpartofOIIrcdvamonaJ$)'sumpa Jong time and_
mIISI plan w,th 1M acknowledgmenr andknowl~ojtitue sdtoois and not
;'1 tgnorance oj tMlr utSlence and tmponatta -. The: Panel made 33
recommendations for the improvement ofeducat.ion in smaU schools. With
a cautionary not~ to th~ ~ffect that th~ passag~ of time, and the vagaries of
government anention. do not yet pcmUt a full assessment of the impact of
these recommendations. it can be DOted that mor~ than thiny ofthem remain
in limbo. Department of Education statistics for the school year 1987·88
indicat~that approximat~ly30"/, ofOUT schools enrolling Kindergarten had 10
or fewer beginning dan of 11·20 studentS. These statistics indicate that in
the near futur~ approximately 50'/0 ofthc province's primary and elementary
schools will be small. and wiU have multi-grade classes. Perhaps when smaJ.I
schoois become the majority of schools. their financial.. curricular and
personnel needs will be meaningfully addressed. And 50 we voyage to
discover a universe of education that has been discovered on at least twO
previous oeca.sions Will recognition and appreciation follow? (NTA..JowmaJ
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June. 1989, Vol.76 No. I, p.l7)
Small schools wa-c subject to government reform efforts throughout the eighties.. but
Sutherland suggcsu.
They have been discovered by Commissions Ro)'Il and Pands Advisory. Yet.
they have never been recognized. They have been the subject ofcradil;ation
efforts. yet they SW"o1ve. They have been tht U1jea of sporadic rdonn
efforts. yet few appear to !\ave sincenly anempted to comprehend them, to
undersund their function and stNeture. to assess their needs. or to appreciate
lheil' values. (p. 1)
The uncertainty about the status of 5lt1a11 schools in provincial schooling structures.
was the C.JntclO of the re-livtd and retold story of school consolidation for Lawn students.
The 1980 wave oranempted consolidation would have a crashing impact upon family life and
;t wol:ld further separalle school board and community.
The uwn school system had an enroUment ofthrec hundred and thinythrcc 51udents
in the 1979-80 school year Ninet~ studenu gnduated that year and of those nineteen,
eight students anended Memorial University ofNewfoundland. one SlUdem attended a school
of nursing, seven swdents anended other Colleges. and three students joined the Canadian
Armed Forces (Hot)' Name of Mary Academy School Profile, updated June 2000).
Perhaps one of the strongest anempts by the ROfTWl Catholic Sch.ool Board for the
Burin Peninsula 10 consolidate the schools in Lawn and St. Lawrence occurred during the
\980 year when once again a decision was made to bus high. school Students from Lawn 10
51. Lawrence for one year. The Sch.ool Board Still insisted that the Lawn students would get
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the best possible opportunity for. good education in St. Lawrence. However. the patenu
from Lawn SliD did not agree,.;th tbt School Board's philosophy. In fact. some parents
believed that their chik1ren were beins sent to St. Lawrcnc:c in an attempt to fill to capacity
the IWfempty DREE school. One respondent aauaaed thai:
It wasn't about the qualityofr.ducation. It wuabout money. 1bcybad the
DREE school and now they had to filJ it up. Mr. Don Jamei50n was the one
who gOt the school and more power to him, but he pointed out at • meeting
one time that the people of Lawn supponcd the school. Me and him had it
out. lnue was a black book that was done up and wtnt with the names of
Lawn. students in it chat nobody knew anything about. (Val, personal
communication. November 21, 200 I)
This resident is referring to the inclusion of students from Lawn in the proposal to the federal
government for funding for the DREE school. This inclusion was done without parent
consulwion. The Lawn. School Improvement Comminee, d\aircd by Mr. Wliliam Locylcer.
was me official voic;:c of Lawn residents in 1980.
William Loc;kyer. Chainnan of the lawn Parents Comminee. which was
formed last December (1979) when it was learned the school board was
planning to tnnsfer the grades 7 to II studenu to the OREE JChooI in St.
La....-rence. lold Tht Daily News Thursday there is no longer any doubt that
the school. board wiU c:any out its plans unless SOmetNna is done. He said the
people of Lawn first learned of the school board's intentions in December
when Rev. Fr. Molloy, a parish priest in Lav.u. tried to convince parents of
the advanu,ges of transferring the students. Mr. Loc~ said that the
committee has already~ once with the school board to argue against the
transfer and submitted a brief in support of the committee's position. Mit
seems that reason and common sense: cannot penetrate the dogmatic v;ew of
the school board," Mr. Lockyer said. m; p.i!yNswl: February 22,1980)
As described later in this chapter, although the students from Lawn did attend school
at St. Lawrence Central High for the 1980· 81 school year, the move was controversial and
the academic results were extremely unsatisfactory
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Voica oCEducatio.... Aulboritia: Tk OfrICi&l r.bIK St..-y
For Lawn resident$, the New Year of 1980 once apin brought forth the old familiar
ban.le of school consolidation. All the affected residents p1her'ed at the school auditorium
early in January or ow year to hear the Board's decision about the future of their school.,
Holy Name ofMary High School. The School Boud, supponed by the parish priest. Father
Kevin MoOay, infonned those assembled that as of June, 1980, the school in Lawn wou&d
operate as a Kindergarten to grade six school only and that the junior and senior high school
students would be bussed to Ine new DREE school in St. Lawrence. One resident remembers
the meeting as follows'
They [the School Board] outlined their proposed plan to close the school the
following June and there was much opposition. There were • lot ofquestions
with no favorable answers. The BOaTd said that students would have access
to better facilities and a wider range of program offerings in St. Lawrence.
It \\o'U never about the quality of education because our kids werc getting a
good education in Lawn. The whole reason behind the school closure was not
from the lay people dw wue on the Board. it was tOWly conlrOUed by the
priests who werc on the Board. I found that out later when r be<:&mc •
member But at that meeting there was no more than two or three people
who ~e v.iJling to accept the proposal to go and the place was packed to
thernters. (Val, penonal convnunic:ation, November 21. 2001)
OnFebruary4,1980,adelegationoftwelve~plefromLawnappr~the80ard
concemir.g the proposed consolidation. These people met with the Board's Executive and
were requested to put their views on paper in the form ora brierror presentation to the entire
School Board
At the February 19, 1980, general meeting ofthc Roman Catholic School Board for
the Burin Peninsula the Lawn Brief was circulated to all Board members.
&0
Fanowing lengthy discussion on the points ";sed in the brief;, it was agreed
lhar. the brief was ~II presented, ho~. the Board is charged v.ith the
responsibility ofmaIcing available to all swdcm.s the best possible opportunity
of. good education. It was moved that the U'WII High School consi..stiDg of
Grades Seven to Eleven be phased out and the swdenu be included in the
DREE school located I! St. Lawrence for the ICbool year bejinning
Sepcember, 1980. (8oI:rd Minutes, February 19. 1910)
It was agreed that the Chairman of the Board, Mr. Kevin Pike would contact the Chairman
of the Lawn Delegation &nd infonn him of the Board's decision. Also, if the ddegation
eJq)ressed a desire to meet again with the Board., then they would be invited to the genen.l
meeting Orthe School Board scheduled for March 18, 1980.
Between February 19, 1980. and March 18, 1980, the parents of Lawn kept their
ch.ildren out ofschool and consequently, when the Lawn Schoollmprovemcnl Committee and
residents ofLawn anended I public meeting of the School Board on March 18, 1980, the
umosphere was electric. At this meeting the Comminee presented to the Board almer from
the u\W Town Council outlining its reasons for objecting to the proposed move ofgrades
seven to eleven students. alener from the Greater Lamaline Area Development Association
supporting the: Lawn people \\0'&$ ~50 presented. as well as • list afnine questions the Town
Council wished the Board to answer Because of me pre'lo'&iling tension. the Board members
moved into I. scparale room for I. pnva.le discussion on the questions and the general. meeting
resu.tned fifteen minutes later. The School Board' 5 response to the Lawn Delegation wu
re«lrdecl in the minutes of me meeting
Question:= / • On February 4. 198fJ the School Board EzeClltive agreed that
afinal thc/sion would not be made on mo~'mg the stuthntsfrom Lawn to St.
Lawrence unti/further meetings were heJdwith tM ,xop/e o/Lawn. Whywas
the deciSIon made on February 18. 198fJ 'rI"ithout 1M prom/sed meetings?
M<.Piclmt(AcOnaClWnnan) ...... ""' ......__........... OREE
scbooI nqotiations started back in 1969-10. He IUUd thai the c:omnu'Iitie:s
ofLawn ud St Lawrence are one in terms ofSchool Board Zones wtUcb are:
bucd Oft Parish Boundaria. He emphasized that the Wtimate responsibility
of the Board is to provide the best. possible oppommity to an the JlUdenu
under iujurisdiction. The original plan was to brina the [Lawn] high school
swdenu to St. LaWTence in 1914-75 or whenever the DREE school opened.
The school wu built to accommodate the Lawn IDd SL l.Awrax:e High
SCbooI. stUdents. The decision lO move in Septarmer. 1980 is onty pan aCthe
OtI8oina; process happenins since 1974 and before that. He stated that U 11\
individual he recognizes the right ofthe people to decide where their.stueienu
are gcing or not going. However, the people do not have the right to keep
their children out of school. Let the children 80 back to school in Lawn and
let us continue our debate for the next month or so. There is nothing wrong
with the Board's decision and he would not want to be. pan aCthe Board if
the decision had not been made. However, on the implementation orit., let us
talk. Mr. W Lockyer. Lawn spokesman. asked what point is there to
continue talking, while at the same time the Board makes decisions and
proceeds with IlTa1Igements to move thestUdenu without consulting 6m with
the people of Lawn. Mr. Pickett stated that we can only ask the people of
Lawn to trust us.
Question =1 - 11 has Men staled thai 1M mformation on enrollmenu
conJQJned 17I /he brieffrom /he Lawn Committee IS i7ICtNTect.. W1Io has /he
correct figwres on enrollme7llS and ...·here do IMy come jrofII?
Mr Pickett asked the Superintendent to speak on the question regardina
enroUmenu.Mr. Dober quoted Hi8h School enrollmenu from 1969-79. He
stated that while some figures are the same, there are a number ofdifferences
and he is not sure why. He pointed out that the numba" ofstudents is the key
in amina funds. leachers and courses in any school. Mr. I....ocIcya" 5l&Ied that
the number of High School srudenu in Lamaline isn't much greater than
U\1oTI. Monsignor Walsh stated that we could not go any funher in
centralizina the Lamaline area. We should look: at the point of. Parish
Community as another type ofCommunity.
Queslion =j - The people ofLawn ...·ere informed by FalMr K. Molloy lhal
lhe SlJldents .....ill tkfinl/e~~'be transported by bus 10 $1. Lawrence. When war
this deciSion mQI;/e?
Mr. Pickett swed that the original pllllg0e5 back to 1969-70, when DREE
funds were looked for to build a new Hi8h School for 51. Lawrence and
Lawn.
II
Queszion =4 • W1Io is giving IV'w.J re/cases to tJw Daily News and tJw
Sowtiwm ~tk?
Mr. PW:ken stated that the VOTitt--ups in the isaIes melTed to by the
Ddejation. were not news releases. They were editorials and no Board
member has any connel over what is said by the editorial writerS.
Qw.stion =5 ·If tJw Board _mbus are as cottanvd as dtey.say tIvy are
abl tJw Lawn sndtnu bei", OtIt ofJdtoo/. why did it taR tJw fJoQrd O'W
fIfO#fllt 1o dec:i.tM to fMcr with the peopk ofLawtt?
Mr. Pickett lUted that it is very difficuh to set rneetinas Dthef' than OUT
regular meetinas. due to the distanc:e lOme membcn; IIILLR travel. He
reminded the Commin~, that because members are involved in other
activities, our efrons to get a quorum to meet the ptOple during the previous
week were ulUlJccessful. Mr, Lockyer Slated that Mr. Pike informed him that
the Board did not want to meet until March 18, 1980, Mr. Pickett stated that
the decision made at the previous meeting was that the Chairman would
contact the Lawn Committee Chairman and if they wished to meet, then the
Board would meet with them again on March 18, 1980. Father McGettigan
recited an anicle which speaks OUt against the encouragement of students to
become involved in boycotts and protests. He stated that it was not the
Board's decision 10 keep the students home: the p&rCrltS made that decision.
Question =6 -If. In IN DUlT/ct. IMrc arr only small rNmbers 0/ studems
taiangCOllTsu~ch as PhySICS. CMmlSI7)'. HOlM Uonomlcs.!nduSlTIaJArts.
erc.. how can tJw Board JUe thIS as a argument",favor a/moving the loo4'n
Studerus 10 51. loo4Tence'
Mr. Dober swed that according to the smaU ligures given on the numbers
enrolled in specialized counes.. you must be quoting only those taking the
courses in GBde Eleven and when looking at the courses you musr. consider
that boys are involved in some.. while girls are involved in others.
Question =i ·IfOfJeTtUing CostS/0' Lawn High school is 566 pe' stlllMfII as
COIPIpared to 5//8 pe' Slutknr In OIN' high schools, why close OIIt Lawn
High school and not alire,s.'
Re: Operating Grants, The Business Manager mled thai the information
quoted by Mr. Lockyer is the cost per student for the whole system and not
just the High School. It was agreed that a copy ofthe linanciaI statistics will
be provided to the Delegation and explained by the Business Manager.
.2
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Qwsrion :is • Huw dou dw Sdtoo/ Bot.-d n#ioftQJiu piding 1..4wn High
sdfoo/ to pIrtDt OfIt and why is it thai La- has 1tOI reuivuJ its fair share
Jr<- ... 8oanJ'
Monsipor Wallh swed thaI Lawn has not been singled out. CeIttnlization
has taken place all Over" the Distric:.. 'The Board went to DREE for funding,
and obtained the best Schoo! in the Di5tria for the benefit ofthe students of
Lawn and St. U\Wfer.ce equal.ly.
The 6n&I question to the Board from the Lawn Convnittee was not answered:
Qwstion =9- Was 1M lAwn~opkTe!"ese.rrtedon the COM",it'ee '0 Onawa
for IN DRE£ school In St. 1...awrence.'
Mr. Picken then called for a summation and asked for a linaI word from the
Committee Spokesl1Wl. Mr. 1. Edwards swed that the people want the
Board to rescind its decision to move me students, improve the schools in
Lawn and maintain the High School in Lawn as lon8 as the student population
and academic achievement remains al it present level. Mr. Loc:lcyer stated that
the people want UI answer from the BO&fd or the students will be kepi out
until Junc. Also. they will consider requesting the Archbishop to crute a
separate Parish for Lawn. Mr. Picken suggCSled that discu.ssions could be
continued by. committee Orlm: Board and the people of Lawn on condition
that the lcieb arc returned to school immediately. Mr. Loclcyer" swed that the
present Committee has recommended that the IOds go back to school. but the
people are not willing to comply until the Board consults with them. Mr. J
Edwuds agreed that the lcids should go baclc to school and discussion
continue between the: people and the Boatd_ Mr. Pickett Staled that the Board
will consid~ thar position ill the pri....le session and notify the Lawn
Delegation tomorrow morning. The: private session began with a proposal
from Mr. M. Picken. Acting Chiiirman.. that a Committee consisting of two
Boatd membc:n.. two Professional Staffand four rqIresenwives ofthe Lawn
people be appointed to continue disaasion on the implc:menwion oftile move
ofLawn High School Students to St. Lawrence. Mr. Piclc.en then vae:au:d the
chair and Mr. M. Haley took over u Acting Chairman, Mr. Haley Staled that
he will act as Chaiman only for this meeting, as he is resigning from the
&ecutive as oflhis meeting~ (Baud Minutes. March 18. 1980)
At the end of this meeting. the Boud had reaffirmed its decision to move Lawn
sruOents to St. Lawrence and had appointed iI committee consisting of Board members.
professional 5latr. and representatives of the people of lawn to implement the Board's
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decision.. The lawn Schoollmprovt:menl Committee rejected outrighl the Board's decision
- they did, however. work. with the lmpkmmwion Committee in an attempt to seek •
The L&wn Town Council next dispatched • letter to the Archbishop reprdina the
Board's decision. The Archbishop decided to appoint • representative to meet with the
Council on his behalfas well as meet with School Board Executive and other Board members.
"MonsignorD. Walsh stated that the meeting issc.heduled for March 20,1980, at 7:00p.m
in Lawn. The Archbishop's representative ....ill meet the Board around 9:30 p.m. at the Board
office" (Board Mnules. March 18, 1980)
The Comminee that had bttn established on March 18, 1980 to implement the
Board's decision regarding Lawn reported to the fuU 8o&rd on Apri121. 1980. The twel~
members of the Lawn School Improvement Commiuec as well as 120 people from Lawn
were present at the ~in8 on April 21. 1980.
FoUowing morc detailed discussion on the report. the Superintendent stated
that the Board should be together on its reasons for the move. The
Comminee has been searching for • compromise. However, the: original
decision was made for financial reasons.. problems with teacha" &llocation due
to declining enraUment. and inadequate facilities in lawn for ffigh School
srudcnts. He (the Superintendent) stated that when the Board's decision to
move the StUdents is implemented. the Board must assure the parents and
students that it is willing to look intO and resolve any problems they may
encounter. Mr. M. Haley, Lawn member, stated that there an 5e'I~
statementS in the repan that caMOt be backed up with facts, for example,
centralization. He said many Boards are going back to de-centraliution and
• good example of this is taking place with the Gnnd Falls Board. He
pointed out that our Educational Policy Committee had not cor.sidcred the
implications of moving the Lawn High School Students to St. Lawrence.
Also, Mr. Haley stated that he cannot see the ~tiona1e for moving Primary
students from the present building to the Lawn High School. Mr. Haley
requested a copy of the DREE Agreement under which. St_ Lawrence High
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School was built. He staled that Mr. Jamieson informed him that the Lawn
srudenu were not included in the original agreement. At the April 21, 1910
meeting Mr. Wl1l.iam Lockyer. repracntina the peopLe ofLawn asked ifther"e
was any c:banac in the Soard's position as result ofthe report prepared by the
School Board· Lawn Comminee. He also swed thai the Board has had four
differ-erIC Chairmen in the last twO months and he asked 1IIIbac is the problem.
Monsignor Walsh repijed that the Board's elected Chairman., has been ill.
(Board MirwJtu, April 21, 1980)
At thac meeting the peopk ofLawn wanted an answer as to whether or not the Board
was prepared to consider &fly alternatives to sending the Lawn students to St. Lawrence.
According 10 School Board Minutes, ~They felt that all possible discussion had taken pla.ce
and that. public mtttins wu scheduled for Lawn the following night" (Board Minutes. April
21, 1980). At this point the Board decided to meet privately. A morc detailed discussion
look place on the foUowing points: alternatives set forth by lawn representatives, curriculum.
Student morale, academic achin'cment. centralization verses dc-centraliution. DREE
agreement. student tnnsporution.. and extra-curricular activities.
Although the decision to consolidate had been affirmed and reaffirmed by the School
Board. the Lawn people steadfl.Stly continued to refuse 10 accept the decision. Upon hearing
that the School Board had not reversed its decision, sevenl members ofthe delegation t~d
the School Board members that ~ the people ofLawn no longer wished to be represented by
this School Board" (Boud Minutes, April 21, 1980).
Voices orthe LAwn Residents: United As One
The community reacted to the School Board's decision to transfer the Lawn students
to St. Lawrence with anger, hostility, and resentment. The emotions were directed toward
••
the~J Board fOf initiating the decision and toward the Parish Priest for supporting the
'The Town ofLawn supported the actions ofthe newly formed Lawn School
Improvement Commineein their deslre to retaincommuniry schooling. It was
argued thal although declining enrolment might be. problem in the future. at
present enrolment was steady. The Committee boasted that Holy Name of
Mary had a near one: hundred percenl pass rate and that the courses offered
would indeed prepare students for higher education. They argued that staff
and community support for Holy Name of Mary could not be equaled
anywhere else on the Peninsula or perhaps even in the Province. The
Committee maintained that there exim • sense of school spirit at HNM that
could not be measured in dollars. They believed. u did the majority of the
community, that the decision to close the school wu an economic one and
that the quality of education for lheir children would not improve in St.
Lawrence. These arguments were presented to the School Board and to the
Parish Priest. We presented reasonable arguments but they fell on deaf ears.
(Val. personal communication. Qaobct" I, 2001)
In ongoing and SUstained protest, students boycotted c1uses and parents often
descended on the school whenever a Board member was v;siting,
One day Mr. Albert Dober. Board Superintendent was scheduled to visit the
school. The crowds gathered on the school grounds. on the SlepS, and in the
school's main lobby Mr. Dober had to literally push his way through the
crowd amid angry cries ofprolest to school dosure. Once inside the building.
the crowd would nol allow him to leave the school. The news media heard
about the protest and the local radio station reponed on the midday news that
the Superintendent of the Roman Catholic School Board is locked in the:
school at Lavm by a group of angry parenu who ue protesting school
closure. (patrick. personal ccmmunication., November 19,2001)
OnMay9, 1980, tht uvm Tovm Council wrote the then MinisterofEducation., Lynn
Verge. informing her that the Tovm Council "no longer recogni.zes the R. C. School Board.
as representing the beSt inlerests of Ihe children and parents of Lawn in fostering the
educational needs of the community". Council stated lhat:
The Board has treated our schools unfairly and this can be verified through
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investigation.. The Board has neglected to maintain the bWldinas properly.
They have ipored the academic and other~ts of the school and
manipu1aled fa.cu.. in support oflheir obsoJete ideas tha1 '"Bigger is Better'"?
They have misrepresented the people of Lawn on • JTMd~ in 1M
construction of the OREE High ScbooI. in St. Lawrence. We fed that your
Deputment sbouJd immediatdyinvestiguc aU upccu ofthe School. Bou"d's
opemion. They are proving to be tyTaMicaI. in their application ofme powers
bestowed 011 them by the Department of Education. They will 80 to any
lengths.. including the toW disruption and aaiwion ofc:omtnJnities to further
their own aims which in most cases are desisned to be Idf·serving and
p&tcmalistic towards the larger centers they represent. Ifthe Board is allowed
to carry out this action without care or fear aCthe consequences, then there
has to be some doubu as to the validity of and motivation of other
Government agencies which the Board are supposed to represent. It would
appear that School Boanis have achieved infallibility, and are above all other
representative groups in the provinu. If this proves 10 be tnIe then this
ELECTED COUNCIL. can no longer usume the responsibility for the
general improvement and well being oCour community, lfthe Department of
Education acting as representative of all people of Nfld.• prove to be
powerless to OVCl"$eC or r«:kon with the School Board before the end aCthe
current school year. then the Lawn Town Council will have no alternative but
10 resign in body on June 24. which is Newfoundland's Birthday. This would
reflect our lou of faith in the: ability of this province to cope: with autocratic
authority as wielded by the: School Board. We adopt this attitude as a last
reson. because we have a beliefinjustiee for all. We have not made undue
demand$ on either the: Government or the: School Board and we feel that the
Board should not fcree unjust demands on w (Letter to P...finister of
Education. Lynn Verge. from LJ,v.'n Town Council May 9. 1980)
The Honorable LYM Verge visited the colMWnity and met: with the: Lawn Sc:hooI.
Improvement Committee 10 hear its concerns She: also attended the tugh school graduation
1.1 Holy Name of Mary al the end of the 1919·80 school year
By the summer of 1980. the community of Lawn wu in turmoil The Lawn Town
Council had resigned. the Lawn School Improvement Committee. supponed by
approximately ninety five percent oftN: community, maintained that the students would not
go to St. Lawrence to attend school in September. the people felt a sense of'betrayal from the:
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parish priest; and conflict UOIe between residents. "We loki the Board not to bother to call
tenders for busses or not to bother to transfer the tcachinl staff- The majority of the
community fdt a $ClUC of betrayal from the parish priest. Many beiieved thai he was
supportinathe SL Lawrcncescbool but not the Lawn schoof' (Val. penon.aI communication..
October 1. 2001). These beliefs, whether justified or not. wen: rdlected in • decreued
anendance at wcekty Mus and • growing c.onffiet between priesr: and people. A fonner
president of the Holy Name Society reponed that the priest resigned as spiritual advisor to
the Society because ofissucs related to the conflict.
When Archbishop Alphonsus PcMy came to thc parish in May, 1980. for the annual
celebration of the sacrament of Confirmation. His GTace agreed to meet with the School
Improvement Comminee However. any hope ofanticipated suppon from the Archbishop
was soon aushed~ he Slaled his suppan for the School Board's plan. The meeting
bc:c&me. verbal confTonwion and both parties left the meeting amidst a veil of hostility. A
former member of the Committee rrrnembers the meetin8 as follows'
I know the Archbi.shop was after receiving. few letten from some the people:
in the Town opposing the school closure. He was supponing the Board's
position. The meeting was. waste oftime. I remember everybody arguing.
One person saying one thing and someone else saying something dse. It
didn't 1ul: very long. I remember sholl.-lng him (the Archbishop] around the
school and the grounds. In the end we gave up and went home because we
were getting nowhere. (Val. personal communication, November 21, 2001)
At a regular School Board meeting on July I, 1980, once again the School
Improvemenl Comminec pleaded ll.ith the Board to rescind ils decision to consolidate. The
Comminee stated lhat. ~The Town had been suffering from a poor economy and closing the
school would add to the frustration of the peoplc~ (Board Minutes, July I, 1980). Lawn
8.
Mayor. Mr. Joseph Edwvcls, and three other counciI.Ion anended this meeting. Mr. Edwards
made the foUowing commenu to the school board:
The delegation is here u repre:senwivcs ofw Lawn Town Council with an
official request that the Board reverse iu decision to transfer the aradcs seven
to eleven studenu from Lawn to St, Lawrence. 'The phasing out ofthe high
school in Lawn. following the dosing on the mines and the poor fisheries over
the past couple aryears, is yet another dnwbaclc to the comrnw\ity and adds
to the fiustration already experienced by the people of Lawn. (Board
Minutes, July I. 1980)
Following the commenu Father McGettigan tabled. copy of a letter to the Minister of
Education from the La...." To\l,'n Council and further discussion entailed on the issue.
Father" K. Molloy stated that the kttcr is very accusatory and he wonde!'ed
whcr"e the threats. such as turning over buses arc coming from. He said there
are people in Lawn who favor the moving of the studenu; howevCf. thest:
people feel threatened by others not in ravor Mr. Picken inquired as to
whether or not thCfl~ has~ any action from higher up. Father Molloy
Slated that the ..o\rchbishop has answered all telegrams and letters. Father
McGenigan stated that nothing official has come from the Catholic Education
CounciL Mr Haley reponed that feedback from St. Lawrence indicates that
some people. especially teachers. are upset thai the extra \37 srudents will
only give three elCtta teachers to the St. La\llTencc Central High School. A
letter from the teachers at St. Lawrence High School was tabled expressing
concern o~ pupil.teacher ratio Father Molloy stated that they are
misinformed on the numbers and in tUs view, lhcir concerns are unfounded.
Pdr Haley Sl&led that seniority is UIOthet concern for the St. Lawrence
teachers, as many of the La\llm teachers have more seniority. Father
McGettigan called for &n)' further commentS and/or suggestions that may
",-.rnnt re-eonsldering. After three calls. it was ruled by the Chair that there
is no change in the decision (Board Minutes. July I, 1980)
On July I L \980 at J'()() p.m.. the U\IIm TO\llm Council by unanimous consent
resigned to protest the School Board's decision to bus the U\IIm school children to St.
Lawrence, The mass resignation was tendered to the Minister of Municipal Affairs.
Of special note on July II. 1980. the U\IIm TO\llm Council by unanimous
consent resigned as a body ill 3:00 P.M. to prOtest the School Board decision
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to bus our JChooI children to St. LawreDU. The mass resignation was
tendend to the: MiniJter ofMunic:ipal AfWn. Counc:i&on who resigned wt:r'C:
Joseph L. Edwards, David Drake, Gertie L.ambe. Peea'" Haley, Tun RoSers.
Fred Cox. On September 4, 1980, an appointed council look over the affairs
aCme town. They were: Joseph Edwwds, Celestine Walsh, Joseph Grant.
and William Lockyer (Town Council Minutes, Julyl6, 1980).
During the summer. the residents aCthe community specuIaled on what would happen
in September. The parents insisted that their children were not Icing to St. uwrencewhile
the $chool Board maintained that they would have to go. One resident describes the
scenario:
II wu I beautiful SUMy morning in September when the bus arrived 10
transpon the students to St. lawrence. Hundreds ofpeople fonned a human
road block. People. were shouting~S.veour school!" Some people had eggs
and they threw them at the cars of the people who were attempting to bring
their children to SI. Lawrmce. I didn't agree with that. We didn't plan for
that 10 happen. The bus was not allowed to make the run uound the
community. It parked at the first stop and one studenlg01 on the bus. You
could cut the air the mood was so tense. The bus did not move because the
human road block would not move. Eventually, the one student got off the
bus and returned to her ho~. The police arrived then and the empty bus
returned to St. Lawrence, Everyone cheered. The parents kept all the
studena home from school in protest. (patrick, personal communication,
November 19. 2001)
This same pattern of community protest continued foc- da)'$. Hostility heightened between
school board and people, between priest and people. and bctwffn the peope themselves.
~e were a number of community residents who supponed.. if not the School Board's
decision. then the priest's suggestion that their dlildren would benefit from the transfer, and
who were to some degree ostracized by some members of the community for that suppon
Neither the School Board nor the people would withdraw from their position for it seemed
thaI each side was entrenched in its determination to win its battle.
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The people vowed that they would keep their chiklren out ofscbooIlbe entire
year if they had to. AI that time in 1980 we had it bad here. The Town
Council had resigned. You see., the people never believed that the fight was
about the quality of education because the people ofLawn always said that
they would only fight for the schoo.! as long • good quality ofeducation was
offered. As far u _ wen: concerned our kids were on par with any other
sd\ooI in the District. (VaJ.. personal cornrnunicarion. November 21. 200 I )
In Scplen'\b«. 1980. a ch&nge 0Cl:WTCd which was to bring about • break in the
st&Iemate. and which was. in fact. reflective ofanother period in lawn's educational history-
the parish priest changed. and with the new priest there evolved a new direction and • T\N'
philosophy. FatherMolloy left the region and Father lohn Maddigan was SCTIt to replace him.
"One afthe main things about when all ofthis was happening was that Falher John Maddigan
came into Lawn. He wu ofa ditrcn:nl opinion than the previous priest who was very strong
minded that the kids would have 10 go~(Val. personal communication. November 21,2001)
Fathcl'" John Maddigan. once he had been fully apprized ofthc: situation. supponed
upgrading the school in Lawn as opposed to closing it. He became the official spokesperson
for the people of La....-n regarding school consolication and he became tht key negotiator
between the School Board and the: people ofLawn. Father John Maddigan's account ofthe
Lawn saga is included in its entiretY because It was so imporunt to the dcvdopment of the
Story.
Well the story orthe Lawn school reads like I drama md it began for
me when I carne here 10 the pilrish ofSt. Thomas Aquinas in the early days of
September. 1980 That wujust before the school was about to open and
when I came here, Ihe Archbishop did not make me too alert IS to the
problem except that he said that a decision had been mad::: on the school and
that I was [0 abide by the decision of the fonner putor. So l carne out here
'Nith that understanding and then as the days approached for the school to
open. I began to rea.li.u that there was I bigger problem than I had even
thousht about.
On the first day of school I went 10 Lawn, and behind me there were
two RCMP cars. licamed Later that one oCtile cars had riOI geat. So we
knew there was going to be a problem bUll didn't know exactly how severe
it was going to be. I SOl to Lawn and there were a number of people there
because it had been decided that the children would be bussed to St.
Lawrence to the high school. So the busses were approaching Lawn as 1801
there foUowed by the RCMP. and I realized that this was. delicate situation
and even dangerow. So the RCMP offic:en, who didn't know me, came to
methcn and said that there is. big problem. I could see that the mood aCthe
people was very. very tense and rather hostile
So 1 went to a family and asked if I could use their phone and they
didn't know me at all but they said, "Go ahead. sir, and use the phone". So
I caJ.led the Superintendent aCme School Board whom I hadn't really Imown
before and I told him about the situation. He told me tIw the busses would
Mve to pick: up the children because that was the decision of the School
Board. But I told him that the children WefC not going to get on the bus and
the parents are not going to permit them to get on the bus. He again said to
me that it was a School Board decision and that he could not do anything
about it. So then I told him that the people were at the bus now and that if
the bus moves on there is going to be more people and somebody is going to
get hun and if a child gets hun then that is going to bejuSl terrible. Again he
said that he couldn't do anything about it. And I remember one remark I
made, I said, "Sir, 1 think the ...ery first thing that the people might do is slash
the tires" He said, "Well, thc:v can't do that, These are new tires"
So then when I could~ 't get any funhc:r on that. I got the idea of
phoning the Minister of Education. at that time it was Lynn Verge, I got the
Department of Education and I asked for Ms. Verge. They told me that she
wasn't ....ail.ble. So I then told them who I was and where I was and they
said to me. "Please wait where you are; Minister Verge is in Comer Break but
she will be Vcf)' ....ery. concerned about your call and ifyou will wait there we
wiU get back to you" With me was the officer of the RCMP. He was
standing by me: because he was very, ...ery, concerned that things were going
to get OUt ofhand
So within 15 minutes, I gOt a call from f\.{inister Verge. So I told her
the situation and my suggestion would be: that the bU$$CS had come and
complied with the order of the School Board and l suggested that now they
retum and say that they couldn't complete: their mission through no fault of
their own and that would save the School Board and the bus dri...er. She
wanted to speak to the: RCMP officer and I don't know what she said to him
because Ilefl: the room, When he came: out he told me that the situation was
resolved and that the busses would be: going back and that the Minister would
get in touch with the officials to see what could be: done: from this point on.
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So the bu.ua did turn back. So then for~ve days. the bus would come
to Lawn. tum around. and leave v.ith no incidenl.
Now we bid me problem ofwbal to do with the whole situation. So
again I talked with the Minister and ahc said that it woWd taU some time to
solve the problem because for one thing the conuacu bid been made for the
high school with teachen and any change there would possibly have a
confrontation with conuac.u, with union. bussUtg, and • host of olhcr
problems. Then in the next few days. 1 ascau.ined that if the high school
children would come to St. Lawrence the others could stay in Lawn and
within the year they would resolve the problem 10 that (aU] the children could
SLJ.y in Lawn. Then I called • public meeting.
in the meantime, my Archbishop got in touch with me and he let me
know that he wasn't very pleased with the way that thad interfered with the
decision afme Board. I said to the Archbishop, "Your Grace, come out here
and see for yourself that there was really no other solution'", He thought that
I was exaggerating. But [said, "Ifyou insist on your poiition.1 think you will
lose a whole Catholic community~ He laughed at that but he did agree to
come out. He had Mass in Lawn that following weekend, and after Mus he
said to me. "Father, you do what you think best", So that was resolved. 1
don't think t gained any favor but at least he realized that the problem wu
much greater than he had previously thought.
Funher onto that now. we had the problem ofmalcing sure that the
people would &ttept the faa that the senior srudenu would have to go to St.
lawrence for a year and. then the following year could return to Lawn. So I
had a public meeting and there was some hated disaasion and one penon in
the hall said to me. MFuher. you give us this assurance: but bow can we trust
you 'ol.'hen we haven't trusted others who came before youM. And I remember
saying. Myou really have no choice because you got to tJUSt me. It wouldn't
be worth my while suying here ifI didn't comply with that~. I remember him
saying. MThen OK, we will trust you~
The children did come down (to SL La'ol.Tence] for that year but they
didn't really enter into the life of the school. They didn't participate in any
other post school acti"ities like drama.. span. or chess. They tolerated the
year with the great hope that they would return to Lawn the foUowing year
and in potnt of fact, that is what happened and the school has continued on
until this point, I would say that if there is anyone who needs a bouquet on
this it would be Minister Verge. 1 think the Town would do well to send her
a Christmas card at least.
There is another linle aside to all of this. I was new do""",, here, and
now I started to go to the school boMd m«tings. There wu a kind of
alienation against me, at least I perceived it. l had disrupted a major decision
ofthe School Board and I had gone against what they had all agreed was the
best for St. La....,..ence and Lawn. So it: took some time, iffact maybe it never
'3
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happened that I was fully accepted by the Schoo) ao.rd. I don't think the
animosity with the School Board iueif was ever resolved. (Father John
Maddigan, personal communicarion, November 20,2001)
This remarkable description narntes an important ruming point for the continuance of
community schooling in Lawn. Father Maddigan'5 recognition oCthe passion aCme people
and his subsequent respect for their allegiance to their community won him their confidence
and trust. In this case, the influence of the clergy wu • powerful aUy to the residents of
lawn
The following statement outlines the final negotiated decision aCme School Board
for the Lawn students for the 1980-81 school year:
I. That Grades IX to XI students be bussed to St. Lawrence High School for
the 1980-81 school year. That students of grades IX to Xl who want to stay
in St. Lawrence in 1981-82 be allowed to do 50 and teachers be provided in
accordance with Board regulations and that their progress be monitored.
2. That the Primary School in Lawn - Kindergarten to grade ill be reopened
3. That grades VII and VIII remain in Lawn on a trial basis (3.5 years),
monitored through enrollment and performance. (The elemental)' school
would be kept open if the monitoring proved positive for grades VII and
VIII)
4. That grades Vll and VIII Students go 10 St. Lawrence High School for
specialized classes one day out of six (six day cycle), for industrial arts, home
economics, etc.. if acceptable
S. That grades VII - VIII students who want to attend full time classes in St
Lawrence be pennitted and encouraged to do so. That all StudentS grades VII
- IX who wan1 to go to St. Lawrence this year and in the future be allowed
free ac(:C;$s to bus transponation and to the school in St. Lawrence.
6. That an effon be made to upgrade the Holy Name of Mary School.
Lawn.(Board Minutes. September. 1980 )
Lawn high school students remained for one year at St. Lawrence Ccntl'1l1 while renovations
were carried Qut at Holy Name ofMary. Academically, records show that the year presented
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significant academic problems aflew achievement. Out offifty-eight students who attended,
only twenty-eight students passed, seventeen students failed. and thineen students dropped
out. In interviews former students were asked to recall how they felt about their tranSfer to
another school outside their own colMUJt'lity. A female student reponed. "1 was lost and
dis.usociatcd. I had been • class leader at home and a school organizer. There 5CCfnCd to be
no room for me in these roles 11 the St. Lawrence schoo'" (Jane. personal communication..
September 20. 200\)
Another student reu.lls the memory in the following way:
I felt very intimidated. I was a shy girl and the thought ofw&llcing into that
school was my worn nightmare. Also the thought ofbeing on that highway
in the winter was very frightening. Both my parents wert vcry concerned
about me and opposed the move. 1 might add that one of my parents was
from St. Lawrence. (Mary, personal communication. September 20, 200 I)
Another respondent whose parents supponcd. ifno! the School Board decision. then
the priest's suggestion to move. remembers the situation in a different way
I felt nervous and afraid all at the same time. I was a young girl involved in
Allied Youth. Churth Choir. Spons ett. I was afraid of losing that
oonnection. My parents were confused. They thought ofme best education
we were going to get. But not of the situation it put our family in. Clergy at
the time were pretty powerful and convincing and I think my parents felt
obligated to that suggestion thal we go. My family went through a very hard
time. We were the only family to go and register that first day. Our
neighbors and other people in our community treated us very unfairly.
Situations OCOJrred that I will remember forever. We were scared to be in
that big school all by ourselves. We lost our friends and neighbo~ because
my parents agreed to go to St. Lawrente We were looked down upon..
people wouldn't talk to us. eggs were thrown at us every moming. and phone
calls being made to us. We felt alone in more waY5 than one. People were
mad and they had one opinion. My parents wanted us educated at all costs
(Nell, personal communication. September 20, 2001)
Not all students completed the entire school year in St. Lawrence. One afme peop-ie
..
interviewed began the yeM. but dropped out shortly afterward.
I wu very upset and cfisuaught about the mow. 1 did not know what lO
expect from this situation. I was fearful ofbaving to ave my own school.
My parmu also WCf'C very upset They fdt that dos&na the school was like
dosing the best pan of the community. Mom. in particu1at. was upset
because she went through it before when she went to school in St. Lawrence.
I can recall rn&IlY .. SlOty about the rough times she had as a )'OWII INdent.
But on the other hand s!le mel many • good friend too. (Jt.iclc. persona!
communication.. Stptember 20, 200 I)
When I asked these former students what they perceived 10 be the benefits of the
relocation move, all but one respondent suggested that there were no rcal benefits to the:
move. Interviewees responded with the following commenu: .., was told I couldn't do
Biology because the class had already been filled. I then had to switch to a Modern Physical
Science course. Then in Grade XI in La....-n.. I had to do double Biology to let my Grade Xl
Diploma~ (Nell personal communication. Sqllembcr 20, 2(01).0thet" responses to the
perceived benefits were. "'Sone. but all aperiences in life whether" good or bad contnlNte to
your devdopmcnt as .. person~ (Jess. personal communication. September 20. 2001). "The
year we WUlt to St. Lawrence was ... complete waste oftime. Most orus failed. which at that
time put us back two years because we had to do Grade 12 [new graduation requirements
were introduced]. The only benefit I can say thall [lot from that yeN was I would not want
my children to go through what I did~ (Mac. personAl communication., September 20. 2(01).
-Years have passed but iu fuMy how certain things can trigger that !enot in your stomach.
I didn't get any benefit from being there I did not enjoy it. My family went through tW'd
times with this move, t am glad that we have.l great group of individuals that are willing to
fight to accomplish the result of having a new school in Lawn" (Nell. personal
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c:oll'1Ml1nic:ation, Scptc:mber 20,2001). One student comrnented thai. the: perc:eived benefits
of the: move were., "The long lasting fria:ldships I made and stilJ have"(Jane. pcnonaI
communication. September 20. 2001).
In September. 1981. the doors of Holy Name of Mary once again opened for high
5Chool SbJdenu. For many Lawn residents. the viaOf)' was ann1luted to Father John
Maddigan who had devoted himself to the strUggle.
In an anempt to undemand the apparent imporunce ofuus particular school to the
community. I was interested in hearing howthesr fonner transfer stUdents. now parents living
in Lawn. felt about the present school system in Lawn The following comments are their
impressions oCthe school in Lawn coday:
I am very proud to say that I am from Lawn. The school may be • bit run
down but the spirit liv6 on. There is a great student teacher relationship.
They know each olher on a personal basis. It is one or. big family. It makes
me proud to know that my two children an gming the best pomble
educaJ.ion dose to I\ome. I know that ifthe)' have. problem that t can go to
the school and sit down and discuss the problem with the teachers who really
care about the education thaI your children are gming. This small school has
produced and 'Nill continue 10 produce lawyers, dOCtors. teachen.. nurses as
it bas in the pasco I am proud that I graduated from Holy Name ofMary and
1 feel that 1 would not be where I am today if not for the guidance and
leadtnhip I received while anending school. (paul, personal communication.
September 16, 2001)
The school. in La...." today in my opinion is of lOp quality, academics come
first. Teacher/StUdent relationships are of the utmost imporunce. It was
good when I went to school in La...." and now I have twO children attending
Holy Name of Mary Academy and it has gonen better. The teachers should
be commended because we know they go beyond their duties (Uura.
personal communication.. September 26, 2oot)
"Ifs small. cozy, it's home, and everyone feels it u they spend time there.
Students are happy there. It i! the community." (Mary, personal
communication. September 16, 2001)
9.
These acc:ounts reveal that parenu are very satisfied with their community school.
My reno_" Story: A Pan.", p~pective:
M • parent in the 1980's. I remember {edina. mix ofemoUoos ranging from fear to
anger as attempted consolidation once again became the i.sIue in our lives. We saw our
school as • place of pride. ofopponunity, ofhope and ofR.lccess. It was the center ofour
community and I remember feeling insulted that others from outSide the community cou.Id
actually make • decision to take and to destroy, what was ours. It was as ifsomeone came
into my backyard and look my belongings v.rithoUl ulcing and with no intentions of giving
them b&dc The ~tionswere twofold: anger, which was directed toward the people who
fdt they had a right to take. and fur that the scenario was on its way 10 becoming a reality.
II was not about democracy for no one had asked our opinions; it was not about treating
people with respect for we believed lhat our rights had been violated. l felt thai: it was about
forces extem&l to the community de-valuing what the community held in such high esteem.
It became • survival struggle. since community life was so 'Vet}' much interconnected with the
community school - • key conneaion that successive school boards failed to realize when
anempting school consolidation. It was not jun about closing a school or even part or a
school - it was about impinging on community values or pride and identity and on I
community's vision ror educating children
1didn't rea.lly understand the depth of my emotions regarding the Lawn school until
I wa.s getting my oldest child ready for Junior IGnderganen in Downsview, Ontario.
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SittinB in the second Ooor apartment, I wuched my four year old pW,y\ng
JCbooI. with her Holly Hobbie doU. School wu the topic ofdiscussion thae
days because she: would san Junior Kinderganal in just. few weeks. I recaIJ
fedina .. udnesI that her inuoduttion into sc:booI would not offer the same
sense of belonging that she would have experienced in Uwtl. We had
planned to be back home by the time she started 1Gnderganen.. FDC"
unarticul&tcd n::asons it was imporuns to us tha1 she stan school in Lawn. We
did rctwn to Newfoundland the foUowina year and she cvcntu.ally did sun
Kindergan.m at St. Paul's Primary in Lawn. (Reconstructed from memory,
Novemba" 20, 2001)
An unexpected d«p longing to stw-e my rootedness with my daughter shadowed the
anticipation oflhis transitional activity.
When I retumed 10 the community after. four year absence. I ancnded the public
meetings and was actively involved in the protest against the School Board's decision to close
the Lawn High School. I was present in the school the day that the Superintendent, Mr.
Albert Dober. was surrounded by parents and 1 recall the incident vividly.
The small school lobby was shoulder to shoulder with facdess people.
Although I was actually there as ... parent. it felt as iff were suspended in time,
regarding at the scene from a distance. The onJy race I rc:membef" c:Jearly is
that aCme Superintendent who was despcntdy trying 10 tdl the people that
the children should be: in their clUSfOOms. Although his words were strong,
his eyes looked 1051 and his tWr looked windblown. The words ofthe faceless
people were loud and angry and I remcmba" feeling sony for the
SuperintenclenL 1 had this sense that something was WTong in this whole
picture. To this day, I can stilJ see the look on that man's face. It is not •
comfortable memory (ReconstnJeted from memory. I>ecember- 2,2001)
Such incidents are not recalled without regret at the personal costs of the divisivenesJ in the
community. Like m051 people in the community, 1felt consumed by the school consolidation
issue. It became an inherent pan of the lives of the entire population. Although ninety-five
percent of the community was united on the effon to save the $/;hool, I suspect people fdt
IS I did - that our lives were in suspended turmoil. We wa-e adamant in our cause, but no
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one enjoyed the conflict that developed between COI'I'IITalnity members. bctwem priest and
peopk. and between Sc:hooI Board and people. Yet., the 6ghl was about our cllildren, their
future. and the future of the community. The fight stemmed from our belief that our
children's educational needs. would be best met within our own community. Parents were
not 1Nilling to let Board members. who were not penonally affected., make choices that they
felt would negatively impact upon their children and their community. The struggle, then,
was not about • school building; it was about • people. It was about mothen.. fathers. and
conununiry residents fighting 10 protect their most cherished possession. their children. The
School Board had • vested educational interest in the Lawn situation bullhe p.amus ofLawn
had the essence of their lives. their children, invested in that educational interest.
RenKlions and Ruminations
By 1980, the Roman Catholic School Bcud was detennined to C&ITY out its initial
plan 10 transfer the Lawn students into the 51. Lawrence system. However, the parents of
Lawn Wttc just as determined to resist the move. As the official school aulhority and I'l.lB1
resi::ienu ugue:d over thc best eduC&tionaJ environment for the children ofLawn. the conflict
intensified and the argument rQC:hc:d far beyond the boundule5 of Lawn. However. the
voices ofthc people were no longer isolated voices on the landsca.pe. By 1980. democratic
structures were evolving and the U'NIl people gained a louder- voice and an increased
authority within those structures Their voices could be heard through the official voices of
an organiz.ed Concerned Parents' Committee, a Schoollmprovert\Cnt Comminee. an elected
Town Council and a representative on the School Board. 'These voices were adcnowledged
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by • supportive parish priest and heard by the Minister of Educ.ation.
The Nn1 parenu' conflia with an official authority, the Roman Cuhoiic School
Board, had escalated into. conflict between • number of official authorities. A power shift
had oa:urrcd within the uwn story and there DOW existed an increasing balanc:e of authority
between the voice of the School Board and the VOK:e of the I'\II'&J raidcnu. It teemed that
lhe voice of the people ofl&wn wu becoming more dominant and more determined with
each .n:::mpted consolidation movement. The residents' driving passion to maintain
community schooling was bcllinning to be recognized by official school authoritil$. A major
[urru"8 point for the Lawn residents oa:UlTed when Father John Maddigan arrived u parish
priest. u a clerical authority, hearing the passion arlhe people and recognizing iu strength.
he made a decision to work within it. Representing the Lawn people., his voice ClJTied their
m~e to other official authorities Eventually, their story gained recognition and perhaps
evenrespea as being a school story ofstrength. determination.. and survival. It was no longer
just W Lawn school $lory. for other official school authorities were beginning to take
ownership aCthe struggle and began to work on beha)fofthe Lawn people. Voices became
united. strength increased in numbers: and power shifted to a rural people working inside the
boundaries and limitations ofad~ic system.
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CllAPTER SIX
AN ERA OF' STRATEGle '1..AN'JIrI'ING
1'.1-1001
Thi5 chaptez- narrates the conclusion ofLawn's story ofsavina ju community school.
These twenty years witneSS a 'coming of age' of the residents in terms of growth in
knowledge of political proc:.eu and activism: they learned to author their own story. This
chapter rMews continuing provincial educational reform and its effect on small schools.
focuses on the Lawn context, and then demonstrates how twO sets of voices. previously
opposed. became united in th~r efforts to support the Lawn community school. It descnbes
my personal and professional dilemmas during this period and concludes with an
interpretation ofw unfolding of events over two decades ofprofound educational chansc.
A. (oleaN: Period or EdIlClltiouJ Rero,.. i. Newfo.ndlaad ..d Labrador
Newfoundland and Labndor ..itnes.sed unprecedented clw\ge in education in the
period berween 1981 and 200 I Declining enrolments, pressures to increase achievement
levels, and decreasing financial resources were concerns that the provincial govUTlme''ll fdt
could not be ignored therd'ore it established an inquiry intO the province's school system.
Our Children. 0.., FUN/re. the Royal Commission oflnquiry into the Delivery ofProiJ'lftS
and Services in Primary, Elementary. and Sealmhry Education chaired by Dr. Len Wtlliams
(1992)1 concluded with 211 recommendations to the Newfoundland Government.
These are the developments ofa new mandate for schooling; the restructuring
tHereafter. this repeln will be referred to as the Royal Commission R.epon (1992).
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of the system's adminisuuion at the ptovincW, school district, and school
Ievds, and the aublishmcnt ofnon-denominational school bo&n:ls in piau of
the pruent system; the full involvement and enfi"anc:hisemet ofthe public in
the govc:rn&nU of the system; the devdopmen1 of anainment standardJ of
students; the refinement of the proceu of c:u.rricWum devdopmau and
implementation; and the improvement ofcxistina practices .Ii every Icvcl of
the school. system. More speQfically. it proposes publicly elecced school
boardJ funded on the basis ofneed. teac:hen employed on profc:ssional merit.
church invclvement at the provincial and sdKIol levels, and appropriate
religious educa1ion programs for aU school studenu. CW-alliams. 1992:2)
Government pfoc::«ded to initiate such educational reform throughout lhe 19901
holding two referenda on the recommendation from the Royal Commission to change the
delivery of education from a denominational 10 a public system ofeducation. In her doctoral
thesis, Dunne (1998) summariztS the outcome
In the firu referendum (September, 1995), Premier Clyde Wells asked the
provincial population Cor approval of an amendment 10 the Constitution so
that church control over education could be diminished; in the second
referendum. the new Premier Brian Tobin asked COf" an amendment that would
completely remove the power orlhe chun:hcs to influence education. In the
first vote. the goverMlent position won by. slim margin (54Y.); in the second
vote (September, 1997), the populace., having cxperienc.ed the turmoil of
implementins the first set of le§islalion, compounded by • reversal of the
legislation by the COUrts. supponed the position of the government which
won by • large majority (13% ) (p. 200)
In Chang~ and Chall~rrp .A SlTat~g,,: fronomu: Plan for NrwfovndJond and
u,brodor (1992) prepared by government with input from the business community and local
people, recommendations regarding education included:
Esublishing a Kindefsanen • Grade 12 Education System that is student and
classroom oriented, and capable of responding to the changing requirements
of society and the economy. Specifically, the province will "stream1ine the
present school system to make it more efficient. cost effective and responsive;
the money generated through such changes will be reinvested in education
resources that are of most benefit to students. (p.28)
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In the same year. the: Royal Commission recommended that, YJChool consolid.ation
be consi4cRd on the followins grounds: sc:hools which are not viabk and are \loIithin
rcuonable distance ofanother school. be wgeted for consolidation, and, schools which are
not viable and are not within teuonable distance of anolht1' school, be ftW\d.aJ.cd • buic
foundation program- (p. 23). Set guidelines for school viability swed that. -viability be
considered in rdation to the enrolment. location and quality of school facilities.. the scope: of
the programs offered. tM availability of resources within the school. the types of services
available within the $lmounding area. and the attainment ofprovincially developed standards
ofacnievement" (p. 23)
A document from the Oepanmenl of Education entitled. Adjwring The COIITU:
&stnlctlmng the School ~~'Slem for E.thlcariona/ Excellence (1997) referred to school
consolidation as follows
Prudent IJWl&!crncnl ofpublic funds would diew:e that facilities ought not to
be rrWnl&ined under conditions of declining usc. when consolidation can
produce economies in both capital and operating cosu. While the aetu&llevei
of duplication of sef'\.ices aaoss denominations is leu than some would
believe.. the problem is rul and is highly visible in certain communities. It
ITIUSl be recognized. of course. tha.J: school consolidation will remain •
problem~ under reorganization. because of IoaJ community politics.
traditional patterns of community coopemion or competition. and. very real
decline of some communities to the point where the lou of a school can be a
subSWJtial threat to community viability_ In the absence offirm guidelines on
school c:onsolidation. the later- factors become the major influences on
decisions. and consolidation mer-cfore remains a somewhat ad hoc: proc:ess
It is impol"Wlt to point out that not all problems of school viability can be
solved through consolidation. (p 15)
Erlucational change was a Govcmment focus for Newfoundland and Labrador and the effects
ofthcse policies reached into every comer ofthe Province. including the community ofuv.'TI
IDS
on the Bwin Peninsu1a.
u ... ud III Laadscape t"I~2001
In the meantime. in 1982, • major rcnovarion and upgrading project was completed
on the elementary and high school seaioll5 ofHoly Name of Mary Academy (HNMA). As
promised, the high school studenu returned from St. U'Nt"Cf'U and foUowing the initial year
(1981-82) (during which most aCthe dropouu aCthe previous year returned to school). the
school and the community settled into I rather uneventful decade. During that time, HNMA
developed a reputation for high academic achievement, I high degree of involvement and
success in athletics. and I spirit ofcommunity involvement. Consolidation and/or integration
appeared. for the time It least. 10 have been placed on the back burner of school boud and
community consciousness.
Ten years later. in 1992. the Wl1liams' Repon recommended "changing the delivay
ofcduation from a denomirational to .. public system of education" This proposed change
from a Roman Catholic denominational system to a public system at first threatened.. and then.
provided opponunity for the Uv.'l'1 people The residents opposed changing the delivery of
education for two reuons. firstly. they felt that their school was .i.lrcady providing a good
education; and secondly, th~ feared that change would man the specter of school
consolidation would raise its head again. However. in the 1997 provinciaJ referendum the
majority of the people of the province voted to dismantle the denominational system and
educational change began [0 occur. School boards combined, and under the new non-
denominational Burin Peninsula School Board once again the Lawn school system was faced
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with school consolidation. 'The Liberal Government began reform dforu by initiatinB a
process of ex:tensive public: consultation- These public forums provided an opportunity for
Lawn resi.dems to present their views on community schooling to the poJiticaJ leaders ofthe:
province. At the same time, newly legislated schoo! wuncils were becoming ... political force:
on the education JCaIC. and the Holy Name ofMar)' School Council became the new. official
voice of the people. Iu well the residents ofLawn tw1 supported and aided tht election of
a. local candidate, Mr. William Loclcyer. to the newly fonned Burin Peninsul& Sc.hool Board
which replaced the £we existing denominational boan:is. His voice, 100, spoke on behalfof
the Lawn people.
History h&d prepared the residents ofLawn. and their elected representatives. for the
banle which was about to unfold They regrouped. and RBtegized against the anticipated
decision 10 once again dose Holy Nune of Mary Academy The angry public protests thaI
wtte visible in the 1980's would not be as evident in this new round ofconsolidation I.nempts.
for this would be an en ofstntegic: political pluning mofe SO than public protests and picket
lines. ProtestS still occurred on al least two occasions. and the threat of public prot$ was
always imminent. but in this round of school consolidation. the official government inquiries.
reports and strategic plans on education were challenged by inquiries. replns. and plam from
a group of Lawn residents
Combinin& Voices: Scbool Board and Residents
Follo\lr'ing the intense school consolidation battle in 1980, the period between 1981 •
1992 was relatively quiet. It could be viewed as &n educational growth period in which the
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school proceeded to excel in both curricu1ar and co-auriadar activities. The results of.
1987 Criterion Reference Test for Gra.de Six Science demonstntc that the lawn studentS
scored higher than the Board and highcf" than the Province. In. 1992. Provincial Quality of
Scboollife Survey(QSLS). Gnde Eight studenu were wed to ducnbe among other things
theio satisfaction with school. According to the survey. the majority of La""" SludenU fdt
that school was • positive place and that they were rroud to be students there.
There was no recorded conflict betWeen the School Board and the parenu ufLawn
during this time. In fact. it appears that the issue of school closure was for a time at least •
s!ecring tiger, The issue of school consolidation did not begin to resurface until the
publica:ion ofthe report from the Royal Commission oflnquiry into the Delivery ofPrognnu
and Services in Primary, Elementary. Secondary Education (Royal Commission. 1992).
Term:2 ofthe Terms of Reference required the Commission to -examine the extent to which
school districts and schools can be further consolidated and costs associated with such
coll5Olidation~(p. ISO), Although thc idea never rea.lly moved beyond tM pages ofthc Royal
COmnUssWn Repon, in the cited examples of communities for which consolidation along
den<'lminatiorW lines was 5U&8ested. UHoly Name of Mary Academy, Lawn
recommended 10 consolida1e with SI. Joseph's Academy in Lamaline" (po 160).
As I began 10 narrate the school consolidation movemen1 during this period, I found
it difficull to separate Ihe voice of the Burin Peninsula Sckool Board from the voices of the
Lawn people The Stories were becoming interCOMKted and, over lime. began 10 speak in
unison.
Although lhe Royal Commission Repon was published in 1992, the recommended
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chania did not rally have • major impact Oft the Lawn school. System wail just prior to the
1995 public referendum on amending the Constitution 10 U to eliminate church control over
educaricm in Newfoundland. Many residents opposed the constitutional chanac prcfcnins
instead to nWntain the 5WUS quo. Yet, the gove:mrnenl: position was supponcd by. public
majority and the denominational education system changed to a public educarion S)'Sleft\. A
domino dfea bepn...,;th reference to school reform. By the mid 1990s there seemed to aiR
at the local and provincial level a prevailing attitude amona the populace that vast education
reform was imminent in the province. In Lawn, the school consolidation movement did
indeed resurface as many had predicted and once again the fear arose that the small school
in Lawn would finally succumb to consolidation.
In 1996. the new Liber'al Government proceeded with educational reform and
commined iudf to dWogue and dilCUssion on all elemenu of implementing educational
reform. Extensive public c:onsuhation began throughout the province. As. dialogue
proe«ded to unfold between the represen:atives of the people of Lawn and the education
representatives of the ProvinciaJ Government, these voices often echoed the same panerns
of concerns regarding the quality of education for Newfoundland students. Eventually. the
voice of the Burin Peninsula School Board and the voice of the people of Lawn were to
become onc blended voice regarding district plans for the school in Lawn. However. this
blending ofvoiccsoccurTed only after a five year process ofstrategic planning by the various
individuals and organizations who valued the small run! school, and after much political
activism.
In 1998 when the Minister of Education at the time. Roger Grimes, came to
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Marystown for public: input on education from the Burin Peninsula residents, the School
Council of Holy Name of Mary Academy hired buS5CS to ensure that all residents had an
opportunity to anend the meeting. Sixty percal.t ofthe audience at Sacred Heart Elementary
School that night consisted of Lawn residents. Ck>se to one half of the briefs that were
presented to the Minister of Education and his Panel at this session pertained to Ho'y Name
ofMary Academy. The Mernbfi ofthe House ofAssembly for Grand Bank.. Ms. Judy Foote,
was in ilnemWlcc Ihat night. Mr. James Rogers. Chairman ofHoly Name ofMary Academy
School Council preser'llcd • brief to the Minister of Education on behalf of the people of
Lawn. Among other things, the brief outlined the strengths ohhe local school in Lawn and
cited research aboul Ihc strengths of small schools in general. II compared the economic
crises in rural Newfoundland. caused by the cod moratorium. to a country like Norway which
had witnessed a 6shery crisis in the 1980'5 but which offered a productive rural fishery in the
present. Fina.lly. the brief provided il future vision of education in Lawn connecting the
community school to the economic life of the community in the infonnation age. The
following text is a section ofthc presentation to the Minister of Education:
The idea of bussing children into a centralized location for cduallon is an
outdated conccpt As wc preparc 10 takc thc students of this province into
thc next century wc must recognize: that such movement will tAkc place in an
information agc. (fwe look into the future we can easily envision a classroom
where students' interaction And mvel takes pLace via computer. Even at
present. rural students can connect via computer to any course offering in the
province. StudentS can interact with other students and teachers in Canada
and in thc world. It is nOI necessary for viability to be based on numbers.
Viability should be based on curriculum considerations. A school should be
...ublc as long u it can offer a chaUenging curriculum to its students and u
long as it maintains a level of su~sfulKhievcmcnt comparable 10 tnc rest
ofthc provinccand the country. Distance education, and onlineconferencing.
are fast becoming an acceptmlc. challcnging, and current modd for effective
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prognm delivery; not only on • high school Ievd, but abo at • university
level. Many of our nnJ schooIJ aJrady have the teehnolosY and the
expertise in pace to offer these prognms. The technological advances in
today's society are changing the face ofNewfOW'ldl&nd communities • not
oN)' in education but also in the business sector u weI.I. For example,
Newfoundlanders have devdoped radar software. an off shore oil riS escape
5)'Slem. and ice detection system for planes. High tech business in
Newfound1and is achieving what was thought impoSSIble tal or twemy yean
ago. ABuchan5CompanymakespuuforGeneralElectric:Aerospacc. More
DeW busineu started up in NewfOWMiland since 1994 then an)"'A'bere else in
A11antic Canada. Due to the cod moratorium and the economic situation in
Newfoundland., OM might assume that rural communities will cease to exist.
However, such a prediction may be premature and unfounded. Norway, for
example. witnessed. fishery crisis in the 1980's. ho....ever, today many rural
communities in Norway participate in. productive fishery. Is it not possible
for the same to occur in Newfoundland? If so then small rural communities
will once again be productive communities. Around the world ru~
populations suv~ by small schools are substantial. Their strengths as .....ell
&5 theif evident needs are Jignificant and policies should attend to both (Brief
presented to the Minister of Education. Roger Grimes, November, 1997).
The brief was weu received.
Changes in provincial eduC3.tionallegisiation also introduca1 the establishment of
Ki100I councils for all schools in S~wfoundland and labrador. Whil~ othcn debated the
\'alu~ of school councils. th~ peopl~ ofLa....-n quickly organized to establish one ofthe first
organized school councils on the Burin Peninsula. In January,l997, Holy Narne of Mary
Academy School Council now I duly legislated authorized body, became an organized JTOUp
of individuals who strategically planned 10 keep the K· 12 school system in Lawn. As pan
of the School Council but worlcing within th~ school itself, the Schoollmprovemmt Team
worlc.ed to further improve lh~ urengths of Holy Name of Mary Academy_ Focus projects
included compiling a d~tailed school profile. c~lishing I prcschool and adult basic
educar.ion program It thc school. establishing I breakfast program, and promotins
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professional devdopmmt for teachers and parents on issues pertaining to rural education.
The organization dforu continued when the time came to dect the new non-
denominational school board. Holy Name ofMary Academy SdJooI Council, the Lawn Town
Council, and the residents of Lawn all worked together to suppon. and help elect a Ioc.aI
candidate 10 the school board. Mr. William LocJcyer. the Mayor of Lawn., had. rich history
with the school in Lawn and with fighting the consolidation movement He 100. dedicated
h.imselfto Lawn's struggle to retain the community school.
It a1lgoe$ back 10 parents and the concern ofparen!s that their children would
get a good quality of education. Parents wanted to know if their children
were getting a good education equal to the other schools and then they wouk!
stick behind any Comminec If you lose a school or if you lose anything out
ofa community then that community stans to downfall. (penonallnlerview:
Mayor William Lockyer. November 21. 2001)
On April 18, 1998. the School Board ilSUed a ~call for proposals" to underukt: a
facilities fe-.-iew. The successful company wu Central Consulting Services Inc. whose review
.....as completed and a repon wbmitted to the School Board on November J. 1991. Section
~ ofthe report dealt wilh the plans for the re..orgilllization. The recommendations penaining
10 Holy Name of Mary Academy. U\l.'I\ were as follows:
1) In June. 1999 the All Grade School at Lawn should close and the students
be bussed to St. Lawrence Central High School. 2) A transition leam be
established to oversee the transition of students from Lawn to SI. Lawrence.
J) Consideration 10 be given to the creation ora viu-principal position at St.
Lawrence to oversee the transition and liaise with students and parents.
(Central Consulting Report. November J. 1998)
The announument came as no sulllrise to anyone in Lawn and within an hour oftke
rel.ease of the repon recommending the closure of the Lawn school system, the School
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Council and the parents ofthe community reacted to the antlOI.lnCCmeIU lhrough an organized
protest. The protest, in the form of. boycott planned as two days' duration only, wu
directed at sending • message to the SclIooI Board that once again the Lawn parents would
fight any school closure decision.
It was not the intention of the School Council or the parents to issue any
ultimatum to the School Board, nor to bad: themselves into. comer from
which there could be no retreat. Rather the purpose of the protest was to
Knd • swift and forceful message that the Council and the parents would do
&11 in their poWeI" to maintain the system as it existed. (penonallnterview:
Jim Rogen. School Council Chainmn 1996-2000, November 20, 2(01)
Other significant events OCCUlTed in the education S)'5Iem at Lawn in 1998. Beginning
in latc 1997. the School Council and the Town ofLawn made ajoint submission to the Burin
Peninsula School Board proposing the closure of the: fot1T\er St. Paul's Primary School
intending 10 bring all Students together in the one school at HolyN~ of Mary Academy
The move was made not only as a cost saving measure 10 the Board, but also as a means of
deploying staff for the optimum delivery ofprograrTls at Holy Name ofMary Academy_ The
School Board accepted the r~uest and the former St. Paul's Primary School closed in June
1998.
Perhaps a key educational decision ofthe late 1990sas it penairu to the Lawn System
of Education was the designation of Holy Name of Mary Academy as a Kindergarten to
Grade Twelve Necessarily Existent Small School (NESS). The Schools Act, 1997, Section
77 makes four provisions for the establishment or such small schools·
I) A board may establisn. maimain and operate a school where the school
provides prognuns or courses ofnudy that satisfy the minimum requirements
as approved by the minister.
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2) The minister shall determine and. by order, specify. school that is. small
school, and the grades which may be taught in that school. in which the
requirements of subsection (1) cannot be met. but the school must be
maimained and opc:raud bcawc ofisolation or becau.5e the SIUdents cannot
reasonably be accommodated in anothcf" school.
]) A school specified in an 0fl1cr under subsection (2) shall receive an
allocation of resources, as approved by the minister, additional to the
allocation of resources provided for schools not specified in the order under
subsection (2).
4) The board shall ensure that an additional a110ati0n received under
subsection (3) for a school is used in that school. (The Schools Act. 1997)
Upon application from a School Board. a Ministerial Order is issued including the schools to
be: do:signated and the grade configuration of the designated school. Although the Lawn
schoo, ~eceived NESS status in January 1999. the School Board first requested y...'ESS status
for Lawn on November 25. 1997 when the Oirtttor of the Burin Peninsula School Board
~ted a propo~ from Holy "arne of Mary Academy's School Council requestins thai
f-IJ'.,'MA bc: designated asa Kindergarten to Gnde Twelve NecessarilyEJristent Small School.
The detailed proposal ugued that l'\ESS Slatus should be glvtTI to HNMA based on
community factors. school sUe and academic performance. as wdl u. tEChnological factors
and finure trends The following excerpt from the brief e:I.aborales on the community factors
which the School Council deemed as reasons .....hy Holy Name ofMary Academy should be
a Necessarily Existenl Small School:
According to Bryant and Gndy (1990) three general principles of rural
organization which explain school stability within rural communities are: the
principle ofcentripetalism. the principle of inclusiveness. and the principle of
distinaiveness. All three of lhesc principles can be identified within the
community of Lawn; all three of which are reasons to designate Holy Name
of Mary Academy as a Necessarily Existent School. lbe first principle thal
unifies small rural to...."1IS like Lawn is that of centripetalism. the tendency of
,I<
various IOCia1 and economic focces to cadaliu. In Lawn the school is the
a::naer for the townspeople. Comrnw'Uty orpnizariorls, individuals. and
busineueI confer bdonsir.g. prestige. and repuwion upon Holy Name of
Mary Academy. The school is centn1 to the soc:ial and orpniz.acionaI tia to
~ry life. Any loss to scbooI. life will rr:sult in. Lou ofcommunity life.
The principle ofindusiveness workJ to hold residenu ofsmaU toWIII together.
Again, the imporunce of HNMA to the town's inclusiveneu cannot be
underscored enough. SociaJ identity in Lawn is • community m&na'". In.
larger city center, this may not be the~ bec.au.K social Kientity u::nd.s to be
established more in an individual's private sphere. The school is centnJ to the
social and cuJtuBJ identity of the people of Lawn. Social taivitics, drwna
productions., Christmas concens., and p&ItiaJ.Iarly athletics., provide an
opportunity for a community event that all commwUty members CUI and do
attend. Holy Name of Mary Academy exists as • major component to the
town's social distinction: held together by common beliefs and values, and •
sense ofschool ownership. (Briefprepared for lhe BPSB Community Factors
that deem HNMA as a NESS. November. 1997)
The interim Burin Peninsula School Board. at a regular meeting on Friday. November
25, 1997 din::a.cd the Director of Education, Mr. Mike Siscoe. to submit the names often
schools in the diStrict for Y'.'ESS SUtus. Included in the submission was Holy Name ofMary
Academy. Lawn. K·12. On Decanber 10, 1997, Mr. Guy Hatcher. Director of SdlooI
Services and Professional Development, Ocp~l of Education, requested the rationale
used to identify schools on the list that had been submined as Small Necessarily Exlslent. The
rationale given for requUling that Holy Name ofMuy Academy. Lawn be designated NESS
(K-12) was as follows:
Lawn is located about IS minutes from St. Lawrence. The road is paved but
it is over open barreru and subject to K'Vere winter conditions. The high
school., on two occasions in the past., was bussed to St. Lawrence. This was
in the late fifties and early sixties They were again bussed in 1980. During
the la.st stay in St. Lawrence, one halfofthe students either failed or dropped
out. When the students have stayed in Lawn. they have been very successful;
i.e. ofthcir tUgh school graduates from 1962 onward,~.4 have gone on to
some polt-seconduy mining. In the recent Chemistry APEF results., they
a.chie'led the tUghUl score in the district. The Board believes that any
liS
movement ofstudents should enhance opportunities for stUdcnu. Given the
puc history it appears that this may not be the cue if the :RUdents SO to St
Lawrence. (Burin Peninsula Scbool Board Discussion Paper: The Lona Term
Plan for Edue&tion in the Conununiry ofLawn.. Marclt', 2001)
"The School Council and Mayor Lockyer were very p'eased to hear that the School Board
agreed to request NESS status from the Department of Education" (personal lntcrv;ew:
James Rogers, School Council Chaimwl, November. 21, 200 I). However, In March,. 1998,
Holy Name of Mary Academy School Council was informed that NESS wu denied for the
Lawn school; and, as usual, the Council chose not to accept lhis decision w;thout protest.
On June: 17. 1998, lhe School Council once again made a request to both the S<:hooI Board
and the MiniSter of Education requesting that Holy Name of Mary Academy once again be
considered for designation as a K..inderganen to Grade Twelve NecasArily Existent Small
School. As well. a delegation consisting of School Council and Town Council members.
traveled to SI. John's to meet with the Minister of EduC3tion. Honorable Roger Grimes. to
discuS5 all aspects of the lawn School System
"On December 15, the School Board again directed Mr. Siscoe to request NESS
Status for nine schools in the: District, including Holy Name of Mary, Lawn. K·12_ The
n.tionaleused was the wne uthat submitted in 1991 On January IS, 1999, Holy N&n'Ie of
Mary Academy was designated u a K· 11 Necessarily Existent Small School~ (Burin
Peninsula School Soard: Long Term Plan for Education in the Community ofLawn. March
8,1001).
Ac.c.ording to Central Consulting's Review of the Delivery System of Education on
the Burin Peninsula., the all grade school at lawn was slated to dose: in June, 1999 and all
1\.
scudcnu WCI"C to be bussed to St. Lawrence. Yet. the Depanrneru: of Education bad
designated HNMA as a NESS for the 1999·2000 school year and as such the ScbooIBoard
would receive a specified 1evd of staffing for the school. The recorntnCftd.arions ofCemnl
Consultins were contral)' to what was in fact • School Board dcciJion and Government
legislation reprding HNMA's designation.
On June 19, 2000 the School Board requested an EJl&ineerin8 Review of the IChooI
in Lawn. As expected by all conetmed. the building assessment verified that the building was
in despen.te need ofrepair. ~It was determined that the building was in poor condition. The
building shows apparent signs of a building which was mainu.ined and added to with iocal
effOrt and little or no Adherence to various codes and good consuuction practices. Wrth
current conditions the life of the building is limited" (School Assessment Report and
Summary. November 2, 2000)
At the December meeting ofthe Board it was agreed that the Board Chair and trustees
would meet with the school administration and the School Council to solicit feedback on the
~ prior to tabling the report with the Soard. The meeting Vroith the administraton
was held on January 9. 200t and with the School Council on January II. 2001. DunnS the
meeting with the school administration. a seventy page proposal was presented to the Board
Chair to consider a pilot at Lawn for a Community learning ecnu:r that would include. K-
12 school.
The school community is requesting that the School Board approach the
Dcpanment of Eduation w;th the intention of having constn.r.eted a new
educational structure for the community of Lawn. The community envisions
theet1ller as providing more thanjust K-12 cuniculum. It would Je:rW; as the
centtt of the community through which III government services would be
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delivered and fOQlS on cnatina a culture of cootiDuous 1eamina: in the
comm.mity from pre-concepcioo throughout the comp&ete life of the
community resldems. (Cornm.uUty Learning Cmta' Proposal. January 9.
2001)
The Community Learning Center- pilot project was apin discu.ued on January Ii,
2001 when the School Board Chairman, the Southern Zone Trustees, the new Director, and
both Board and School Administration met with Holy Name of Mary Academy School
Council. The School Council indicated to the Board Chairman that in its view, there are only
twO options which cOst regarding the building assessment Tepa" of the Lawn school. "The
School Council feels that the~ Board can either reno......e the existins K·12 buikSing or
construct .. new K· 12 school for thc community ofLawn" (School Council MiD.Jta. January
II. 2001).
In the meantime... new Direc10r was appointed to the Burin Peninsula School Board
In my personal joumall noted his first visit to the school.
The first day the new Director, Mr. Barry Robtns. came to visit the school
I W&5 walJcing through the corridor on my way to another class when I was
introduced to Mr. Roberts I said. MHcllo. nice to meet you sir - so, you're
the man who is going to get us .. new schoor. Shaking my hand he smiled
and said. ~Ahh. but not today, right"" (personal Journal October, 2(00)
On JanuU)' 23. 2001 the Board Chairman briefed the tNstees on the: meetings at
Lawn. The Director tabled a discussion paper recommending that the Board JUppon "in
principle" the concept that. school could be put of. community center. "This. along 'Nith
twO other recommendations in the repon. was approved. Specifically.• meeting with the
MiniStCl'" was to be arranged to discuss the concept. and that following the meeting; with the
Minister". the Board would discuss its response to the engineering assessment and the long
"'
term plans for Lawn" (Board Minutes., January 23, 2001).
• position now OCQIPied by the Honorable Judy Foote, was hdd at Disuia Of6u on MItdI
2. 2001 to diso.w the future ofHoIy Name ofMary Academy in Lawn. Amons other thinss.
the disw.ssion focused on Neccssari1y Existent Small School. Swus., the Lawn Comm.micy
Learning Center Proposal, and the School Board's priority for new school COnstr\lction.
Mr. Keating (Board Chainnan) called this meeting to order and thanked
Minister Foote for meeting with the Board in response 10 • letter requesting
an opportunity 10 discuss the future ofHoly Name ofMary Academy, Lawn.
In the letter requesting this mttting, the Board is trying to determine the
statuS ofthe Lawn proposal from the Government's perspective. and in light
of the assessment there is an urgency in addressing the condition of the
building. Having thanked the Board for the invitation to discuss the Lawn
proposal Minister Foote staled the Department's policy reprding supponing
any proposal. In any pan of the province. the Department makes decisions
based on what the Board for the area decides iu requiremenu are. and it is
always imporunl for the Department to know what the Boatd intends. The
only intet'Ktion in decisions rcprding. new Khool would be the design and
COst in conjunction with the School PWring MamW. Minister Foote
questioned whether the Board ofTNSlees have given Lawn top priorit)- for
new construction. It was explained by Mr Keating that the Board had not
gival lAwn my considernion, as the focus ofrestrueturing hu concentrated
on other areas of the Distria., and the TNStccs have not gotten to d.iso.I..s5
what was necessary for Lawn, (the circulnSW\CeS]. however, have been
ciroJmvented by the UIIrTI proposal. Minister Foote explained the issue for
her and her Depanmcnt will be the rcquCSl orthe Board and whatever is the
priority of the Board She: will only act on the recommc:nduion from the
Board. (Board Minutes. March 2. 2(01)
As it pertains to the: Lawn concept paper and NESS status. the: following discussion
transpired:
Minister Foote spoke to the UIIrTI concept paper, and was very impressed as
it is very much in line \Vith the initiatives the Government would suppon in
terms ofiu Strategic Social P1&n, as Government is looking at having Family
Resoun;:c CcntcnlSociaJ Services. etc. availa.ble in n.anl c.ommuniacs. Mr.
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Elliot [trustee) asked what restrictions will the c:wTent NESS swus~ on
the Board? For example, iftbe Board decided to put. K- 9 JCbool in Lawn
what is the point ofdiscwsing this motion ifthe Department can not emenain
this clwI&e in light afme aun:m: NESS swustlw pve Lawn a R-12 school.
Minister Foou confirmed tIw uwnstiD. has NESS swusand this will remain
50 untiJ legislation clwIges. If the Bo&rd has given this thorough review and
detcnnined this is what is in the best interest of the tIUdau. the Ocpertrnent
wiIl have to entertain this. A legal opinion obtained by Mr. I...odcyer deans
the legi..sIarion would have to be changed to alterLawn'scu.natt NESS IWUS.
(Board Minutes., March 2. 2(01)
Some School Board members felt that the Community Learning Center could operate
IS • K_~l SY$letn and that the high school $tlJd~tS could be bussed to St. LalNl"enGe. On
MOlTen S. 200 I an emerg~cy meeting of the School Board was c.alled 10 discuss the Lawn
siw.\·jon
Marcus Evans (tt\lstee] indicated the Board should indicate tothe Department
the Board's desire 10 make Lawn a top priority, and the configuration afthe
Lawn school. and a decision on whether studentS should be bussed to St.
Lawrence. or wh~her they should be housed in a K-12 school. In reference
to Other schools in the District. restrUcturing, pasI and present, the ruionale
to have single K-12 schools has been applied. and in his opinion 51.
LawrmeelLawn is no different. He is in support of. K-9 S)'Slem for Lawn.
Margaret Wilhen.ll agreed with Marcus Evan's comments and asked that
some: consideration be given to the students ofSt. La'Nfence, the ratiorWe for
making the decisions in the District. &net the impact on both groups of
students from Lawn and St. U'Nfence The Director replied that in k30king
u the next five yean; for Lawn students there is no doubt both St. Lawrence
and Lawn students e&n receive a quality education. The difference in the
reorg:anization in the Eastern Zone was economies ofse&le, with hundreds of
students being brought together and expanded propms being offered. The
impact of combinina St. La'Nfcnce and. Lawn would add two teachers to the
school. There is an opponunity for this board to loole It education differently
in light of current research on ages 0 - 4 development, and in light of the
Minister's foa.;s on age zero to the grue, The Board should focus on all
pans of the District, in light of the government's focus on Family Resource
Centers and the direction of the Strategic Social Plan. (Board Minutes"
March 8, 2001)
At this meeting the Director presented a discussion paper on ~The Long Tcnn Educational
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Plan for the Community ofLawn" wNcb had been prepared by the Boud'i adrninistrabon
tearn. Among other things the paper disawed instJuc:tionaI issues associated with Holy
Name of Mary Audany:
In considering the instructional iS$l,lC$ associated with the school &1 Lawn. it
is necessary to define what we identify u • quality education. A quality
education is one in which:
I) Studenu arc able to avail ofa program of studies which meets or exceeds
the Provincial Government sraduation requirements.
2) The program ofstudies meets or exceeds student and parent expcc:wions.
3) The achievement kvel. of$lUdenu meets or exceeds the provincial norm.
• ) The program ofstudies provides students oppommity for access 10 all paS!
secondary institutions.
S) The school is staffed with qualified teachers who are able to ddiver the
instructional program to the studen15.
6) Students have the opportUnity to undertake in • variety of coIextn
cunicularlCtivities.
Having reviewed the current and four year proposed progTIUTl otrcrinp for Holy Name of
Mary Academy, the following sumnwy statements are offered"
I) The current and proposed programs of study for Holy Name of Mary Academy
exceeds the Grade twelve graduation requirements.
2) Based on the suppan oCthe Town of Lawn, u well a.s its school council
(which includes parent and student represcnution). it is evidem that the
current and proposed program offerings meet or eJlceed parent and student
expecwions.
3) After careful analysis of the most recent tming results. the c;:oncIusion is
that the: achievementlevd of the students at Holy Name of Mary Academy
exceeds the provincial norm.
4) Sued on an analysis ofthe entrance requirements for Memorial University
of Newfoundland. College of the North Atlantic. the Marine Institute. and
PrivateColleges. graduates ofHoly Name oeMat)' Academymeet aU entTVIU
reqw..etnerlts subject to their acttievementlevel. (Board Minutes., March 8,
2(01)
When the discussion and questions had been finalized. the Chairman invited a motion.
forwarded and seconded by two other board UUStees, that "'We approach the Minister of
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Education requesting. K·12 system in Lawn aod hued Oft the dilapidaled condition of the
existing building, replace that building" (Board Mimncs, March 1,2001). The motion was
On Aprilll. 2001. the Minister ofEducarion, Honorable: Judy Foote., announced the
construction ofa new school for the community of Lawn. The text of this announc:emcnt
opens Chapter I of this thesis. I recorded my reactions to thiJ momentous event in my
~naljoumal:
I was teaching Theater Arts 2200 class when someone knocked on the door
and said thaI t was wanted in the main lobby. Leaving the classroom door
open. I immediately headed toward the lobby because I feared that SOIDC
circumstance needed mv immediate anention. AJ. I walked the shen distance
down the corridor, I co~ld ~ theseriow looking face oCcur School Board
representative. Mr. Bill Lockyer. t said. "What's WTong?" Instantly, the
frown tumed into. smile and be said, "The MinistCS" just announced the
construction ofa new K-12 school for LAwn" It was like New Year's Eve
at the tum of the millennium. I turned and saw thai JCVCni cfmy students
were peering uound the clusroom door. and I cheerfuUy shouted. "We are
aetUns • new school" and thus the commotion began. Leaving both the
principal and the board representative in the lobby, II'Ul from one classroom
to the next joyfuUy excLaimin@thenewschocHnews. Within minutes the quiet
spring afternoon had transfonncd into .jubilant and historical day. (person&!
jou.m&l., May. 2001)
My renoDIII Story': The Penpective of. Tudllt:r" ud .4.d..iaislnlor
With the 1990's consolidation movernet\L. my personal struggle had become more
intense for now I wu raced with segregating my loy;alties to the loc.al school community, &$
• resident and parent. from my loyalties to my employer as a teacher and vice-principal
working for the Burin Peninsula School Board in the community school at Lawn.
My own penonal belief in the strengths of the small rural school had intensified
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8uc:d on both personal cxpc:rience and professioRll research. I was convmeed thai. the Lawn
school system wu indeed an effective learning eaWoM'lellt recognizina and nurturing lhe
needs oftbe whole child. Ac&demic&lly, swdents wa-e very sua:e:ssfUl; empmca! evidence
&rose from results ofProvincial Criterion Reference Tests., Canadian Tes!: ofBasie Sltills., and
the Atlantic Provinces Educational Foundation Asseument. Course offerings. percenta&e of
graduates per studenr. populuion, and percentile of student body who attended and
succasful]y completed post secondary studies were high. The school offered I hose ofextn-
CWTicuJar activities., had many community voJunteers, • qualified and dedicated sWt and an
OUUtanding student body 1M1 could boul: a ncar zero percent discipline problem. The school
offered I comprehensive sphere of community services including a pre-school program and
an aduh basic education program. The underlying aims. goals. and objectives of the
Government's education reform were to improve the quality ofeducation. AI Holy Name of
Mary Academy in Lawn. education reform had been an ongoing process since the early 1970
consolidation attempts: an efl'ecti\'e school wu 1M most basic requirement ofschool survival
h was my coTUideted opinion that the Lawn school had all the annbutes ncc:essary for
• safe and succes.sfullearning env;ronmem. I did not believe then or do not believe now that
larger schools are necessarily cheaper to opente than smaller schools nor do I believe th&1 the
quality of I good education is necessarily linked to a large school. In calculating the financial
cosu: ofeducation, bureaucrats may need to also consider the costs to society ofone just one
student dropout. In the previous consolidation move to St. LAwrence, the 1980-81 records
indicale that of the lifty-eight Sludents from Grades Nine to Eln-en who were bussed to St.
Lawrence that year, thineen studenu dropped out and seventeen failed for a failureldrop-out
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rue of fifty-two percent. 1 suspected thai: given the history of the Lawn school situation. •
high dropout rue could once again repeal iudfiftht Lawn.ll:JJdaus WCR to be trMSferred
into Sl. Lawrcx:c. As an educalor. I was very c:oncemed about. move which couid possibly
jeopardiu the lives of even one of my students. As. parenl. 1was not willing to take thai
risk with my own son's high school education.
Orr (1992) concludes that essenrial to prov;ding an effective school environment,
whether large or small, is • student's 'sense ofpl&ce".
All penans. scholan and Lay persons alike, need to develop. more active
understanding of place, including an intentional involvement with place.
Anending to piau and the interrelationships betwectllU orits panscomprised
the fundamental work oniving "sustainability". "Good inhabiWlCe" conuuts
with mere "residing" The former requires "detailed knowledge of •
place....and .. sense of care and rootedness., .. wherCU the laner requires only
"ca.sh and • map" (Orr, 1992: 130). He demoll$U'lle5 that some people
AChieve .. deep coMection Vrtith • piau. while others merely pass through
(albeit potentially for I duration ormany years). Those who establish. deep
connection, in Hummon's(l990) and Perin's (1997) conceptions. may define
their identity through that place (p. 80).
The physical setting OrtM school. the school rinWs. the school curriculum and Other
school activities all contnbuted to the school as a sense or place for the wmm.I.nity, I
believed strongly that the Lawn school provided I 'sense of p!ace', I 'rootedness', an
'identity' for the SlUdents and for the residents of Lawn and I also feared that school
consolidation for Lawn wou!d eventually lead 10 lhe demise of yet anolher rural
N~oundland community, The annual Ctuistmas concen dcpieu 10 some degree It least the
connection between school and community I recorded my reflections ofthis year's concert
in my personal journal:
Although the school structure itsel.fis presently in a state of disrepair, when
12'
ba.utifi.IJJy decorated fOf the Chrisonas conccn. the main lobby is transformed
inlo &.II. ambWJc;e ofpeace and tnnqWlity. Students are cu::ited to see the first
...._ !><ina """" from ... cOlina- While ... j ....... bqpns """""'"
the Christmu lights around the hallway, the tcacN:n stan playUla Christmu
mwic 00 the small lCereo which will lit in the c:ol'Der of the lobby for the
remainder oCme lenn. Studcnu from Gndes K - 12 will panicipale in the
IN'ua1 Christmas concert. It is • Ions standin& tradition that the Glade 12
studenu will end the pcnormance ";th the:: Nativity Kale. So, dressed u
angd.s. sbcpherds. and Icings. all grade 12 studenu proudly walk. wtth cand&es
In hand, waugh the crowded BYtn toward the manaer waiting on the stage.
A minute before in the corridor they had been moving to the sounds of
Destiny's Child. The old folb would say that they were 'gailin'. but in •
moment's notice they have taken on an air of seriousness and • voice of
confidence and beauty. Each parent sininS in the audience watches the
performance with anemotionalawareness that this perfOrrtW'lCe is the group's
last Christmas concert, The cameras flash and the vi'deo tapes roll and
someone says, ··Make sure you get & good picture because they will need one
for the graduation slide presentationn It is • pr0CCS5 - • mOVement from
Kinderganen to grade twelve in which the young actors on stage have been
educated and influenced by the memben of the entire community. I take
KVeraI pictures crmy own daughter because I am scrap booking her last yur
ofhigh school-. gift to be presented on jnduation day. t realize that a few
parenu had other commitments tonight so I take a few pictures of their
children as wdl because 1 know they would be here if they could. The
substitutet~~ sitting next to me says. ~I hate to see lhat class leave". She
made a deep coMection \lrith them while substituting in their grade nine year.
She had a diabetic attaclc in their clus thai year which invoiced an empathic
response: from the students. At the year's end they gave the teacher a plaque
naming her the ~Best Substitute", and for the next two yan the class
canvassed for the Diabetic Association. A5 I listen to the wonderful sounds
of the young men harmonizing on stage, I am awan that I am listening to a
group ofyoung people who are not music students and, with the exception of
four, ue not even drilJT\a students· bul theY ue students who have a 'sense
of place'; who undersund the meaning of~ng an individual and a player in
the group; who have lived community their entire lives. They ue holding on
to a school and community tradition which makes them feci confident and
proud. what greater gifts can education bestow upon eighteen year olds who
ue about to encounter the winds of change? (personal journal. December,
2001)
Yet. despite what I. and others in the community, fell about educating the students
ofLawn. the Burin Peninsula School Board was operating within 1ft educarion reform agenda
which promoted schoo! consolidation throughout the entire province ofNewfoundland and
Labrador. I was in • double bind throughout this period tom between two sets ofvalues both
of which were important to me on both. personal and academic level. Unofficially, many of
my coUea&ues on the Peninsula supponed LaVin'S suuagle. Officially, edUC&lors were very
cautious in their public statemenu regarding the LaVin sinwion.
Shonly after the new non-denominational school board had been e1ce:ted, School
Board officials made a scheduled visit to Holy Name of Mary Academy. We were informed
th&t the ..ish was to I.SS6S the school's strengths and wulcnesses. My joumaI recorded the
emocC'nal tension generated by this visit·
AJ. we loured the school, I began talking about the strengths of tNs small
school and about the Strengths of small schools in genenl. I was attempting
to explain the importance ofthe s.:::hool to community. The harder I tried to
convey my message. the less ofthe message was being received. and the more
healed the discussion became. It escalated to the point where I said, "So we
can talk about &JIything on small schools today as long as we don't talk about
thcirStrengths- I was pointedly told. and perhaps rightfully so, that 1was out
of line. Lof course. felt that I had a solid knowledge of small schools based
on patenting. work experience. and research. and. in my naivete I thought that
the meeting would identify the strengths and weaknesses of the school The
incident ended on a pcc:uliar note; the person with whom I had been debating
huSSed me before lea..ing the school
I cannot rerncrtVxr th&t moment in time \\.ithout COMecting education and politics. It was an
awakening for me to the larger context ofthe laVin school syStem within the new boundaries
of education on the Burin Peninsula and indeed witNn the Province of Newfoundland and
Labrador. Govemment"s educational reform legislated the establishment of school
councils for all schools. and I became an elected lcaCher representative on Holy Name of
12.
Mary Ac:adany's School Council whose Idf-.appoinled missionwas to maiDLain. comm.uUty
school in Lawn. Durins the 199Os., the School Council woebd endIeuty writins briefs,
cont&Ctinaaovemment officials.. and presenting the school's cause at public education forums.
My challenge was to ride the fine line between puent&! activism and loyalry 10 my school
board. My savinggrace was that my personal beliefs in the educational potential wtuch exists
in effective sma1I schools was supported in the research litemure on ruraJ education. Thus.
I focused on researching run! education and on connecting that research to the smaJ.I n.ll'~
school in Lawn. My puent&! activism was grot,mded in educuional theory.
The brief presented 10 the Burin Peninsula School Board on January 9,2001 from
Holy Name ofMary Academy's School Council was entitled, A Nn4' Center afLearnlngjor
!he Community oj unm • A Piiol Project, II proposed among other things ''that the
community re--think their concept of I. rural school· mo\ing beyond the limited boundaries
which exist at present. for society"s needs h.a~ changed And the ruraJ school mU$l adapt to
mCCl those chan@:es~ (p 6) A1on! with encapsulating the main theme behind the Lawn
proposal for I. new K-12 school the statement in many ways symboli..zes the change wtUch
occurred in the Lawn school consolidation suuggle from the 1980's movement to the 1990's
en. The negotiated consolidation movement of the 1990's differed from the 1980's in that
it involved a~mhinJcing". -a moving beyond the limited boundarics~ ofpicket lines and public
prolestS over school closure. It involved strategic pl&nning and school improvement
initiatives. It involved cooperating with school board administration and building schad
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community and it tnvoIved building an academic success ItOry. Over. period of time, the
voices of the Lawn people regarding comm.uUty schooling sttuggIed to be heard, to be
recognized. and to be respected regarding their bdiefl on community 1ChoOOna. The duration
oftheir dram aJ.Iowcd them 10 reach. point in time when the political suuaures were such
that legislated school councils and elected board represenwive would be in. position to give
a significant. I1.Ithoriwivc. and sysu:nw.ic approach to their cries for community schoolina.
Yet. the key csscntial 10 the ongoing struggle and evenwal success was indeed the
community's continued unity and passion regarding their school. Without this community
drive and passion it seems reasonable 10 suggesl that there would have: been little strength and
authority in the voices of the school board representative and the school council "The
strength and authority evolved from the support of. rural community working to@etherto
attain the educational goals they had envisioned for their children Their success was rooted
in the struggle of past generations of Lawn people who persisted in their efforts and who
were bound and determined to be heard This is not just a 51011" of the Lawn people - this is
a story of rural people suuggling to be heard. retN.ining united in a cause.~ ut.aining the
secmingty unanairWllc It is a peopled story. a poJili~ st0'1". Mld;l visionilry story.
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CIlAP'TER SEVEN
EXPERll:NCE IS EDUCAnON
The storying Uw has OCCUlTed in this thesis has been penona1Iy educative on •
number of levels. Not only hive 1come to understand political processes in. new way,
but 1 have also lived through the learning of. new research paradigm., that of narrative
inquiry. I have come to revision the La...-n story and also to understand myself as a
narrative researcher
An established school system hasc:xisted in Lawn sin«: 1862 and overtime the school
became entrenched in the cultural ...<LIues of the people and it bec&me the: heart of the
community
A heart is cenual to the life of the body, it establishes its rhythm and pulse.
TIvough the circulatory system.. it is COMected to alljWU of the body and
must pump with sufficient energy to send blood through the entire system.
The heart is interdependent with all other major body organs m&lcing
oXYSerwion and nourishment possible and thereby sustaining and repairing
and restorin&. Blood returns 10 the heart for more nutrients yet it also serves
to nourish the heart itself. The heart is controlled by electric.J.I impulses which
are a function of both internal and extrrnal conditions. Rushes ofadrena1in
cause it to beat stronger, illness and suess alter its rhythm. The interior
structure aCme heart contains four chamben. all with different roles to play-
of receilfing, ofholding. ofenergizing, of sending. The heart is the universal
symbol oflove. compassion and caring. (Dunne, 1998, p. 230)
As the hean sustains the human body, the school in Lawn sustains the life ofthe community.
It energizes and nourishes the community because it is • place of pride, of hope, of
oWOmmiry, and of success for community residents. The school is interdependent .....;th the
12.
life aCme community because., u was suggested by the sdw:loI council in. briefpresatted 10
the Burin Peninsula School Board in 1997. Bryant and Cindy's (1990) principles of
centripetalism. indusivmeu, and distinctiveness apply to the: sc.hooI. in Lawn.
The school plays a central role in numuina alCNC ofpl&Ol' and bdonpng in the !iva
of the~ people. Residents' Rories demonstrate that it is • community cenla" for the
rcsidems and community organiz.ations, individuals, and businesses confer bcIonsing.
prestige. and reputation upon Holy Name of Mary Academy. Social identity in Lawn is a
commur.ity matter and school activities provide an opportunity for community events which
members aCthe community can and do anend. In the early yean, community events such as
"The Blessing ofIhe Flec1" or "The Crowning ofMary" were interconnected with the school
through the organizational skills of the teachen and the unanimow participation of the
students and citizens In the later yean. school events such as ChriSlm&S concerts. spans
events. dBma productions.. and gnduationceremonies became an essential pan ofcommunity
life. The school exisu IS pan of the lov.n's distinction and identity; hdd together by common
beliefs and values. and • sense of ownership. The community supports the school and the
school supports the community This relationship developed over. span offorty-6ve years
and was perhaps bom OUt Oflhc constant stNggle by community residents to maint&in their
COlM'llJnity school. The school in Lawn is a place whne children learn, where community
gathen. and where a deep-rooted community relationship surfaced and continues to resurfau
with each passing year
In retrospect, I have come to understand the story of the people of Lawn and their
struggle to nWnain community schooling over a period of(orty·6ve years u. 'sacred story'
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u Crites(1971) dcscn"bes it.
... these stories seem. to be elusive expressions of stories that cannot be fully
and directly told, because they lie so to speak. in the arms and Iep and bellies
of the celebrants. The5e StOries lie too deep in the c:onsciousneu of. people
to be directly told: they fonn consciousness ruher than bc:ina among the
objeeu of which it is directly aware... Such stories, and the symbolic worlds
they project, are not like monuments that men behold, but like dwdling
places. People live in them. Yet even though they are not directly told, even
though • culture seems rather to be the tellin& than the teller of these stories.,
their Conn seems to be narrative. (p.29S)
In lhe various battles to protect the community school, the Lawn raidenu were living their
sacred a:0C)'. They wert: acting out of an implicit sense of rootedneu to the earth and
reaffirming their sense of place. identity. and belonging.
The deep rooted human connection to the community school gavevoa and authority
[0 the Lawn residents regarding school consolidation - first, in the early years oftbe stNggle,
through the voices ofindi..iduaJ residents: then. later, through the voices of the organized
parent groups who were representing community members: and finally and most recently,
through the officially legislated school councils and school board trustees.. and the various
town councils. Through organized and detennined resistance to protect their sacred story,
the Lawn residents eventually authored their O...."f\ school story.
The movement began in the late 1950's. when the parish priest spoke on behalfofthe
LAwn people regarding the best possible education for their children. It was his singuIat voice
that first inuoduced school consolidation to the community of LAwn. In the 1960's. a few
local people began speaking out collectively on school consolidation issues and the tension
began to mount between the local school authorities and the people ofLawn. By the 1970's
the people had organized themselves. in an independent way. into non-authorized, informal
lJl
sroups who orpniz.cd public: pt'"ote$lS and who kept their children out of tcbool to protest
school closure. By the iale 1970's and throughout the 1980'1., parenu were organized into
SchooI1mprOvemenl Comminees and Concerned Parents Groups and lhese voices began to
take on an authority that captUfed the mention of school officials as resistance to school
consolidation persisted. During this period as well. the voices of the peopk could be heard
through dccted representation on the local school board and through the local town council.
In thc 1990'5. the voices of the Lawn people began to be heard through the official
government legislated frameworks of school councils. It was, in fact, these offidilly
legislated political structures thai gave authority to the voices aCthe people. Ovcr the yean
into the 1990'5. I.li people became bener educated. as well as more experienced in political
process. they developed I political UtUtenes$ and adopted activist $U~tcgies of ktter
writiug. brief presentations. and academic research to give authority to their voices and to
give resolution to their story
Yet. while the run.I s.acred story guided the ilCtlons orlhe Lawn people, it conflicted
with the social and «:onomic perspectives of a chain of various extemal school authorities,
both Ioal and pro\inci&1 The pcrspc:ctives of these individ~swu shaped by the political
and social stories orlhe larger society The gO"eman~ story promoted 5<:0001 consolK1ation.,
evolving as it ciKl from urban principles and the cultul1l1ly aGCCpted concepu of economies
of scale, 'bigger is bener', and centl1l1ization. For governing organizations. the Lawn story
was a regio~ story. not I community story. However, for the people ofLawn the story was
anything but a regional story. It was a deeply personal story of identity. ofa sense ofplace.
of rootedness to the eanh. It was a story of life.
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Much tension developed bctwet:n the two stories thai were being lOkI simultaneouSly
in this pan:K:uIar NBIlocation. The tension peaked 11 various points throughout the yean.
yet WU DOC raotved until the provinc:i&lsovemmen1 recoaniud offic:iaUy the unique nal\ln
of NI'1 SI:booling in the Ministerial Panel on Education Ddive:ry in the Classrooms of
NClNfoundland and Labrador(2000), an acknowkdgmenc which proved to be fOl.lndationai
to Minisccr Foote's decision in 2001 to build • new school in Lawn.
The st&ge has now been set for a new school story; ont that envisions not oNy. K-
12 school system, but • school system envisioned to become. center ofleaming for the entire
community •• facility thai plans to incorporate the current technological advances of the
modem society into I traditional small school setting in order to awe an educational
environment thaI will reap the benefits of both worlds. The announcement ofa new K-12
schooJ for uwn tumed the tides on the old school Slory and for Lawn residents. new school
story is about to begirt
o..'ef the yean from 1956 to 2001, government policies. school authorities. and local
people changed. but wiO\ each generation the school consolidation suussIe contitued.
lmmutab'e in the d~leover school consolidation movement was the resilient detamination
of the Lawn people to maintain their community school. It was this strength and
determination that allowed the people to reach a point where their story would come fuU
circle.
[f c:<perience is education (Dewey, 19J8), then this story can be viewed as an
educarion in the political growth of rural residents to the point where there occurred • shift
of authority and the external voices of school authorities and the intemal voices of local
IJJ
pcopk: became equalized. A1. present in the commu.nity ofLawn, the provincial government,
the Burin Peninsula School Board. the administration and school. COWIcii of Holy Name of
Muy Academy. and the Tovm ofLawn are working in unison on. vision of education that
will tap into the community's strengths. and will expand iu educational boundaries to meet
the life lana leaming needs of the entire conununity. In reshaping rural education in Lawn.
the focus is to concentrate on the present edue;ational needJ of the comnwnity by bui1dinS on
the sue:ngths of rural education and by creating. culture of continuous leaming in a. modem
facility within that conununity
In Lawn. [he thrust wu to Slay rooted 10 the community. to resist school
consolidation. and ruhct". "";th the usc oftechnology to bring the world into the community.
So in a sense. the Lawn school. through this exposure to the global world. is abo continuing
to transform itself· extending and expanding, but continuing to trusure ils sacred story
Renteltons and Ruminations
The 'Nriting of my thesis tw been an uncovering of layers and layers of meaning
regarding &. Nn.I people and their community school. It has moved me toward an
understanding ofthe tension between the sckoolauthorities and the local people. as well as,
an undtl'SWlding of the $lory's impact upon my 0"'"'" existence. The writing of this thesis
provoked. deep reflection into the multiple layers of what to me, initially. was simply
another case of rural school consolidation. By entering into the experienccs of.U playcrs in
the drama t came to rcaJiu the depth of the issue and the deep rooted passion of all of the
pla)US within it.
JJ'
Moving through natr"ltive research., I have discovered that aming OCQUTcd in the:
constanl storying and re--storying of the events, in the seardIlna to find w*ntanding, and
in the qutstions thai continu&1ly rcswfaced. I wu compelled to ask myselfwhy I needed to
teD this story; why I needed 10 understand the multiple I&yen of iu existence: and why I
needed to seek resolution to the experience. Storying to make meaning requires enterin8 into
the complexity ohhe multiple and lived momcnu of peoples' lives; into the complexity of
multiple ways ofknowing; into the complexity ofmultiple ways ofunderstanding. A rwntive
journey is • journey of experience • an awakening 10 the vast complexities of human
experience; an energy that can sustain a way of life
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